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Sel ti

settled. . The

evolution still continued ?”
will be, Because it has got
in very hackneyed phrase,
ultra. Don’t you want

point,

and the
as far as
it is the
to know

Jesus hath died.
Oh, mine iniquity

Infinite, infinite
Sin upon sin;

3

;

pny

;

Sin of not loving thee,
Sin of not trusting thee,
Infinite sin.

Lord, I confess to thee
* Sadly my sin;
All I am tell I thee,
All I have been;
Purge thou my sin away,
‘Wash thou my soul this day—
Lord, Mmgke me glean.
i
— Bonar.
— rr
r——

‘|

York Correspondence.
—

g

New YORK, Jan. 17, 1874.
The January number of the New Englander is a pamphlet of important and timely essays by competent hands, which it

would be well worth while for almost any
intellectual man to order by itself. fhe
is interested in ‘higher political history, the

article by Dr. Bacon,

on the history and

theory of written constitutions, ‘and that by
: President

McGoon

on

International

Law

‘Reform, comprehend the freshest research‘es with the -most
discussion.

vigorous and

Ifan ecclesiast,

luminous

Prof. Fisher,

sa first class authority in Reformation histo. ry, reyiews the question -of the primitive.
relations of the church ‘of England
other Reformed churches, which

to the

has lately

been in high controversy among Episcopa-_

versus

Theism,

"which

no

philosophical mind can afford to* overlook.
+ The position is that evolution

does

vor atheism or threaten theism.

not fa-

The force,

and great force of the argument, is directed

upon the key

point, the

possibility

of

eternity of material forces, which is demon-

strated to be a self-contradictory conception. The conception depends on, or iden-

tifies itself with, that of an eternity of time
or of succession.
pects, whick are

In either of the three ashardly more. than modi-

fications of phrase, the phrase is a coniradiction in terms.
is

impossible,

An
because

actual infinite series
an

infinite

series

means a series'that can never be finished.
An actual series without a beginning, is an
* infinite series already finished. The whole
notion, commonly accepted without question, of a past eternity of time,—or of action or existence such as involve time, and
such as alone we

can

conceive,’

without a

‘beginning, — isi thus shown to be an utter
impossibility and absurdity.
Eternity - is.

not infinite time, and has nothing in common with time, but nmay rather be called its

antithesis,

It is the 'transcendant and .in-

communicable attribute of God alone—the
absolute, the ‘unknowable. Herbert. Spen-der’s argument annihilates’ natural theolo--

gy, or the imagined ability of man to
evolve God from himself and the universe;
butit

does not teach God's

ability to re-

veal himself, a question "as far above thé
soope-of human reason as the
ception of eternity.

not often

indeed doing

R.

drive him

from the field? Flank him!

highest terms

He

soon leave you to keep those whom he has
Sivealy conquered.
Have you doubts and fears about your
own acceptance with God? Do not .try to

settle those doubts by studying your own
heart. Leave those “with Christ, and -go

moneys, and think that if he is involved

Mary's lamb, till he doth reappear; and everywhere,outside galleries, palaces, church-

8,000.

ties, are thrust in his face,
enonigh disgust to secure

legs, docked

it

coming to anything definite in respect to
the restoration of the franking privilege.
The committee are how considering whether
they will ask for information from the Post
‘Master General, who claims that he is not
competent to give the Senate the information sought till the end of the fiscal year.
THE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

An attempt is now making by the friénds
of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Com-

presided

and

A Discovery at Pompe
The form of another human body, which
had beep impressed on the ashes of Pompeii, has been preserved in plaster of Paris.
The cast is said to be extremely béautiful,
and far superior to any which have been
hitherto taken. The head is a portrait, the
nose is long and decidedly aquiline, the

lips full and half open, the ears

enormous-

the

Weston,

and by

invited

Massachusetts.

guests

of

the

positive con-

It was of

the purport of the conversation.

Since the “passage ot the bill which

re-

not anything we

wickedness in general,

47

nearly

educational

Institu-

lepart-

sionaries and teachers, and over 40 extolled
pupils.
8
Hampton Institute in Vas during. “the past

year, received
serip from the
of the . State
Armstrong is

by

and the occasion was

corner stone of
commencement,.-

the presence

by

honored

York, said : ¢ This is my first visit here, and the
things my eyes have witnessed and my ears have
taken in have filled my heart with thanksgiving.
I sometimes think the most beautiful “sight we
shall ever see in the universe will be that great
‘rainbow of rages around the throne of God.”

Stearns; Smyth
of Manchester,

and

In the evening there was
occasion.

landthivd :
Gen.
year

of many distinguished visitors, several of whom
made addresses at the close of the commencement exercises. Rey.
Dr. Bellows, of New

Hon.

from !Maine

a grant of nearly $100,000 in
Va, Legislature,’it being a’
Agricnltural college fund.
its Prifieipaly and its last

The
closed with 213 studénts.
a new hall was laid at its last

a reception at the elegant new residence of
Goy. Straw, which fittingly closed the’ festivities

7 ‘chartered

of

aiming” to stir’
a “coin.
Ibis

over

Mayor

It has

Freed-

meiits, 47 common schools, 328 ministers,” mis-

the afternoon there

Goy. Straw, Ex-Governors

The Senate is far behind the House in

can never take a

a banquet,

the

gathered

all monstrosi-

other day Augustus defiantly wrote us that
in no city of its size’could such a rabble of
blind, halt, filthy, deformed beggars be got
together as in Toledo; and with a sharpness, too, quite unequaled—genuine Toledoblades.—Galazy.

Were all}. was

among

already

tions; 19 graded school “with Normal

pute. the palm of impudent mendicity;
which each one would award after his own

has the most ‘where published. ‘In

It has

churches, containing a membership

—B..-Clarke,
of Manchester, and at.
which after-dinner speeches were made by

is through the treachery of subordinates.
THE FRANKING PRIVILEGE.

a great work

men ofthe South.

Wednesday

morning there was a visit to the Stark
mills, where the celebrated seamless bags
are woven, cut and sewed by a continuous
process, also to the Amoskeag Corporation,

Miss Carpenter, a distinguished:English philanthropist, said: ‘I can hardly trust myself to
utter any. words to-day, because

I feel

Bo

over-

whelmed by my emotions of gratitude to God
for all that he has done for you. You do not
know how deep a sympathy has been felt for
you in our little island for ages.” Other appropriate remarks were made. Hampton Institute

church numbers 58 members. Its chapel stands
in the national cemetery which the school farm
encloses,

and

is

surrounded. by

8100.

Dijon

‘soldiers’ graves.
Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn., has a5
students. The band of singers it sent out to
secure funds for the erection of a much needed
University building, to be called Jubilee Hall,
after raising $40,000 here, sailed ‘last spring for

England.

the

says

as

English Independent, to the highest

most

the

with

They have there met

flattering success, vaulting at once,

circles in

the land. Lords, Dukes, Duchesgses, the Queen
and other members of the royal family have

been rapt and enthusiastic listeners to the plantation melodies of this company of negro singers. Says Rev. Newman Hall: * Never shall I

forget Mr. Gladstone’s rapt attention, and when
which employs in its mills 4000 operatives, they finished, he kept saying, * Is it not Vd
and manufactures 40 miles of cloth per ful? I never heard anything like it.” ”
colleges
The reports from Berea and Talledega
day; and to the machine shop of the same
are also
Universities
Straight
and
Atlanta
and
Corporation, where more than half of alk full of interest.
the steam fire engines in the world are

ly large. There is no. muscular contrac:
tion indicative of a violent death, and the
whole person, which is in the pose of one
Mr. Beecher’s affairs, and have not follow- pany to prove that the lands of this corpored his high-tempered dispute with his Con- ation are not forfeited under the act grant- who sleeps a placid sleep, shows that this made. The citizens of Manchester degregational neighbors as ‘closely in this ing them, inasmuch as Congress failed to unhappy citizen of Pompeii died of asphyx- serve ‘great credit” for the entertainment
.
correspondence as I have in personal ob- insert a provision to that effect. It*is true, ia. Hae lieson the left side, resting the which they offered the Convention.
however, that the act provides for amend- ‘head on the right hand, while the other
servation. A newspaper item which calls
WOMAN'S
MISSIONARY
MEETING.
ments, and Congress can and will declare| arm, bent under the breast, is almost confor notice appeared this week, however,
The annual meeting of the Woman's
these
lands forfeited, as the Company has cealed ; the legs are drawn up unequally,
and has doubtless gone all over the, counSociety for heathen lands was
Missionary
not complied with the conditions of its the left more than the right, which is
try, to the effect that the Congregational
‘held
in
New
York last week. The annual
frauchise.
Mr.
Page
introduced
a
resolustretched owt naturally. = Around the loins
pastors of Brooklyn had privately made it
report shows the receipts to be $46,187;
tion
on
Tuesday
instructing
the
committee
was
a
linen
covering,
which
concealed
a
all up with Mr. Beecher, and would have
balance, $14.87.
on Public Lands to investigate this ques- small portion of the Togs s;. the breast was expenditures, $46,172;
no further differences with him; in other
years ago, and
30
formed
was
Society
The
tion,
;
naked, without the shirt, “unless there be
words, had ‘‘backed down” from their unof miscenters
six
comprise
‘some appearance of one under, the left arm-. its agencies
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
dertaking to see Congregationalism vindischools in
73
supports
It
effort.
sionary
Mr. Mullet, the Supervising architeet “of pit, but the feet are naked, and these have
cated as’ a responsible form of Christian
different countries, each school centaining
profession, against the free and easy,touch- the treasury, was before the committee Jon been cast magnificently. It-is worthy of
about 1500 pupils. Bishop Cummins denote
that
this
body
was
foundat
a
remarkarfd-go sort of church membership, which appropriations a day or two since, to give
on the level of the livered an address. The meeting closed
can absolve itself from church censure, as his views in regard to the suspension of able hight, almost
with an address by Dr. Hamlin, of Con=
work upon the Public Buildings, with a second story, and near it were a.few pieces
in Theodore Tilton's case, whenever that
~
stantinople, on mission work.
of
money
inbronze
and
silver.
Thus
It is uncourse seems to be the more convenient. view to the strictest economy.
FEARFUL CATASTROPHE IN VERMONT.
The paragraph is entirely untrue. It orig- derstood that he will recommend .that the another interesting addition is:made to the
casts
of
humanformis
now
in
the
British
gas explosion destroyed the knitting
A
able
work
on
all
buildings
not
begun
not
be.
superservice
the
in
‘inated, apparently,
’
mill of H. E. Bradford at Bennington, Tueszeal of an editorial friend, who was led, in commenced,and that as little as possible for Museum.
PR
- ei
day, and nine women were instantly killed.
some way,to make too much of the fact the time being be done to complete all that
There were also many persons seriously
ion.
Confess
that Drs. Budingten and Storrs had con- are in process “of construction. Every
e’s
The Hypocrit
BR
A
most of whom were young men
wounded,
sented to a private conversation with Mr. dollar that can be saved in this way’ will
horall
~The property loss is estimatprofess
We
women.
and
sincere.
not
are
We
Beecher on the matter in dispute, and, pos- be saved.
Defective gas pipes causmean
to
$100,000.
at
seem
ed
we
but
,
wickedness
at
ror
sibly of something he inay have learned of
* REFORM.

lians.—If spiritual Christianity éngages’
his attention, Revivals, and Church Unity
are the subjects of articles from strong men.
If missions interest him, the veteran missionary, Trowbridge, illuminates Armenia.
} could particularize further m this way,
but I must skip to the important review of
Evolutionism

man’is*M.

duly weighed. Most ‘péople here,who know
the General; believe him to be innocent in.
respect to any misappropriations of public

the hole

clot of that, Finally, there is a hole in the
bottom (corked) und here, they tell me,is
where the patent comes in! They pay a
royalty for the use of this hole. Fancy a
hole in a dish patented, and yielding. a
revenue. - Of all patents, I think 1 should
prefer to own that on holes in pockets;
though perhaps one on holes in tin vessels
would be more lucrative.
I have not desired to dwell too much on

Bend I the knee.
Sin hath gone over me,
Yet is this still my plea:

path to the door, wait patiently ' about, like

& ——
,
es, shops, myriads-of maimed
Christian, you often have ‘hard battles
arms, diseased bodies, and
| with Sagan; d6 you always conquer? If

charges brought against the General will be it is the idle Ohgistian who

with its

bottom

Them.

Field.

Os

FREEDMEN.
The late Annual Report of the Am: Miss.
Association is full -of interest, This Board is

riage, dog the wheels, ress the “inn before
lim, swarm him as he alights, choke up the

work for souls. Win others to Jesus, and
Events of 1the ‘Week.
you will lose your fears.
—
Do besetting :sins, special temptations,
PRESS CONVENTION.
trouble you? Do not stop to fight them,
but cast them on Jesus, and work; work)" The New Hampshire Press Association
for souls; take them from Satan, and you held its annual meeting in Manchester, Tueswill find no time tobe tried by besetting day. There was a business meeting at 11
The committee of Congress recommend that |
sins, and no time to listen to temptation. o’clock, at which a resolution passed favorthe Secretary of War be directed
to convene |
Pray for. others more,- and you will see ing the free postal circulation of newspaper
whom the |
a military comniizsion, be
prayers for yourself are oftenet answered. exchangesgand of all papers in the county

this isa little receptacle for

Under

sediment, so that the pen

ey

No, not despairingly
- Gome I to thee;
No, not distrustingly

New

of striking the

‘PHAROS. 4

not forced to retreat, yet are you

of his ability and culfure as a lawyer.

ceive the nib of the pen, and allow
it to take the last drop of ink, without "pos-

sibility

-

successful

know him well speak iin the

This,’
rising in the middle, like a bottle.
on the contrary, has a conical depression

[oF well in thre-bottem; right under

traveler as he arrives, mob him to his car-

Waite, of Ohio, who seems to Be but. little| Do n't wait for him to attack, do not attack
One gives il: to Ireland, a
known to the country: still for all this he him, bit flank him, by trying to take from experience.
second to Syria, a third to Italy;aand the
may make a very good Judge.
Those who him those already in his power, and he will

it to overset. Now the bottom of the inkstand Unfitbest to Survive, has a conical

Bits of Things.

Crimson hath been!

THE CHIEF-JUSTICESHIP,

ll

The agony is over, and the question of compelled to lie on your arms, because the
who is to be the Chief-justice is*definitely- enemy has not been defeated ? Would you amusing to hear traveled Americans dis-

solid bottom an inch thick. too, forbidding

28, 1874.

JANUARY

o

Mission

foxiness fall short of the facts. In many
European cities these gentry greet the

>
+r

Flank

WASHINGTON, D. C., dan, 21, 1874.
jo

t

: uh

‘Washington Correspondence.

for tha pen—a little fonnel, shaped to re-

WEDNESDAY.

.

agreed to.report a bill anthorizing the President to appeint a commission to. inquire
into the liquor traffic in all of its details.
It will be a aarting revelation.

was employed by the government to go to
Geneva as assistant eounsel
with Mr.
Evarts, and it is said by the severe)
that Mr. E. pronounces him a great an
able
lawyer.” All agree that he is a man of
?-Well,—like
inkstand
wonderful
about this
all consummations, its simplicity is re- irreproachable character, and he is a proOutwardly,it isa plain glass nounced Republican.
markable.
with a
inkstand, of primitive pattern,
GENERAL HOWARD. *
counter-sunk orifice (so to speak) forbidGeneral Howard's case has been disposed
aing the ink to spill, if over-set. It has a of by reference to a Court of Inquiry.

not the
answer
itcan;
ne plus

Qffice or not.

‘a@ When Agents receive

actly of a mind, but the mind of the body inits weight and mass, is thoroughly.in ac~
cord with, the pastor.
Meanwhile, Mr.
Beecher renews, by fresh call of the faculty, his theological lectures at Yale! ©
oie Vion,

Jiterated,
the future anti-Darwinian (if there
shall be such a being) may yet demand,
| *If the Inkstand be an evolution, why is

DECISIONS,

they presented is now in the of beggars than forty ‘degrees of” north lai- ‘repeated manifestations of confidence in.
courts of Kentucky, and until that decision tude aided by Christiapity. Still, Maxime him, he declared that the Republic was the
is given the Commissioner will observe af ‘qu Camp teHs us that Paris beggars, now, only government possible in France, cons,
as in the middle ages, carry the. subdivision sequently the bond of ‘friendship between
masterly inactivity.
\,
of labor in their - guild to extreme’ refine- the two nations would be strengthened.
TEMPERANCE,
ie
> $-O-&
Bh dh Sh Sa 5
The Senate committee .on Finance have ments,and Victor Hugo’s stories of their

‘case which

in Dr. Budington’s church is gross’ exaggeration. No body of men can be all ex-

Survive, stands at last before me, that is, at

are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papers are forwarded until an ex licit oxder is
discontinuance,
received by the Publisher for their
and until payment of all arredragesis made as required by lav.
Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub-

scription, and te forward what is due for the ensuing
. year, without further reminder from this ofiice.

transi-

my elbow, and the * practically infinite”
permutations that have led up to it, here
cease. The hetérogeneous are to be merged in the homogenous, henceforth, ‘and,
when all remains of the past foolish- attempts at inkstands shall have become ob-

thus sent. Agents

when

make a

tion more incongruous still, Ifa step from
the question of eternity" ot the Absolute,
to the remarkable inkstand from which I
dip the material for these -great words, is
not a lively one, I will give up this.method
of enlivening you. Iam confident that I
have got to the very last procreative gasp
of the genus inkstand.
Heretofore, all
jnkstands have been failures.
Buf the
‘Evolution of the Inkstand is now complete.
Mr. Kosmos. the consummate Fittest to

To whom all letters on WUSImONS: remittances of
communications
mosey, &c., should be sent
desig for publication should be addressed tothe
tor.
+
le 00 per year; or’ if pad strictly IN ADTerms:
VANCE, $2.50
orREMITTANCES must be madein mone
ders, bank checks, tr drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, sen Wh he.money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are. obliged fo.
register letters whenev voy requested to do so.
vie a thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
y
1 be at the risk of those sending thém.
the
fhe ‘regular ' charges. for ~ money orders, bank
debe
may
orders
money
checks, and Post Office

>

Rn
2

the
has given no sign of doing so, ‘and
pastors and churches on the “dther po
as’far as possible {from contempl ng a
like inconsistency. The report of dissent

3

THE

!

KE

a

plied, After THRE his thanks to his
‘Jotter 1] be, 2: anybody ? Not I; and’ 1 ave the gore. The commissioner did not act in the Toland life then, hilo the equator, in Mo: countrymen in the United . States for their they | best authority for saying that Mr.yBeecher Ppremisos, as the particular phase - of the hammedanism, must breed a sturdier race

10 a newspaper

Could incongruity go further? But
say that incongruity is the -soul of humor,
_|.apd Tam sure, therefore, that T am thus far
very amusing in this letter. ‘If not, I will

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

FOR

Metaphysics

28, 1874.

J ANUARY

Nea.

DOVER,

ed the accident,

which

has

casta

glooxni

WOMAN’S MISSION SOCIETIES,

The Lucknow - Witness, India, says:
‘‘ The
most marked feature of missionary work in the
“past decade has been the remarkable development of female missionary societies.
In both

England

and

America,

these

societies

are in-

creasing and prospering exceedingly, and some
missionaries begin to wonder what the movement will cometo.if it goes ‘on at the present

raté
a few

years

longer.

We

hear of

fifteen

American ladies coming to India alone, next
cold season ; and others are reported as en route :
to China, Africa, South America and elsewhere.
This movement means that God is about to impress upon the chareli, as never before, the’
value of woman’s work for Christ, and that

absolute necessityof elevating the
non-Christian lands is henceforth

wo
to

axiom in-missionary policy.
INDIA.

The mission at Nundial in the Karnool District,
southern

India,

planted

by

the

London

Soc., has had great success the past year.
received an addition of 861 converts.
number now connected with the

1590.

>

' The Jun. No.

of the

Miss;

It has

The whole
mission is

:
Miss.

Mag.

says that

seven years ago last Sept., there were but two
native Christians in the city of Ongolo, and that

to-day the church there numbers 2,357 members.
‘When My. Clough went to Ongole; there were

have really done in particular and in person. over that whole section of the state.
course friendly, for it was betweén ‘three
but four native Christians, the two referred to
duces the salary of members‘and Senators 1t is sin we deplore, not sins. Our words of
three
as
well
as
and two others who lived 40 miles away. Now
friends,
DESTRUCTION OF RAILROAD PROPERTY.
dear
very
and
old
to-its former status, there seems to be a self-abasement must not be pressed, nor
oneof the largest Baptist ehurches in the world
noble, large-hearted and congenial ChrisCentral
Union
,
»In Chicago, Tuesdaythe
to-strict econ- misunderstood.
re
me, healthier condition in respect
It was amazing to
tian brethren.
Depot, occupied by the Michigan Central, don, Mr. Spurgeon’s, and the old first African in
ion of public affairs
omy
in
the
administrat
In the old legend it was no less than a
the sharp, almost intemperate tone which
Illinois Central, and the Chicago; Butling- Richmond, Va., registering a larger number of
in Congress, and the determination is to cardinal that once went to confession.
°
Mr. Beecher could indulge toward these
railroads, was entirely names.
& Quincy
ton
lop
off
and
"curtail
all
public
expenditures
|
«Oh! T am the very chief of sinners,” he destroyed by fire.
friends of his, in spite of what- should have,
Rev. J. I. Noyes, also of southern. India, reMuch baggage: was
which are’ unnecessary, and therefore the murmured, in the ear of the priest.
been. the restraint befitting a communicais estimated at ferring to the India Roman Catholic missions,
damage
whole
the
and
lost,
“Too true, too true; God have merey,” $550,000.—In the afternoon of the same says: ** Vastly more has been done within the
tion at once official and fraternal. If he several Departments will be "required to
were able to write it, 1 would have rather reduce their expenses ‘to the lowest point were the words that care-back through the day the Eastern R. R. bridge across the last Butt years by Protestant missions, than by
the labors of the Romanists in three centuries.
supposed the latest rejoinder of’ Plymouth congistent with the proper discharge of the grating.
Saco at Biddeford, Me., was burned. Give us fifty years more, and the world shall
public
business.
No
more
money
will
be
“Surely
I
have
been
ghilty
of
every
kind
n
church, the productioof its hew lawyer
Hardships of this sort seem ‘to attend this see, not only Madena, but all India, with' her
clerk. “Said one of the pastors to, me a few expended than is absolutely necessary to of wrong," he continued.
The business of the road was not 200,000,000, by the blessing of God, transformed,
road.
Therc was a
«Alas, my son, it is a solemn 'fact—have seriously interfered with, and-the bridge was evgngelized, and numbered among Christian
days ago, ** I never loved, and I never ex- carry on the government.
time when it looked as though the forty- mercy upon him, 0 Lord.”
.
nations.”
.
A
pect to love, another man as I have loved
opened to travel again on Monday.
would fail to meet the’ pubMADAGASCAR.
. Thinking that great énormities admitted,
Mr. Beecher. I rejoice that my last word third Congress
FRANCE.—TESTIMONIAL TO THIERS.
demand, and - the great opportunity af-: would force at least a deprecaiion, he went
before this cloud shut down over our friend- lic
The Sunday Megpzine says, the mission fisforded the Republic «an party to dohieve sucThe
bill authorizing the Government, to
on:—
tory of Madagascar
one of unequaled interest.
ship was the unstinted outpouring of afcess in public estimation, by meeting, with
nominate mayors has finally passed the.
Little more than. fifty years ago, its people were
«I haye indulged in pride, malice, refection and honor I made at his pastoral a bold front, the cries of the times, and by
The Duke Decazes without a writlen language and entirely heaFrench Assembly.

and I don’t fake back ome

anniversary,

grappling with, controlling and settling the

word or tone of it. When I heard that he
was assailed by calumny,’ I. sat down instantly and wrote him a note tendering him
‘my aid in any possible way, and from that
day to this I have never seen him !”
That was before the recent interview.
This interview was sought by Mr. Beecher,

issues, presented,td satisfy the nation that it
‘was the party of progress and. reform. T

now

will feel confident, and have
ished

fiow

entered

on

of amending for the

as

the pmim-

future

ciple involved. Still, who can believe
that “big, strong, passionate church and

pastor
jvords

are going’
and

to

principles, bad

eat

their own

as they

may

fibundant rea-

human

slavery, and

saved

the

na-

tion, is equal to any emergency in the time
of peace, for the safe conduct .0f the gov-

incommunicable, perhaps indefinable, hope

the résult, may lead to ‘the attainment of
some common ground on which Mr. Beecher may place Plymouth church in accord
with the churches, in respect tothe fundamental condition of church fellowship—responsible characterin the church, guaranjust censorship whiclr none of its
teed by
That perilous
can evade.
constituents
case being now irrevocably out of the way,
| there is much less difficulty in, the way

become the

sonto be satisfied that. the party thdt.abol-

and it has given to the other pastors some
that a correspondence

have, hopes that it will

master of the situation,and that the country

Is

ernment. -

y
*¢ THE DISTILLERS,

swered :
“Yes, alas! some of this I had heard of
Mbefore ; the Lord have mercy.” «
The. exasperated ¢cardinal could send it
no longer.
“Why, you fool,” be burst’ out sharply,
“do you imagine I ‘mean all this to the let-

ter P"’
“Alas, alas! the good Lord Nive meray,”

here ‘in considera-

are

These gentlemen

venge, and ambition.” ’
Then he sighed in mournful tones; and
in tones as mournful the honest monk an-

said the pitiful priest, “for it seems his
Eminence is a bypoerite likewise !"—C. 8.

ble numbers, and,on Tuesday,had an interview with ‘the Commissioner of Intérnal
Revenue in reference to the modification of

Robinson.
|

Government was solicitous for the welfare
and spiritual independence of the Pope,
but at the same time sincerely desired to
thaintain relations of harmony

shat

* Giving Alms.

4

and

friend-

ship with Italy. The government wonld
labor incessantly to prevent misunderstandings with any power, for peace was necessary to the prosperity of France. The
Duke said he made the above statement
with the full concurrence of President Mac

Mahon,

‘pellation

A
!

declares that the apprehensions that peace
might be disturbed, which recently manifested themselves,
are unfounded.
The

A ‘motion to postpone the interwas

carried.—Mr.

: American minister at Paris,

Washburne,
presented

Ex-

then.
Missionaries ent there, reduced the language to writing, compiled dictionaries, grammars, and other educationdl works, translated
the Bible,
established scliools, add gathered
about
200 converts; when king Radama, their
friend and protector, died. “His successor, the
wicked
queen Ranavalona II. drove the missionaries from the island, shut up the schools,
and forhade Christian assemblies.
The Christians were crucified, speared, beheaded, sawn
asunder, thrown over the rocks, burnt at the

stake, put bead-forémost into pits and boiling
water poured over them. Many perished by
the- tangena poison, others died miserably in
chains.
Loss of honors, slavery, floggings and:
fines were thé minor. punishment inflicted upon,

those who had shown favorto the hated Christians.. But the old adage proved true: “ The
blood of the martyrs is.the seed of the chur¢h.”

| President Thiers a gold medal, Tuesday, To-day there are little under half a million of
on béhalf of the. French residents of Phil- nominal Christians, There are about twenty
these men claim especial annuities. They erend Bishop Tozer, begging: is the most adelphia, U; S. In his speech on the oc- thousand scholars ' atterfding the schools, and :
between six and seven hundred churches, built
claim that they pay large revenues to the honorable of all callings; and ‘‘instead of casion Mr. Washburne alluded in terms of and maintained entirely by the native Chrispraise
to
the
friendship
shown.
by
France
government, «nd hence ought to enjoy a cowed being who crawls after one with a
for the United States during the American tians. These Christians: also maintain a hunmore privi ileges than other men in thie or- whine, a beggar is a rakish,- ddre-devil feldred and twenty native evangelists to work in
and innocent, ,avocations of life. ‘low, who demands your money;staying un- Revolution. . He also-eulogized the French ‘the remote districts of the central province.
‘dinary’
Theic revenues to the government maybe “der your window by the hour, yelling * Hi! people who have taken up residence in the Well may we exclaim, / What hath God
L
large, but every dollar is rusty with human hi! here's a poor’ un’ till je is satisfied.” |’United States. M. Thiers feelingly re- wrought 1”

the rules

regulating’ bonded
As

their exportation.

a

spirits and

matter of cburse
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i
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In Zanzibar,according to the Right Rev-
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= THE MORNING
Cv

historic and sacred associations. My long many of the. fairest, flowers open- but once
andl ie ‘over to BN dwbastie and Sim bed Nov. L$ per month, froma thié time dn It
8,77. Moses is sent toailleciare to the mur- ‘the mast of the vessél from which I bad a was 21 [nearly years] $110, two suits of | cherished desireis about to le ‘gratified. to-our sight, while" others . long “defy the
oppressed, * faithless Israelites
blasts, bat'at last, they too, "must
ing,

S. Dgartu.

+

ur

the

nature,

the fact of God's covenant, its

good view of the vessel

The

sailing out.”

sailor boy. returned directly to Esq. Long's,
immediate fulfillment of God's pledges, the
where: he related circumstantially ** what
it,
ith
w
war
at
ng
| deliverance from everythi
Les:
“Sabbath School Lesson.—Feb.
treatment he had. receivedat the hands of
their election to be the people. of God, and
They were quite agitated. The
Je A HOWE
PROF.
BY
NOTES
AND
QUESTIONS
’
the pledge .that Jehovah would be their the officers.”
here learning these civeumgentleman
«old’
the
Egypt
of
30d. To the poor slaves
may rem: ain, until MonYou
¢*
said,
stanees,
JEHOVAH'S
PROMISE.
| knowledge of their fathers’ God was obleave,” ‘Monday
must
Ww
A
—
you
sthen
and
day,
be,
scure. They ‘had little faith. Already
he- bade them
“breakfast
after
and
came,
F
p ExopUs 6: 1-8.
sufferings had been
cause of him, their
place,
theonly
was
This
apd-letr.’
adieu
GOLDEN TEXT iT will sing of the mers augmented,
Ilis promises must be’ confor
where,
Holland,
native
“ cieswf the Lord, Jorever ; Joith any firmed by signs and judgments, or they since his own
what
enjoyed
liad
he
only,
occasions’
short
faithful
“thy
n’
«mouth will: Tmake know
could draw’ no hope from them. When God
seemed like the - genial ; hospitatities ‘of
ness.
set ‘visible agencies at work for their de"
“
!
home.
e,
liveranc they would begin to believe him,
vealed may ask,—andit
thé
next?
«What
NOTES
AND HINTS,
The tigand not before. Verses 9-13.
ww.
came to opr youngthat
thing
the
just’
is
y
.
\
>
ure,**with a strétched-out arm,’ * explains itmonths; on a cold
7
and
years
14
of
ster
1. The word “now” is emphatic in’this self, and vividly describes the energy and
clad ‘and* without
thinly
Japuary,
of
day
implies
see,”
thou
“Now. shalt
verse.
In Ezy ptian hi| power to be a i Hk
*‘ not one ceut in niy pocket,”
overcoat,
something before furni¢hing ,a reason for eroglyphics,
pictured
by
Hw
0
‘might is
a foreigner, and to make his way among
that which God asserfs. - The increased tyrses

hy

the

Israelites

Mo-

of.

the Egyptians, the blame

anny &

arms outstretelied.

Moses

debted to this fact forthe

forcible

ini

especially his dere employed.
in the filth
The Jews were elected to’ be the peoc- | which later he throws
“now.’
word
fhe
by
to
referred
"chapter, are
ple of God, in no sense which implies that of which runs thus :
God gives another

promise:

‘He

announc-

give their sins, and save them from punishment, than of other nafions.” Tn view of a
special work'to be dotie, and which only by

things ; he will let the Isradlites go, he will

be eager to have them, yea, force the ‘am. to
depart. “With a strong - hand,” denotes
. with great urgency,induced by. the dealings
of God.

What

Pharaoh

would

do,

one people could. be

dong, God,

|
A

as a .re-

ward {fo Abrakam for his righteousness,
elected his descendants fo that honor. It

God

district

This

was agreed

to, and

Two actidents befell him this year,—one,

a& he was at work’

with

his hand got canght

cart

and

so as'to suspend

from the around ‘when “alone,
escaped

injuring

he

the

succe seded

Mary.

him

and he just

releasing

. Limsalf

ith lossof skin’ and blood.” He says
of the other,—as several were hewing tim-

ber

most” of the

scoring, . and

city

he accidentally

into -my "hip while

I was

do

as the result

in

the

lesson.

. “1

am

of

¢the

| they, in view

te

of that,

were

chosen

as

his

that the | | people. “And ye shall know
hat’ I am |
EX. 3: | the Lord your God, which bringeth’
you |
15.
He wasthe Jehovah God, not merely | out from under the burdens of the + EzypGod.
by the name ' El Shaddai, ** God Al- | tians.” The word * know” may mean
mighty,” not by the nam Jehovah, was he more, in this place, th an we are accustgmporn to the patriarchs, - This more glorigl
|
ed to allow it. DE it not suggest rather
ous reve Sarfon

himself to

Mose 8, “God

the 1s of acquaintance with God,

to be re-

compares with the past revelations of him- | covered ‘and established by their wonderself to them. . Af ‘the institution of the | ful. emancipation, than an éxisting knowlAbrahamic covenant; it was said, “I am edge to be emphagized by their deliver
El Shac
" God Almighty, (Gen. 17:1.) ance? i 24:14. Jehovah will illustrate,

and, as ')

|
Israelites |

the’ fathers of the

knew him in their history ;- henceforth,

the.|

Israelites should know him as the Jehovah.

The distinction between these two names |
of God, or rather between God known in
the character of El Shaddai, and God to be
‘kn own in the character of Jehovah, may be

thus defined : God,
Original'of

all

as El

things,

Shaddai,

the

|

a stooping posture, <he came near scoring
into my backbone,~—it was a deep. gash.”

sserver and Omnipotent Ruler.
gotin special and sympathetic
men,

He is over them

coriupted their Yeligiohs belief.”

guide, and there

Pre-

And friends Pm sure to find,

But he is
relations to

soil of Egypt.
that period ago
hovah is God in refition to his people, as should become
well as God over all. Jehovah is a being Israelites, had

above them but not in -the midst of them.’
Heis the deity, the absolute. God as Je.
almighty,

personal,

communicable.

rend

le Te od,

His are the

altars,

It is

The name Jehovah was known

his the

be known

to Israel. The

nature

and to
of God,

the Jehovah, was described on ‘Sinai. It is
* ‘instructive to-read here, Ex. 20:1—7. Such
phrases as “the ‘Lord thy God,” read with

Jehovah in place of * Lord,” throw light

on the use of this name.

courage,

therefore, that

furnishes, spring from

1

The

comfort and

this declaration

the idea

that hence-

forth Israel should have, as their God, Jeéf Bova tae absolute God.
Verse 7.

. **And.I have also established my covSt with them, to give them the land of
Canaan.”
The covenant of which God

Spasés , Was an ancient covenant. It was
lished with Abraham, and confirmed

.

i, Isaac and

Jacob.

in

Gen.

17:18,

the

: origin ot #1s described; in Gen. 26:2—5,
1 3 renéWed to Isaac; and in Gen. 28:13—
—15; ta- Jacob: ~The word covenant denotes
an agreement, and implies

that there

at least, two parties to it. Here
one party, the Israelites another.
covenant is intended
“ change ofebenefits by

are,

God is
Every

either for the exthe parties, or for

securing benefits from one"party to the other. Because of this character of covenants
the laws of God should be viewed not as
rigid) restrictions, nor as forced lévies on
men, but as an agreement

Lord.”

to the pa-|.

‘which God is pleased to “be called,

of good between

little

drove

were

the

descendants

of Abraham ever in a worse condition to
expect to seize and occupy that land ? They
peeded this promise.
It was, if true,
made sweeter by their experience of oppression, than it could have been at any past;
period to other children of Abraham. Their
assurance that it would not prove a mockery came from this statement: ‘I am the

priests, his the people. The meaning of
the word Jehovah is paraphrased in “Ex.
3:14. The Existing One, the Being,is thus
seen to be the definition of this word.
triarc
Gen. 15:2, 7, 8.
This verse
ANE then, that they knew not God in
his character of Jehovah.
God is a general name, Jehovah the special name by

How

Famine

A promise made more than
to their fathers, that Canaan
the country and home of the
slambered unfulfilled until

their day, and when

he who made the covenant with his people,”
.-Whom his people arg to worship. All the
ordinances of religion ‘given 40 the Jews
were from him. To him all their service
Was

settle oy

Jehovah pledgesit.

He willprove

to them, to Egypt,

to all the world,

his

purposes

counsels and

“I am

the

Lord.”

declaration.

must

Significant,

prevail.
sufficient

It is the signature of> God to

farmers

wight be down

physicians cam2

with

time

of God¥

fulfillment of his

promise is the proper time.
Men hasten,
in their impatience, the promises of God,
but he

waits until* the

come.
3. When the promise
lost. “The Lord is not

fullness of time is

delays it is “not
slack concerning

his promise,” even then.

to -see

went into Mr. John Nutler's store and fold
him
my
situation. About 11 o'clock a
man by the name of Josiah Clark, of Ep-

very feeble
My rea#®n
the time,
band for
to learfito

ping, N. H., called

at the store.

the reader. will just

was

him, and

that hy,
together

now

e known

to

would

fake

for

his

C.

the

if his mind could have

ten manuscript were

Sutely Van was

.

“Iu the morn-

to see and quiz me.”

1

for Mr. C., and far-

ther on be adds,—** Feeling afraid that Capt.
Long might take me back with him when
he came

home

dutihg the

summer,

L was

induced to “hoose. Mr. Clark as ny. guardian,” and “Feb. 14th, they went to Exeter
and had the maftér legalized.
ed in Mr.

C’s

working

with

on

the

farm

family

somre

He remaineight

wood-choppers
in

summer,

no

in

months,

winter,

school,

no

penned

with his

and I left in Sept. |

ith his consent, and be-

gan to live with

Mr. Benjamin Dow near

by.- I got so I could now work quite,
‘well. When the winter came on, I attended the district school a portion of the

time. I was in my’ 16th year, and began to read in words-of two syllables with
a class of small children.” Before_ this

another time, while pressing a cheese - at a
cider mill with a horse-power, the strain
broke,
and
in his
words,
¢ the lever

to work,

ar

.

» “The groanings of . the children of Isnr arg irreconcilable with the covenant
"of God,'and become ' therefore the ground

‘I hastetied t&-¢he ship and placed the box
iu the cabift;

I came quickly on deck’, and

but
lay

Our

&ead

owed,

how we

pleasintly

on

history,

will ‘hever.~

both

8

or ti

pangs of parting:
““Esenped are its thopmsand harms;

; ¥
po

The only path ste las trod,

s

“14 that Which leads from her mother's arfns,
gis ol arms of God,”
}

it grew

except during school.

“ Feb, 10, 1829, Capt. Long aiid His fa:

“Then iy 46° we movirn that a spirit immortal

sun’s

on Loch Lomond,

last

To know the ghd

rays

and™hgve

passengers

by the’ morning

head of the

lake,

and

a

In our homes and hearts,

there

At the southern end

the

Loch

of

remarkable

beauty.

was

is*several

The

touched at several points:

on either

side,

We

ever

shores,

steamer

winding among the beaufiful inlets,

there will

He places spered to their memories; and we
shall miss those dear ones whom
we
have Joved and lost, until we too have
passed through the shadow of the grave,
into the light of fadeless
immortality.
There we shall keep our little ones always;
there the aged shail feel no infirmities ; and |
nothing shall mar the perfect bliss of the
home sternal. Blessed meetings ;-<no more
partings j=who does not long to reach thy

train to the

though

3youth of its springtime again?” ?

~

Jan.

passed close to the base of Ben Lomond,
seeing something of his gigantic propor-

“0 glorious morning lend” $
14, 1874;
:

Za

Ap

He Came

tions, though a cloud of mist hung over his!

to Himself

X

—

=

At Inversnaid the passéhgers all! “The prodigal said, “I will arise > and ¢go
Portsmouth.
I attendedfo my
studies
disembarked and rode in an open carriage, to my Father, and will soy unto him,
here. As the accident had made me less
1 have simed "agaist heaven and
valuable to Mr. Dow, he could nof afford or diligence, through the rain, across a father,
before thie.” - This young man, as many
barren
moor,
four
miles,
to
the
head
of
| to pay me. the original sum of $110; so in
June, 1827, [Van ‘was now 20] Mr. Long Loch Katrine. The little tteamer that boys do in the present, took his portion and .
plies on this lake is waiting for us, and the left home. He.was not itisfled to live
agreed to the following arrangements: Mr.
shower Is nearly‘over as we go on board. with his kind parents and be guided by their
Dow was to pay 855 and a suit of clothes,

tingham m the morning; and travel all day

and

many

ships,

narrated

and

unwritten

hard-

Van Dame: attained to ** free man-

hood,” ** Mr. Dow “paid me $55 and a new
suit of clothes. With this sum I started.on
my future. journey .of lif2, No home, no

place to go when sick;
a eripple for life,

brow.

This lake supplies Glasgow with 20,000,000
gallons per day, of theéfinest water in the
world. It is one of the loveliest of the
highland lochs and famous as the scene of
the Lady of the Lake.
This-is also the|
scene of Rob» Roy's exploits, and we soon
pass his house and Ellen's Isle, the home

which he did at my freedom.”
“Mr. D. was largely engaged in the
lumbering business, and I now mainly
drove a team. I labored harder and more
hours than before the' accident. I liked
Mr. D. and family—it was a good place,
We used to take a load of wood from Not-

of the Lady of the Lake.

Again ‘leaving

the steamer, we mount a carriage similar
to the one we had before, and ride through
what the Scotch, for the want of a better
name, call the

Trossachs.

The

road

past a couple of lakelets winding
mountain passes through wild and
ful scenery to Callendar. Before the
al of the train I had plenty of time

lies

among
beautiarrivto get

dinner, but waited so long for, and tar-

ried so long over it, that I shall never forget the disgraceful affair. As I walked
hurriedly up to the depot—imagine my disa bpointient ~the train was moving rapidly

away ! It was the first time

I had

++ Homeward,

THE IRISH 8 EA—THE

SCOTTISH

highlands, at the head of a small bay,

with

wooded hills on either side. I watehed the
Northern coast of Ireland, and could iden-

tify Port Rush and the Giant's Causeway just

to programme in traveling nearly half way

led him and his coinpanion to lament that
they had to pay 80 much for farm hands.

spent

all

in

riotous

guilty

and

condemned

rag-

by ‘his

con-

his father's dwelling. How the happy days
of childhood would flash across his mind,
and a sense of the gi¢at change in himself.
The father sees him coming,

readers in the Star office,
I have heen surprised and

ig like that of my lost son.

proof

In along experience
gratified. to see ‘how

ed and almost illegible manuseript. And IT am
quite willing to bear the blame of a mistake that
I did not

mean

to

say

ants

Tip

J. M. W. F.

»

be

he,

have plenty of.

God has given to.

many are spending these in foolish living.
Instead of devoting them fp the service of
God, they are spending them far from their
Father. They are dying for-want of Swiiey

pare it with a New
England town meeting,
those in Lebanon, N. II., being the noisest meet-

*

*‘His step

It can’t

to-day are dying for that whifh their serv- .

that

the Irish General Assembly was as noisy as a
“New England meeting,” but intended to. com-|

ings I ever attended.

*

wonders

for he went away with fine clothes. Ab, it
is my son!” He goes in haste to meet him,
and before the son can have time to make
hi confession the father embraces hit. He
takes off his rags, and clothes lim in fine
garments. Then there was joy in -that
house. The lost was found.
How many prodigal sons and daughters

exactly every word bas been returned to me in
beautiful, clear type,even from hurriedly prépar-

crept into my last.

and

who that ragged beggar ean be.

I have nothing but the highest

al food, and trying to satisfy their empty
Young Land the Aged, /|void
by worldly pleasures. But these husks*
BY ALICE.

-

—

will never supply the wants of. the soul.

@ We

Some feel their want, but make nd good re~
solutions, Instead, they go and join them-

Since the autumn leaves begun,to fal,
twioe has the angel of sable wing / entered
selves to those that are worse, and try to¢
our dwelling, and borne from our-care and
stifle convietion, but they are dying.
protection those who were near and dear,
All who would go .home must say, “I
First, he laid his cold fingers on the youngwill,"-and also be willing to confess their
est and fairest of our flock, chilling the
sing and heartily repent. When this pointwarm, quick pulses of our household. pet,|.
is gained, halt is accomplished.
What a
who was just- budding forth- in beauty.
fullness there is in Christ's” willingness to
Only a few short weeks. elapsed, ere he receive, Why stay away, a pr odigal son.
|

to mor-

J

Yl 4

"The word, the spirit and the bride are all ’
at work to bring men to themselves.
Also
the dispensations of providence

sometimes

will awaken one upon whom sermons and
prayers have struck as harmlessly as lightfleeting days. Grandfather had not only |!
‘ning upon a house,that is proteeted by rods.
felt the changes of many seasons, but the

«And does her great credit,” I replied, for
it was
a fine, soft piece of woolen cloth. SOrTOWS and heart aches common
But he lamented that the girls now-a-days.
learn nome of these, things; though ‘hé

he

He now starts for home, filthy and
ged,

round the world, and I felt" chagrined.
Under such. circumstances one naturally

before the darkness shut out the land from
view. During the evening I fell into cvonversation with sowe of the passengers. One,
a furmer from the North of Ireland,lamented the great changes which had taken again crossed our threshold, this time, sudplace since he was a boy. “Formerly,” denly claiming 2s his own, one old and full
he said,, “the girls learnedfo spin and of years, who had long been ripening for
weave.’ Here is a’specimen of what they
the harvest.
Baby saw but ‘one summer,
used to do; this suit (pointing to what he | and we counted her life by months.and{

had on) was spun and woven by my wife,”

soon

living. [It don’t take long to spend a handsome property in this manner. Want
brought him to himself. He realized: his

failed science. He says,“ will ask for a servant's
place.” Imagine bis thoughts as he nears

praise to bestow upon the compositors and

HIGHLANDS.

He loft home
|
well clothed, with plenty of
nioney, but

to get oft by the train.or steamer according

CORRECTION.

BY REV, J. M. W. FARNHAM,

counsel. No; be must go into a far country, where doubtless he hoped to be great.
er.

condition for. a time, but Instead of making
any good resolutions then,he went and joined himselfto those of a very low. calling;
as considered by the Jews. Still be was in
want, literally. dying fot want of food, when
‘his father’s servants had plenty.
He canie
to himself,—sometimes it takes a ggod-deal
to bring a man to hiniself—and said, I
will arise.” He has gained a point now.
When our resolutions are attended with «
proviso, they are usually good for nothing.

My mind had ever been towards Educa- | does some rash thing. But I have emerged from the -highlands and must not go
tion.” Onward,—upward,
P.S. B.ng
:
os farther, lest I exceed the limits of the-head-{ ing of this chapter.

with Capt. Long’s fathier for the ship. He most his schobling was but six weeks dursays, You go and-carry the box on board, Ing, tite - year; and this brief space ex- acknowledged they. earned at needle work
© as, in this case, they are considered ag sons
and I will go by way of the’ market and get cepted, Ine worked constantly in. the woods |
"of Abraham, and the comparison is with
i
fresh fish for the eabih. T saw my chance. or -on the farm 80 dong ana’ Lard that he and in the Factories, twice as much pet day,
© the original inhabitants, the passage speaks’
as they. could only a few years ago. This
The tidejwas up and the sails all hoisted. had neither time nor spirit to road or study
“of them all as foreigner
was the native land of Isaac and Jacob, but

strange

porfals,

she

wiles wide, narrowing fowards the north.
The sail from beginning to cud, is a run

left

chance to read or study. ‘‘I perceiveda | and night in order to gét to Portsmouth
perniclous custom among nearly or quite all early the next morning, and on our return
the choppers, the free use of rum and cider, took loads of goods for the stores;” and he
—which I had never tasted. But one very describes in painfal vividness how on one
cold day, to keep me from freezing, so they of these trips he came within a Jhair-breadth
said, they -induced ine to drink once of freezing to death”
* My feet were so frozoff, and they were
anda second time, and I became very dizzy en that the en
staggered, fell, and was carried home very: tender for a long time. Our ioad¥
so stnpefied with the dévilot drink that in those days consisted mostly of the fiery
I knew nothing.” This was the only time he elements of the spiritual and bodily destrucever tasted of liquor. ggHere at the funeral tion.” But it is along lane that has no turn
of "a daughter of Mr. C. he for" the first in it,and with two accidents not here given,

Abrabaui came to it from Chaldes. Canaan

3

later

know the weariness of the world

every prospect of a rainy day, it ‘was my
only chance, and I.started.

remember’ that

I attended in the winter. 'A part of this
winter-I-spent—in—Esq:-Long’s-family—in-

ange to me. As
that a little forBASRere, many boys and
went to work at once

please

one month, and being still unable

Hills peep oer hills,

even men ‘came

‘I became

* After his recovery he adds: “ In the fall 1
attended school at. Wadleigh's Falls abont

foreseen the future,

his independent manhood at 21 years, and is
truly a chapter of hardships and mishaps. ‘with full force struck me in thé forehead,
The first paragraph is to relate how he and I féll as if shot.” Mr. Dow cried out,
three specifications of blessings about to be broke away from bis ‘sea-faring.
It seems ‘Lord, he is killed But he recoverod
given to the Israelites. (1) .Deliverance that legal papers of indention ‘had passed from this well-nigh fafal accident,
from bondage and from Egypt. See verse from his friends in Holland to the Longs,
When winter came again he attended
6. (2) Adoption of them as the people of father and son, and their - term was not yet the distriet school six weeks. , “1 was now
+ God,including the pledge of God to be their out; and difficulties settled down upon -the in my 17th year, and I attended to my |
God. Verse7, (3) Guidance into Canaan boy's mind. He shall tell his own story: reading apd spelling, wrote some, and
and the complete possession of it. Verse “But I had resolved, lifeor death, I will ciphered in addition, In the evening T
‘8. This covenant God explains to Moses,
not go. And now for the plan of escape. Sat- made the hearth my slate and a piece of
“as one long ago established, but now urday morning came, and about 10 A». we-{ eoal my pencil, and pitchknots my candle-awaiting fulfillment. The patriatchs were were to sail, My, ings were all on board, light. Thus I plodded slowly on,” The
‘pilgrims and strangers in Canaan, because I bade the family ‘good-bye,! and left reader is requested to remember that at

s ‘in, a

their

her grave

pleasant twilight: stroll along the shore,
[twas well
I did, forit was the most favorable view I got of this really charming
scenery. A steamer was in waiting to take

hand,—a prodigious feat of unfaltéring application ior so many years,
:

foot of the hill; and

wight w ell apply Pope's lines—

me.

Communications.

them and God.
* The covenant here explained to Moses as
ancient as the age of Abraham, contains

: lies

it has ad ancient

die away

and my life was despaired of,
bad left me for a great part of
**This affair maimed my right
life, I was fafterwards obliged
write with my left hand.” So

When.we returned from our ramble over
his * first school n closed, he took the head
4. Oar waiting for the promise to be fulrank of a higher class.” In spring, while | the Giant's Causeway, Tom immediately
tilled should be in patience, trust and hope.
harrowing the garden, >y some mishap, harnessed his horse to the jaunting car and
one of the teethSupe
¢
deep Bosh wound drove to Port Rush; arriving .in. time for
li. a into his leg eT
|the |train for Londonderry, “The_rostl. THES
|
a week. ~u Mrs. Dow had two dang ters, along the coast, with occasional glimpses
who became to me dear as sisters,” While and sometimes broad views of the ocean.
here an .evil-minded person had twice set In Londonderry 1 looked at some.of the
{the
house on fire from the celldr, and suspi- principal objects of interest, walked round
Prof. B. Van Dame.
cion rested on Van Dame until, on the sec- on the wall,and left in the steamer for Glaswr
ond time, the guilty person confessed the gow about six o'clovk. As we steamed
CHAP. 11.
crimes, and was made to ask his forgive- out of the harbor, Londonderry presented.a
It ds situated on
ness and was otherwise punished. At very pretty appearange.
. AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL.

Our present article takes ‘our young man
on from the middle of his fifteenth year to

of- Glasgow

the lake; in time to see the

ali ‘his ten thousand pages of closely writ-

said

me; and we sfarted

home.”

morally at

My case

Mr.

his covenant.
How can his word fail ?
It can wot. It did not. It never will. We
may trust it, as the Israelites did not.
It time heard an *‘oril sermon,” and later
witnessed the first baptism by immersion.
will never deceive us.
‘‘ Boys that serve from 15 years of age till
The prominent lessons of this Seripture
they
are 21, -usually receive six montis of
are :—
¢
1. That every promise of God is true. schooling during that time, one hundred
Men may forget their covenants. God will dollars and a suit of clothes at their freedom. "Mr. C. did not feel able todo that,
remember his.
2. The

or

Hath laid down old age with its burden of pain,
the Highlands and lakes.
I left Glasgow the same evening 'afler He ith passed.swiftl]y up across heaven's bright
portal
my arrival, reaching Balloch, at the foot of

~

whom be might find a temporary home
¢ hy working for it.” ‘It being quite cold I

SE

Jacob from jt, four hundred years 220;
since then they bad occupied the richest

but not with them;

to see if any

precedes another
Into the land of

they knew of this country,

closely,

sooner

:

was what is called the circular trip through ¥

I was brought info the house and plaged

I’ll cast my care on Providence,

infinite sway, his divinity.
Israel needed
the instruction; for evil associ ations” had

8. The emancipation
equally as great a Favor,

is the

Creator,

before Egypt and Goshen, his character, his

will

themrdow ; for death will enter our doors,
no matter low faithfully we, ‘may guard

into

was, then, an election to earthly privileges, |

Jehovah.”

that the Reaper

banks’ of the river; extending back over the
slopes and crowning the summits of irregular ridges
running’ east
and - ‘west,’

in

shalt- see what
with a strong

. Moses had been previously toid
God of the Hebrews was Jehovah.

are exempt; ; #nd wé can not keep out dear
ones so salb, or ¢lasp them so

miles, along the banks of the Clyde. -- The

together, * myself” ang Mark Clay. did

‘struck his, ax

over

fl

miss them!
How lonely is home, how
“Oh, Mary ! dear,departed shade !' WV here | they have left it forever!
But We would.
is thy place of blissful rest?”
.*
not call thetn bick, to lohger tread these
The tide vas “not favorable for the | rough and thorny ways, Que went when
steamér ‘to proceéd at once to ‘Glasgow, tifa had only shown its rainbow tints, in’
and .the, passengers’ were forwarded by childlike purity and loveliness ; free from
rail.
The distance is only about twenty sin, anknow n to sorrow,

fingers’ permanently,

in

The monument

bedrs (Hese lives: —

wheels,

ona bed.. Mr. D. put his finger on the
" Bat his back seaward, Lis face, land- gash to stop the bléeding, and - Dr. Guy
actompanied.by corresponding responsibil-|
ities to God, and not to a favored and par- ward, and himself FREE, thia%ast asylum: and Dr. Hilliard were called. and Dr. Kithand shall he let them go."
tial opportunity for salvation.
Rom. 3:2; | for the oppressed of all peoples before him, ‘tridge who attended we in the sickness. I
2,8.+1 am the Lord.” For * Lord” 9:15. God was especially their God that, | his is the stern will to dare-and to do. He was thrown into a state of lock-jaw. Opium
.yead Jehovah wherever this term occurs | through thew, Christ should come, and | | walked up to the parade, and looked about and brandy were freely administered. Five
shows that he would

judgments’on him. “Thou
I will do to Pharaob, for

13
droop”and die..
- Thus the young and the aged die; “none

the Clyde and soon land at Greenock. This
writings were made and signed by both: was the birthplace of James Watt,
of the
Steam _ Engine,
parties. “I left for my pew home.” The the = inventor
His name is'embilmed in, its history and
Dows and Cartlands hereafter to Le mentioned were among the first families in Ep- needs not the monuments rising here to
In the High chure
ping and Lee, and our young” man right commemorate it.’
burying ground is the grave. of Ilighland
have fared,worse.
school:

y x

roughest

of

the mouth

steam up the bay, enter

| We

the

in

schooling

Wyery “slowly till within a. _gomparatively 8
rhyme, = part | a little later, as {he Workmen were mending’
‘few yeas. Since the improvemnt ‘of its
the
highways.
A“squabble;
half
in
fan
and
:
o
; The other had long been a humble fol:
half in anger, arose between him and John hagbor many large ship-yards and other lower of the Master, looking forward with
-I’'m on this side the Atlantic wide,
L—. Jolm threw a stone smd- hit him in manufacturing establishments have sprung longing eyes to “The Better Country,” the
No friends for me to-care;
;
the stomach, Van pursued, both fell,— up, and the ‘populgtion is now reckoned at Christian's hope and rest. His “hoary
Nor relatives in this strange Jand
some struggle followed, ayd John, as the upwards of half a million,
iH
héad” was indeed “a cron of glory,” beMy sorrows here to sh are.
One of the pleasantest -trips-“that. the
:
| narrative reads, struck a pen-knife
info my
But Hope, that anghor to ons hark, *
ing “found {nr
} the wy of righteousness.”
Will &’er buoy up my mind;
-t
arm, and cut the- right artery of my arm. circumstances would allow me to take,

prayess, fot~|

would sooner hear their

God

ses. to ‘him that Pharaoh will speedily do'two

months

His feelings
faces every one new to him.
Though
now make a heart-Mnpression; never trased, | But the worst misfortune. of his life ocurred |

iniagesy

mentioned

to God,

«complaint

and

is doubtless

clothes, arid §ix

*

The last tramp, Avith its- thundering ap.

peals, will, IT think, bring all to themselves.
tals. New friends had taken the place of
But it will be too late then for lost sons to
old ones; for he lived to see :one after
»
return.
RR LD,

anqther who begad the journey with him
drop by-life's wayside, "till he was left al-

?

most

. The Abiding “Good.

alone.

No

one’ could

remember
: |

when he was young, for he had journeyed
through the mazes move than ninety long

pay

They spoke of the time within "their mem. years, and was known far and near, as the

as I was abouf fo jump on to the wharf, ther cane fa see nie. We were at New: |
oty when they could employ a good. hand
Capt. Long) cries ofit, You boy! where
market at work éntting’ wood,
I found I
are you going? I replied ‘Your father ‘should be obliged to’ #0 with him. Capt. for abot fifty: gents per week, They neye
“for his interposition, . Haying remembered told
me be was going to: buy a fish for the ‘Long said that his fathe# wasmy rightful thought tliat {hie condition of the pool
his covenant, the Jthings inconsistent with
cabin, and he wants me to cotile and bring guardian; and that Clark's guardianship laborer was cortespondifigly improved.
it in the condition, of the Israelites must be
When-I came on dete thie next morning,
remedied. God has made a covenant with it.) ‘Go quick,’ he, says, ‘and haste to was invalid. "He gave me my chojee to
sight. Scot-:
the, ship.". Iran wily all speed, but {n'a ‘remain of go with him. “I. preferred stay- the hills bf Scotland wre
every believer. in Christ, “with every obedidifferent
~¥ earned afterwards ing: The Longs thei made out the’ pa- | “land hasa glorious history. “TW 10 other
: “ent subject, ‘with every frué suppliant,
that his “father ori with the fish, but he pers, that Van Dame should live till 21, | Country huye the, people stood up’ se boldly
Will he forget it? «I have remembered
bad ‘not seen me. . Then: they began -to not with Dea, Benjamin Dow, «but with for their religious principles, and : Suffered
~ Wy covenant,” we may hear him say to evthink that Fhad® given: them the slip. But his brother, My, G. Doy," on these con- so much for cgnsciehce’ sake, 1 had always
ery man Sherishing ini bis beart a divine. the: wind. was too fair to linger; and so ditions: He would-wgive from Feb, 10 longed to look upon Her hilly’ awd “lakes,
2 promise.
e
‘the hip: sailed -away. I was still fearful, td April 1, #2 per mont
vom fhen to avd tread ground hallowed by 80 muy
he
[)

In tho season of oght’ stand pon
a hill-top and look upon the parched and
"dear little head we cut a ring of golden yellow fields. Presently yoti gay, ‘What is ,
oldest

man

dn.all

the

town.

From

the

halit; bright and shining ; while from’ the the meaning of that ribbon. of gréen, that
aged one's brow we took snow white locks, winds down thé slope, and through the

ows

| long ago bleached
by the

| soft

frosts

of time. | meadows, till it is lost in the distance? Ah!

3

ntly we folded theft pale hands, baby's now’l remember. Thatis where a brook
and ‘dimpled, stilled

go soon; and

|ran once.

[ts waters have heen

dried up,
refriendly hands, always go kindly extended mains,”
And $0, how often does it ‘happen, i
to aid and ghide us, “We” streweil pute after. -a good nang life has exhaled. to
8
glory of its
white flowers about them both, "it ‘emblems heaven, that the Fury. and,

| grandfather's

wrinkled - with: age;

of the little life, and of the long

those | byt’ the verdure hich they nourish

one, For

beneficersce abider:

~
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‘postponing a preparation for
‘| eternity’ oh a dying hour.
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[Preached by Rev. ¥ :F. Snow, pastor of
the F. Baptist church, at Naples, Me., on
the burial of Edward R. Cole, Nov. 9, 1878,

;

Published by special request. ]
Text, ~Isalah 88:14. *O

«

Lord, Iam oppressed;

undertake for me.”

* “Clouds of sorrow and disappointment are
thickly hung" around the
life.”

pathway of human

If we have the sunrise heuxof beauty,

we have also the angry clands that obscure
the’Sun, the tempest
that threatens:
tion, the yp
that brings,

destruc~
‘painto our

eyes, and the mists that seem
to shut us u
in

gloom.

Human. life is widely marked’

with suffering.

In hfaney. in manhood, in

old age, suffering puts

its band upon us

and there is no escaping it. The ‘history of
the dead, the experiences of, the living go

Ig

wir

¥

4

fog

lo it with wanton ahd flattering embracing,

:

jan and Amalek,** The Lord said unto him,

The chariot of death came, and he departed.

And oh! 4 deep sadness, like thick clouds the people that are with thee ‘are too
We see distinctly, that we are in a world of sorrow, gasher round these dear friends many.” With the uwumber reduced there
of suffering, and it becomes an important while on their way te bury the remains was more effegtiveness.
{
je?
. A revival brings with it tremendous re+ °
question,~What shall we do? We can not of their beloved friend. . , ~
But there is a voice echoing back from sponsibilities. It loads .the pastor and
Ir will come.
avoid human suffering,
With the
we “do, in order to use the wail of grief,—*O Lord, 1 am oppress- members with new obligations.
What shall

I hear another
all the sufferings of human life, as well ed; undertake for me.”
as its joys; for the true development: of -sound. It is the voice of Jesus: breaking
the cloud.
He says, “It is I, be
our’ soul-life, and so as to ‘be prepared for through
God, dear friends,
that ~heavenly. world, where sorrow and not afraid.” "Blessed be
sickness, trial and death avill never come? you may, hold fast to Jesus today. Be not
Now you will notice that Hezekiah, when |.afraid. “He will comfort. "He will be. with
re was a deep trouble, hastened. to God. you forevermore ; only trustin him.”
Dear sister; am glad Ivan bring to yotli#o’
¢ () Lord,I am oppréssed I" Tam sad !' I am
cious promises, so many words of
‘sick ! Iam in trouble! ‘Undertake for me.” 4 man
commig from. Jesws. He holds
So let us all seek the Lord Jehovah, for in good gler
him alone is everlasting strength, He can you. by the hand to-day. He wili go with
u. He will! give
you sympathy and
furnace of affliction,
sustain us while in the
unsel. He will make his word good; ‘As
orhe can deliver us; and+whether he sustains or deliyers, one thing ‘is morally cer: thy day, sa shall thy strengthibe.” Iam
tain, —he will cause ail things to work to- glad you'will find in the future so many

accession of converts

there come the ques-

tions, ** What is to de done with these fresh
‘professors ? How

muchof this material

and chaff, and how

muca-of it. solid sub-

shall turn’out to be little less than dross
staiice

Bh

aiqe sh

im

If revivals are graduated in. their. value

only by the number .of supposed converts ;

till ‘at length it. destroysa
that which upholds it,
.
-

=T

1
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-

>
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that
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from
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past.
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good,
our
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a
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dozen, 1.44
28
1.7
:
. Hezekiah, as ‘he dvank
from the cup of promises never fail.
:
developed
. feel assured that you have laboredto Christian well taken care of and
Butler's Commentary, =
:
.
=
VALENTINE TUMBRIDG
Co.
affliction, ‘tries out in the language
of our
2.24
~ single, 2200 » .24
1 TheGospels,
Bankers and Brokers, 39 Wall Sh. NY. doVol.
Let us then draw nigh to Gad, and com- make home happy. You have brushed is worth a hundred mere beginners, 4 “most | *
_Vol.2 The Acts, Romans,”~ °
text, ¢* O Lord, I am oppressed; under- mit ourselves” and all our interésts unre- many u gathéring cloud of sorrow from inadequate and pernicious opinion prevails.
» & Corinthians
do
do do do
take for me.” He felt that the clouds of servediy to him, and he will guide, bless the heart of your husband, by the word of. Indeed, as matter of ‘fact; how distressLessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques, Book) single; .18
04
22
sorrow had obscured the sky, that he was and susfain us. Let us cometo our Heayood cheer and the smile of affection.
I ing is the pic*ure which often forces itself
do
0
do - . dozen,
2.00
-.44
2.44.
oppress¥d with suffering, and he wisely enly Father for faith to brighten the path- | do not wonder that you’ feel sad, hut lobk upon thé mind, where multitudes are hope
Compmunionist,
single,
.08
£02
10
hastened unto the. Lord for help, and the way of life, so that we may move forward Christward and exclaim, ¢ Umdertake for fully converted, and yet so little pains takdo
5
dozen, ~.77
20
97
Choralist,
single,
76
12
81
Lord beheld him in his - distress, and deliy- wherrnothing but storm and darkness seem nie.
:
.
en with the converts that in a single year
do. :
zen, 7.20
1.44
8.64
ered him from kis trouble.
hl
the
While 1 remember the many Scripture one can hardly tell the oitabe, 4
to be around us, How much faith we need
Let us notice—THE SUFFERINGS OF HU- to hold us in the hour of sickness, to keep lessons read at your fireside, during the world!
:
.
:
. MAN LIFE AXD THEIR LESSONS.
On this -very account the whole theory |
us from sinking in'the hour of disdppoint- . past gear, and the. deep interest your husSuffering puts its hand upon infancy, strik- ment, to break asunder the clouds of sorand took in them, as well as in the songs of revivals is reproached. And if we aning many children with death, while others, row, and lead ns onward in Christian duty, of praise and prayer, my heart réjoices,and swer, ‘‘It isnot the fault of the revival
Register for 1874 is now out of press, and
Ts
are spared to méet the experiences. of life, assured that the night of sorrow will give I trust that you will - guide your dear chil- that the fruits are mot permanently good,
will be-ready for delivery as fast as they can
go_ forth from. the endearments of home way to the ineoming morning of heaven. dren in the same blessed highway of relig- but “because there is lack of cultivation,”
i,
be bound, ai this office.—Price, by mail, postaid, single copy, 10 cents; dozen copies, $1.10;
. and.enter the conflicts of later years. Soon Whéh our faith seems weak, when, like Pe- icus instruetion. May the. Lord strength- still, the“circumstance has its influence and,
- 100 copies, $8.15. At the office. or by express,
* the cares of life overtake the absent one, he ter, we feel that we ave. going down be- en you.
dozen copies, 96 eents; 100 copies , $7.00.—Send the
May your children live ‘to honor operatesto. produce a-suspicion of special
orders to this office.
enters upon new duties, takes to‘ himself neath the waves, let us ery” unto the Lord both you and their father by honoring Je- ngahetings.
NOTHING!
new responsibilities, and with the pressure saying, ¢* Undertake for me ;" and we shall sus, May
you be sustained in all your Slt will hardly be too nfuch to sa y, that if | eer.
CHURCHES
TQ PASTORS OF
of business demanding his attention,
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in

Truth’s attire.”

True falsehood could not subsist alone. by

itself; whereupon it always twines up toMid

tered all his soldiers for the war with
-

:

1 flight for heaven. . Buy as she was going

(
how

i

han
’

fe

gethier about some truth like an” ivy that
grows upon somevwall, twining herself in
2
hl

x

MEMOREFALS

Ab

|,

hath always had an art to wrap up hertial bome.—-Once more, dear neighbor, she
means
friend, husband, son and brother, a. last self in a garment of light, by which
she passed freely disguised and undiscernHi
;
farewell!
never goes forth to bless the world ; but he A
ed. This was elegantly signified in the
Joved and honored that religion that de
fable, thus: “Truth at first presented herjustly, loves ‘mercy, and walks humb
e
self to the world, and went about to seek:
took a, deep interest in the welfare
of the
entertainment ; but whem she found none, |
rising generation, and laboped™to give his
being of a generous nature, that loves not
childreh the best advantafes he possibly
to obtrude herself upon unworthy spirits,
could. He wags a devoted. iend to the Sab- | —
she resolved toleave eavjh, and take her

—

to all the calls of a pure Christianity, and
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ly to accomplish something.

busindss, remittances of money, &c., should be ad
dressed to the Publisher.
.
Ce

—

them, | labor.

for
may not aid the heart in praying

“dance of noise, the smoke is dense, and the
odorous gases are very noticeable. --

We

are somewhat

sorry at the

surprised . and more

recent utterance of

this paper

on that subject; + 4t is an ably conducted
sheer. dts tone is generally calm and dignified, its intelligence large, «ts "logic
strong, its

temper

manly.

It

is expected

to be always conservative, never. radical.
It pretly well represents the culture, the
wealth and

Harvard

the

aristocracy of

University.

Boston and

It is ‘for the ‘most

"part fair, courteous,

appreciative.

Its edi-

torials generally repay a careful geading.
¢s discussions of public questiods throw

ight upon the topics with which they deal.
It blends ngoderation”and emphasis. When
forced to dissent from its views, one findsa

reason for treating both them and it with
respect.

There is therefore

all the

more

to-regret in the position it has just taken

A,

+

" touching temperance legislation, all the
more to wonder at in its dogmatic, impatieyt, flippant, sneering and egotistic tone,
d all the more to criticise in its sweeping
assertions, its false logic and its vehement
repetition of the talk that is so frequently
on the lips of anti-temperance.men, and
hat is

no stranger

in the

loon and the unswept

fashionable

bar-room.

sg-

Because

the Advertiser has spoken, many

will be

backward steps,—the overthrow of prohibitory laws,and the adoption’ of substantially
the old system.of licensing the traffic. Other New England states have more or less
vielded to the. pressure, and now there is
evidently to be a resolute and persistent effort to take Massachusetts out of the list of
prohibitory states. It shows the strength
and the audacity of the liquor interest; it
also indicates how stern and

taxing a serv-

ice is laid upon the true friends of sobriety
and public order.

Not because there is. much that is new in
this article, but because
of-: its. unusnal
source, its emphatic ‘form, its present sig“aificance, and as a text for a few words of

. our.

own, we

and

quote

statements.

some of its positions

Here

they are:

The pro-

* hibitory law has conspicuously failed to pro‘mote

temperance.

Not

a

gallon

less of

spirits, wine or beer is sold in consequence

of it, and the sellers are of a worse charac-

ter than before, and the liquors are poorer.
Increasing restraint only increases resistance.

This law attempts an

impossibility.

Men have always used and misused liquors.
They will continue to do so. The legislatures are ‘‘stupendously foolish in trying to
make men moral by attempting to banislf
temptation.” * The case is beyond the

reachof statutes.”

our sons and daughters may attain a ** ro-

bust and vigorous” chastity. If; because
“virtue implies vice resisted,”a law against

deliberate mood ? | By insisting on a liberty

sharp enough, and they have often inflicted
serious wounds before being really aware

thatis little less than license, we

these‘habits of worship, than to

cashiers’ and

As to the ‘idea that, in praying for the)
crotchety parties whose very breath bears gift of the Holy Bpirit, we pray for that
imprecations on it, and who, in seeking «which includes every needful thing, there is
to enforce whatever ‘trith, make you feel a'sense in which it .is true, and another
to
that you are an incorrigible plockhead for sense in which the statement is likely

an:end.—The

treasurers to

logic of this article 8 as childish as its doc-

trines are monstrous ; and both seem‘to us

to belong to the small and desperate petti-

fogger rather than

to the cultivated and

‘dignified journalist. Plainly enough, the
writer begins by putting down his _conclusion, and then goes off in an unsuccessful
search for his premises. . First

the verdict,

then a looking around for testimony and
the making out of a brief, Itis not strange
that the: witnesses

fail to

appear,

the plea is full of fallacies.
The closing sentence of the

vokes a pitiful smile,

or

that

article pro-

Itis this:

Let the prohibitory law bé repealed,—
and then let us see if there is not enough
good sensé

in the law-makers

to

devise a

lan of efficient control, and enough vigiance and force in the community to carry
it out.
What a conclusion!
¢* Let the prohibitory law

be repealed!”

Of

sottishness in constant contrast.

The ope-

wented

an

oath, never

. ‘wheat, never

raised

or the manliness

that men are to be

of a man.

temperate®or

even temper and gentle

That is the burden of large

victories

would

suffer

where

only

conduct

Wilk win

their

defeat.

their temper.
without

How

How

sunshine

and

many

it glad to forget or hide them, unless a’
penitence,~—~which

call into play,—shall

we

hope it will

prompt

it to unsay

and repudiate them with the fullest emphasis it can command,

Sweetness
»

of Speech.

Yell

“ ry
fess

Is wasn’t originally "intended

that

we

are

and

different

from -his own, that wouldn't need to be str-

almost

flavor from’

previous’ mental association,

sure

to have

a

bad

religious by law is a notion But he has "lately expressed -a determinabelonging wholly to the class that is ignotion to crucify that Spirit, and to be mbre
rant of the history dnd philosophy
id robust and vigorous enough

to live with

men ‘in the world, and there to choose the
“better and to resist the worse.
Small chile

“dren from whom the sweetieats are locked

Will brie day ‘have to learn’ self-control by
the’
colio, if not by maternal counsel.

eapboard ean

not be

kept locked

The

for them

always. ,”
|
;
]
'One might suppose it was the heavily-feed

gentle in bis words and acts,

The -i-

mediate occasion of his repentance seems
fo have been: a call from Mr, Abbot for
legions of radicals, armed with wrath and
yengeanee, to go at the spirit of Christiani-

ty, afid utterly exterminate it, root and
bianch. His esiré séems to have been for

just about such spiteful; venomous nie as
Mr. Towne was when hi" used to shoot

verbal

lightning st the Protestant feligattorney of the Liquor Dealers’ League, who
ion, employ his sharpest-satire agains the
had got into the columnsof the Advertiser.
Saviour,
“to deliver the péroration of his harangue few othersand ‘declare that himself and d
could, in a.few years, overthrow:

“before a jury or his plea before a committee

* of the legislature, while reading such words

‘as théte.

Stripped of its generalitios and

the whole system of Christignity that it
had taken * nearly two thqusand

years to

establish,
WH
a
3
put ioto plain ‘Saxon, that Paragraph
is
But it is this spirit of going at a thing
logically a protest agains
t all laws enacted
to restrain bad men, a sheer at the courts,

that our earnest-minded and talented (riend

vow sees the folly of, Tudeed, he writes a

© a verbal’ fusillade at the civil magistracy, long and
strong letter to the leading ortho-amd-a contemptuous mouth-making at the dox newspape
r jn New York, declaring
police, the night watchmen and the turn- ‘that he was
mistaken in supposing that he
- keys of the prisons. There is just the same was going
to ageomplish anything in. that
reason for words of sthis sort. over laws way,
expressin
g sineere sorrow that he
/ against any other class of evil ‘doers as bys
ever indulged in such bitter speech,’
over fhose
against liquor; dealers. The and also the: determination to avoid its’ use
same
reasohin

g is ast as applicable

tem-

But we hardly think any-

the

What virtue could

stantly reminded that its labor

of love

can

of Prayer.

-.-

such a suggestion.

Answers.

More will be thus like-

gree touching the things asked for, and

Clist gives a special promise, to
the
agreeing and asking souls.—To ask truly
for specific things is much better than to
deal in generalities. Calling the thought
to specific and fitting objects, dwelling on |
them,

learning

of them,

their importance

prayer meet-

to in the future.

es,

promises

and

gppointed

The

lations, it is of great consequence

that

straightforward

and Christian one.

as is asked
way

is

ahout.

the

manly

liberty granted us in the effort to do

good.

servants “we

does not probably ask or need any

are,

service

at our hands which requires us to lie for
him. “Speak everv man truth with his
neighbor.”

.

‘

An

Interesting Problem.
BR ens dt cmd

.

The best meass of reaching and saving
the great mass of foreigners who are so
rapidly multiplying among\ps, is interesting a good many political and religious
economists at the present time. “In the

‘the

West, especially, where the flood of

soul now and then look at the work of the
Zospel in a broad way,and expand itself and
enlarge the play of its forces and the scope
of its life by this method of looking ‘at its

days and

weeks

together,

small number

of fresh,

uable

articles

sent

eager

and

times these

favors

immi-

glad

for

are

over

migrant” is ‘almost synonymous
word ‘‘German,”

marked

the

question

with the’
is. getting

attgmtionasskbese people come
Bg ood mental capaci-

great design and offices.
1
Respecting the relation of the Holy Spirit |ties, with
to prayer and its objects, several things frugal and §
ag

dy

natures,

wilh

ts, faithful to rethélr attendance upon

theft, to forgery,

to assault,to robbery, to

rape, to adultery, to

arson, to

murder, as

some of his

and

A.

sional money-getters: But we doubt the moral
right of a man with Prof. Agassiz’s opportunities,

to

leave

children,

particularly daughters,

thus unprovided for.

—THOSE lady members of the Boston school

|’

commitiee, whom
licitor "had

we lately shid the City Bo.

pronounced

ineligible

to

seats,

have been admitted by the strong vote of 77 to
17. Iv was found to be not quite so easy to
stop the wheels of progress,~tbat is, those particular wheels.
wan

_ =—“GRACIOUS GOD,is there room in heaven for

auciber little fellow?” was the pathetic prayer

of a violinist who died in Boston the other day.
He was a prodigy of skill op the violin, and, as
usual, was.pushed by ambitious friends beyond endurance. The above touching sentence
was the last the little fellow used, as it was the-

| ficé¢ intimation that friends had of his illness.” ~
He was dead in a moment,
and let us hope has

already found that. God really had room for the
“little fellow.”

—HENRY WARD Bercuen isthis winter deliv-

ering his third courseto the students of Yale
Theological

Seminary

in accordance

wijth

an

arrangement made two or three years ago, when
the Lyman Beecher lectureship was epdowed

by Mr.

Sage, a member

of Plymouth

fehurch,

with the Wide snding that Mr. Beecher should
deliver the first ‘three ‘courses of lectures. The
lectures are proving

ive, as they may

very popular and instruet-

well be, since

the

lecturer

draws them mainly from his experience.
J
—SPEAKER BLAINE says that, rather than revive the franking privilege, it would be better
to dispense with the” Public Documents -altogether, which at best reach only a small proportion of each constituency.
He( adds, and very
sensibly: “We have the cheapest postage, all

things considered, of any people. in the world,
and about the Talrest thing I know. of is for every
citizen, public and private,to pay his own share
of it. If I would vote for any possible exception to the rule of uniform .and universal pay-

ment, it would

be in favor of newspaper ex-

changes and the

free

circulation

of county pa-

soit brings out again all its ancient

canons

that

can be brought to bear on the subject, and acts
as though it would gladly silence the tongue of
this Cliristiandady. Hasn’t the Presbytery any

eyes? Can it not see that Miss Smiley’s position
and credentials are impregnable,

and

minations

acts of folly?

more.

At

other

The rebound will hurt themp more than the discharges will the earnest and sincere woinan.
' =Ir it bad been atttempted to’ put a finale apon
the career of Louis Kossuth, that should suggest
the closing chapter of -sgome masterpiece of fic-

abundant enough

so.

But our

siderably fuller than they were u week ago,
and still the welcome budgets come in.
‘We mention
the matter impart to express
our appreciation, in part. to send hope and
comfort: to our readers, und iy part to ask

our contributors to exercise.

the

are

We

grace

of

delayed,

as

assume

that

against

her

but

mere

these ful-

tion, it could hardly have been done in a more

brilliant and astounding way than by.an advertisemeut which

frequently appears

in a Turin

newspaper, stating that the great patriot * will
give lessons in German, English, and Hungarian, at 164 Strada Nuova.” The correspondent
of a London paper lately called upon the old
héro, and found him in a mean third story
room, surrounded by every indication of poverty and hardship, but still insisting upon making his own living. This man, whom Huugary
could n’t buy, whose integrity was as inflexible
as Irs patriotism, 1s left to end life in this
way. There are a good many things in this
world that we don't understand.” |

~TuEre sre. indications of a raid upon the
sleeping cars. Certain \fgorous, writers have
lately declared

that samo

of thefinconveniences

they are sound enough td keep for some that one must submit to in them should he remetime, without spoiling, or injury, or loss of, died, particularly that which enforces such a
promiscuousness in making the toilette,

ART IN BusiNess.

Messrs,

Briggs

&

Brother, Rochester, N. Y., send us what
theye call
their ILLUSTRATED = FLORAL
WoRK,~a splendid catalogueof the flow=
ers, fruits, garden vegetubles,

&%.,

whose

A lady

| has recently entered the lists, and’ contributed a
stirring letter to a New York daily, protesting,

among Sther things, against a system which
obliges all of her traveling sex, and especially
young girls, to become “ familiarized with that
upattractive object,a sleepy and unwashed man.”

It will be interesting to observe what comes of

i
‘
a
seeds, bulbs, cuttings and - roots ‘they so, the matter,
i
—~Two quict and vultured Mididen sisters in
stated services; and tds quite plain that; if largely sell. This catalogue is a marvel of Glastonbury,
Conn., have recently begun a reit must not be ignored, resisted, grieved, they &dil be mats {0 walk more by faith beauty and richness. ‘The pauper and type
sistance precisely similar to that which once re"
nor dealt with in any way. that implies an
and
best,
the
of
are
the
illustrations
"and less ‘by sight; attach greater. signifi
sulted in a seven yeas’ war and’ gave a free néatteifpt to constrain it, It helps and in- cance to inward esperience'and less to ihe constantly surprise by their number, vari- | tion to the World. ' They own property, object int
spires only when ‘we co-operate with it. It observance of outwatd forms, and be ety And splendor, There are 108 large a quiet and modest way to’ being taxed for it un~
til they can have something to do with makin
is not our menial servant, but our sacred
brought into closer sympathy, both _politi octavo paged, ali fined to the’ margin with
guid e.—But it js not less likely to work in cally and morally, with the republican idéa, what informs and Jattracys, It indicates the laws which control it, and the town authorities, seemingly actuated more by the spirit of
connection with systematic and - thoughtful they will thus form one of the most favora- how large & business they malntafn
rufflanisnt than that which should deal in a gen;ind
effort, thay with that which springs from able elements in the western civilization /
with what an eminent enterprise it 1s car. te Manly way with a very important case, have
sold some of the property, and thus
temporary ‘impulse and bursts out in| The leading. denominational paper ‘in ried forward. * Whoever wishes to supply’ attaohco And
jo
collected the tayly taxes, Itshould be rememSpasms. It quite as often aids the. prayer Chicago bas lately’ given considerable at- the garden, the patterre, the bay winder
which careful, suggested Christian th
tention to this question, and.in response to or the gréen-tiouge, will find everything bered that these ladles proceed in accordance
its *‘call for light on the best way of reach- needful destribed in this work, It is is- with a fixed principle of right they are calm and .dignified abdut it{ aud if this forged sale of wir
derlain by the feeling ‘which a passing fancy ing the foreign element with evangelizing | sued quarterly,
and at the merely nominal propertyis the end of tii matte
, it Will
r be a rd
or an accidental circumstance has aroused.
influences,”. has received many excelent price of 25 cts. a yéar.~~The same House | sult
si that the eyes of justice wight well drop tears !
As the Spirit is quite as likely to @ssist ‘the suggestions, The pastor of the Tabernacle sends out an annual Floral Chromo. That | upon.
minister in preaching who: has ‘elaborated | church in that city, who has a large foreign for 1874. "gives - proritiseso ofof proving
pr
: «REV, MR. MURRAY is satisfied thap thd

his sermon through

0

element in his congregation,
‘and has had something superior to all their previ next service the church enters: upon shotld be &
great successin winning and saving them, ous products, and we await its ¢oming to * week of work.” We have have had the “weéls
regards the children as the levers of .influ- | our table with “real interest. Every, pur- of prayer”. There have been the * worrying,”

days of conscientious

study;8s to inspire the other minister who

neglects to think about a text or: a subject
till he has starfed for the pulpis;so he. is cnce, and the Sabbath school as the - ageney | chaser of five dollars’
worth of seeds re- and the ¢ praying,” and'all the other ** péiforms
likely to be helped’ to pray for the ends through which they are to be trained for this ceives
ances,” as the Reverend ‘gentleman quotes them;
a copy of itas a gratuity,
They but what are the results, he asks. Mr. Mirray
soughtin the studied sermon, quite as much | important : misiion.
:
He has found. that may count-on- getting the full value’ of “thinks
that they aré- much less than they ought

most hurtful

different pointsin the West,

"

of prop-

while

"In fact, he’ implies that as to pray for what may be suggested to the

wickedest

piece

the

where the children ein be successfully | their money.
:
the
"x
[
mind still unsettled as to the theme ft shall | gathered for Sabbath instruction, and inter~
exhibition
s of temper have been wrung deal with, Luther uttered a great truth ested in the services of the hour; there the:
to rum-selling. If a temperance law can from
Lf550N PAPERS, Those in. want of the,
him by the seemingly perverse man-/ when he said: “To pray well ‘is to have’ parents and older friends
are likely in time Lesson Papers, whether: for the adult or
do nothing to aid sobriety,
and so ought to ‘nerfn ‘which he has been misunderstood studied well.” More specific thought
will to follow.
wy
mit
Gini
be wepealed, thea, for just the same rea- and misinterp
Juvenile Sabbath School classes should at
reted, © which misapprelien-: not hinder but help- real prayer. Here as
We know of many of our own readers once sendin their
sons, a law against theftiean do nothing to sions, he now. sees
orders, ‘and it is much
plainly enough, were elsewhere comesin the truth,—*God helps who ave particularly interested in
protect propertydnd
just this bettey to Jet- the orders cover the ‘whole
, ou ht also to be re-. only the natiyal résults of hi¥ mad way
of those who help themselves.” And if these
work at
+

remaining

erty that I have to dispose of.” This is all very
well, to put in contrast- with.the greed of profes-

the

very wealth becomes a bit, embarrassing.
We can’t at once find room for many of
the good things that ask and deserve a
place. We fill this week most of the space,
usually appropriated to ‘‘Selections,” with
original matter. But the drawers are con-

some of them must be.

en-.

all

We are

articles

no time to make money ” is practically

mortgage, is the only

te make the heart smile and the grateful
eyes grow moist. Just now our wealth of
this sort is little less than immense.
We

patience if their

-

statement that he

forced by a paragraph in his will, which explains that he inakesno provisions for his two
daughters ‘“not from any want of affection, but
because
my house in Cambridge, subject
to a

It is
editor to

gration is so vast, andl where the term “‘jm- [adaptation

may be s8id,~One absolutely needs the influence of this 8pirit to pray truly. Hence,

“had

varied and vai-

us, but

longing

There are limits to the feel actually rich.

The God of truth, whose

conquests.

—PROFESSOR 'AGASSIZ’S

havg a large circle of generous correspond:
ents. Sometimeswe open the mails for

honor that baseness may be gibbeted ; like
offering one hand with a smile while draw
ing a dagger and striking with the# other.
We know what may be said of strategy, the
use of spies in war, &. But we seriously
doubt the moral propriety ‘and permanent

those gqualificas

pers within our bailiwicks.”
—THE Presbytery is again disturbed over: the
appearance of Miss Smiley in Dr. Cuyler’s church,
«| this time to conduct a Bible lesson. It sees in
a the act an innovatien that should be checked,

GeNEROUS CORRESPONDENTS.
the part of a deceiver to punish a hypocrite ; source of great satisfaction for an
like participating in a wrong act in order.to
convict the’ accomplice; like
sacrificing

All of

tions should certainly make a good Pope.

have given them thg ~lorious hues which
they wear, and Christ himself came out. of

doubtful propriety. It looks like doipg
evil that good may come { ‘like a wrong in
method to attaio a right in end; }ike acting

value of such a method

Not at all forgetting personal needs and re-

free-thinkers of Italy.

pearls are gathered where no sunlight could

,

to be this;

being old and sick,is reported to
his Cardinals
to select a new in«
they have chosen Oardinat Pec,
Perugia, Heis sixty-five,a de-

tory spirit and unblemished character, very reHgious in his life; and greatly respected by the

pot fail. ~Moreover, we are apt to think
that individuals are gll as intractable as the

in the pro- Nazareth. The fact seems to be, to which
gramme is announced beforehand,so that it all the toil of centuries bears witness, that
‘may not be a 8
thing .to the attend- the service of lose is never permitted to re-

should use savage words. ‘If we could
get at the divine thought, we should doubt-

moral and scientific theories were

—THE POPE,
have requested
cumbent, and
Archbishop of

cided Ultramontane, but said to be of a concilig</

class to which they belong. But it is the
tion as this, on all the occasions referred to. contrary that we need to bear in mind.
And so we do not see the propriety of in- Diamonds are found amid forbidding rocks,

PIP

+ Questions

a

ata college commence-

ants; let him deal with it at the opening of turn uncroiwned. - It mightbe well for our
1 the service ina few fit; siniple
and kindh ng western laborers; since we are speaking"
A worrespondent asks, wheiherit is advis- words; let him suggest that those whose particularly of an element in their field, to
bust and vigorous?” Is it.too going to able’ pels and use a programme for
make this old fact the subject of a fresh
lock up the sweetmeats, so that the chil- the Week of Prayer,specifying the objeet or minds and hearts readily take hold of ‘it, hour's meditation.
put
it
into
their
utterances
and
lift
it-up
in
dren must lose, the blessed discipline of] objects to be sought each day in supplicaBut there seems to be this additional fact,
«the colic?” Isit going to turn the key tion ; or leave each pleader free to follow the their prayers; then let him take pains to
that
these foreigners, as a mass, are not so
in the cupboard, and so make virtue, which ‘bent and longing of his own heart as’it is add, that, if there be those present who can wholly irreligious
as we are apt to regard
not
take
an
interested
hold
of
this
topic,
but
“implies vice resisted,” quite impossible? moved by:the Holy Spirit; or, inasmuch as
them.
Their ideas of the Sabbath, to be
whose
aarts
are
full
of
some
other
truly
What are we to do in the absence of those the abundint descent of the Holy Spirit is
Christian idea and longing, they will exer- sure, are not of the sternest order, neither
“tegptations” which'come of open bars and the one comprehensive thing needed, to let
cise a full Christian liberty in dealing with do they generally show that reverence for
free rum ?
the prayers be continuously directed to this what is
struggling at the core. of the soul sacred things which best accords with the
Buy the case is almost too painful for sat- end.
.
to find vent in speech and supplication. ‘orthodox idea.” But these moral phases are
ire and too sad for humor.
The AdvertisANSWER.
There are advantages arising Such a course will at once promote true rather the shadows of old traditions, and the
er has shown its colors. We are sorry to see
frem the preparation and distribution of a union, minister to a sacred order, and hon- quiet assent to youthfyl instruction, than
what flag it flies. But if it has joined itself
‘the deliberate convictions of reason and
programme,
There may also be disadvan- or the liberty of the gospel.
to the liquor-selling forces, we prefer to
faith. Notice how the astutest infidel of
tages. The profit or the mischief attending
meet at as an open rather than as a secret and following its preparation: will depend
them all is ready to embrace the idea of a
Another
correspondent
asks
as
follows:
enemy.
It helps us see what is before us, |
largely on the discretion or indiscretion conmen who habitually drink intoxica- Christ and Saviour when it comes to a case
and enables us\to measure the strength of cerned in dealing with it. Wisely used, it tingSinée
That supreme test * holds
liquors can not be relied on to testify of life and death.
the opposition that is yet to be mastered.
islikely to be serviceable; abused, more against those who sell, is it proper for also with them, and shows that what will
We are not stared. Truth has suffered
Christians to buy and drinkin saloons and do for the beer-garden and the shop will
harm, than profit will ptobably result.
.
many reverses, but her steps, though long
hotels, in order to-convict offenders before not pass at the portals of the grave, HowIf real unity in prayer is important,
—as it the courts?
:
delayed, lead to sure victory. If the Adever rigidly they may seem to reject the
is conceded to be,—that unity is more likevertiser is wrong, as we are confident it is,
ANSWER.- We have space for only a Christian faith, still earnest laborers may
ly to be secured by bringing a common obthe time will come when its bitter regret
ject before the many who join in the peti- word of reply; none at all for. argument. gather from among them hosts of such as
over the words we have gquoled will make
tions, thin by leaving each mind without The procedure seems to us-of at least very shall be saved.

tence, it was

of legis-

faith in the Savioar, and others are thoughtful,

|.

body would rigidly insist on such a_ restric-

lose

for

meeting,

ment, &c., &c.

many

homes

happiness

perance

sisting on it during the Week
A good method would seem
we more profitably charge ourselves with,
than that of gentle:and "loving firmness in Let the pastor or leader of the
.ing see that the special subject
the prosecution of every work?

same general reason.

exercise an “‘efficient control,” and be faithfully carried out in practice! What does
the Advertiser mean? Is it going to give

To suppose

lation.
What we want is not a compulsory,
cloistered and celibate virtue, but one that

ding, at a sick ped, at a funeral, at

qpposites

school teachers fail jist because they

work to fashion a fresh statute that shall

passed.
He became actudlly bitter, so
that if he chancedto utter a sweet sen-

made wise, rich, chaste,

bership is concerned. With how much
force and earnestness
this consideration
should clothe the work of the Sabbath

mislead. If prayer were to be literally con. school laborer among them: His fhithfulThis kind of speech seems to indicate a. fined to a-plea for this thing, it would not | ness may determine the whole matter.
tendency of the time.
A sort of Gail follow ‘Biblical teaching and example, it Can he treat it slightingly ?.
Aud yet, there is promise of g rich harHamiltonism prevails in quite toe many would give very partial play to devout emoquarters. And worse than that ism, for Lion, it would be in danger of hecoming vest éven to those who gleansamid the stubrationalism.
besides being flippant, audacious
and sil- both stale and formal; and ity,would involve bles of full-grown German
Many
of
the
communfieations
"to
the paper
ly, it is also caustic, morose, and fault- the setting aside of what has been the usage
finding, calls men fools when they may ‘of Christendom. We do not sce why the which we have already referred to, speak of
be honestly in error, and bigots'when they sanie idea is mot as applicable to prayer the success attending this branch of service.
may be ‘only loyal to conscience. This is at other times and ip other circumstances The word of sympathy, the agt of help,
not the-way of wisdom.
All her ways are as to the prayer that is connected with the kind and familiar agsociation,—these have
ways of pleasantness, and the further we first week in January. And if this be so, won hundréds to an attentive consideration
enter therein, the greater departure shall then one should simply and solely ask for of these moral theories: which their good
the descent of the Holy Spirit before each judgment obliged them finally to embrace.
we make from all that offends or fails.
Not only the religious teacher, but the Sunday sermon, at the dedication ofa house This fact should be evident enough, but it
philosophical, political or whatever in- of worship, at the organization of a church, seems to accord with the experience of all’
structor,
will find that sweet speech, an at the ordination of a minister, ‘at a wed- the ages, that the Church needs to be con-

course, that is

a bushel of

saved the honor of a woman

thém in five,—that "is, so far as adult mem-

.

-

.
.

Per-

year,

.

A

to be, antl he therefor calls upon the ehurches’
"to “ get up from their knees,and go to' work,’
for‘

praying

is not. enough, and

* faith with-

out works is dead”, The suggestion could hard-

ly be heeded

without

profit,’no matter

what”

spirit’ prompted Mr, Murray to'igsue the call,
« —Tur_Congregationalist is besought by
several subscribers to follow the fashion and
adopt thequarto form, but,it. says, in’ view of

RS TE

‘

va

¢p

-

;

series of meetings in Freeman Place, chapel,
Boston, and a deep spiritual interest already. .’
prevails, Scveral have professed an intelligent

years for them, than by attempting to form

not having already indersed it.

what one looks for.
the whole plea; the one sentiment on which
any number of changes are rung; the
gtrong undertone that almost swallows the
special and feebler utterances.
But the
rest of it is what seems so full of grim humor. The law-makers are urged to go to

manly

,

of what they were doing.

grows on the mind, the héart becomes more
deeply interested in them, the desires reach
out
after them,and so there is an added intelless find it marking out a system of order
and harmony, in which all reasonable ligence and fervor in prayer.—The thought
crease of drunkenness, for adding to jthis beings should maintain gentle conduct,’ that thousands of others are at the same
evil habit the contagion of kindred vices, use kind words, and exalt the spirit of time pleading for the same objects, helps
for being remotely the cause of adultera- love in-all they do. That would be a. far our own souls to pray ; the great current
tions that poison the bodies and benumb more forcible method than that which so of supplication, so to speak, takes up our
the souls of the dram-driukers of this gen- generally prevails, Men and women can desires on its bosom and helps to bear them
eration.” Add to show how_extravagant, be coaxed to do almost anything.
But onward and above. And it is well to avail
#logical aud abundant in mere balderdash undertake to drive them, and you arouse ourselves of every propé™sid
to supplica«
even the usually considerate Advertiser can the spirit of resistance at once, aud if the tion, for the soul is notin much danger of
be, when giving itself to the work of the parties have any self-respect, you will nat- going heavenward with any excess of speed
* heated partisan, we insert the following re- urally getas good as you sent, ‘and the | and momentum.— These specified objects
markable paragraph:
result will be just what you didn’t want it are fitting ones to be sought in prayer, even
_ Evil and good are placed before us in the to be.
‘in chgset prayer; how much more fitting
EE
moral world. Each implies the other. VirRev. E. C. Towne has “acquired, by his for the assembled churches to seek them,
tue implies viceresisted. Mon see frugali-- conduct heretofore, a certain. notoriety for when gathered to remind - themselves of
. ty and wastefulness, industry and jdleness;
reverence and blasphemy, temperance, and scolding at and about those people whose their great wants, responsibilities, privilegration of the moral causes is silent, but effi“cient; whereas legal enactments never pre-

hegin with | the new constitution for the State of Pennsylva-

be the children and train them through twenty | Ma, which

may

:

°

to oppose

prohibits -the issue of free passes
really shutting away the Spirit which id es-| years of service. We would probably get | by railroad companies to any ‘but their em.
That
is
an
unfor' the same reasons, the laws against
ployees.
.'
.
:
.
pecially at home in the soul that stands for actite Protestant churches ‘among these
=A
Socrery
.of
Deaf
Mutes
are
holding
a
false swearing and swindling must, be fortunate result, and should be guarded order.
classes by being content to wait twenty

We must look for re-,

lief4¢o home influence and example, to wise
instructors and the teachings of religion.
Laws like this hinder instead of helping. 1
It is “a vast instrumentality for the in

= Ler veto moss bravely,” We Witobe Bit:
I, While’ deprecating the ‘suspicious croaking

found: in the fact that we go to the- mercy seat | ly fixed among the. forms and ceremonies | yout the decayof public honor, The types renboth its birth and its triumph, to hew" with the mind in a distracted and unseftled | of the fatherland, Tt might be a slower | dered it, ‘“Letus take more brandy.” =
the force ‘of
to break
t
i
—ONE of the signs of the times appears in
down that opposition, if their tongues are‘ condition, rather than in,a thoughtfulfand | process to~attempt

tines an unrestricted freedom in order that | truth fills them, and men seem

ready to echo its words and get comfort from
us, after all, ‘a compulsory: cloistered, {
the ide of ~heiugin respectable eompany. “celibate virtue,” instead of *“ one that is ro- |
" And, besides, it evidently stands for an actgrowing ' sentiment
ive and
|
in favor of

ii
ra ONGRESSIS, BY R odie Hy 1
an.
hid, oy Uiitap *

that, one reason why special aid, in prayer athong the adult Germans, - Their habits
is not oftener and more fully realized, 1¥'1iot | of thought and worship have been previous-

The Boston Advertiser delivers. what is swept from the statute books, to” rid us of against, but it is as nothing compared with
meant as a broadside against the prohibi- perjury and bring théwork of defaulting the general influence of those sharp and

tory law for the suppression of intemperance. ,The guns are discharged with abun-

ee

iw

to the office.
weight

It is

bear enforcing.

But it will

as well as in praying for others at once less | doubtless of little use to attempt to make
specific and loss important. Who may say | many converts to the Christian faith from

eat

———

TR

will certainly. add
—THE new Chief-Justice

with, it is not easy to see why that Spivit| have experienced the utility of that kind of

natural for earnest spirits, when a great

~n: | rumselling is wholly unwarrantable, then,
Fire.

an: Illogical

Brief Jottings. .
a

already

must

since .théy

pastor,

Chicago

ones, such as the Holy ‘Spirit sympathizes

The exhortation is one that none of us
should close our “ears. to. Of .coutse it is

reasons, we must allow brothels and liber-

aA com unications. designed for publication
suould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

a

And if we can get the virtueof tem-

er.

men choose to sustain, then, for the same

Editor,

G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Bditor.

: Opening

4

specified objects” are right and Christian | haps they do not need this hint from the

so he conjures Mr. Abbot,
writing. And
and all who would enforce truth -by pen or
tongue, to be gentle, considerate and kind
about it, and they will be much more like-

pealed. If the one only aggravates the
evil at which it is aimed, so does the oth-

perance, in a ** robust and vigorous” form,
only by making it run the gauntlet-of as
many bars and saloons and grogshops as

mained li——
EE e——re——

———
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The Morning Star.
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inevitable
umns each

On the day.of dedication there was raised

in cash and pledges $2212.84, a much larg-

maybe employed. I shall set at work, just
as soonas I can see my way clear, to in-

er sum then any one expected,as the friends

, t whether such a bad give
we doub
“mail in the new form
n before. It is the inso largely
the majority of: our
her
change is best, or whet
to pay the debts bechurch
the
of
Which is a very: tention
subscribers would prefer it.”
If there was
house.
the
completing
fore
sensible conclusion. .
ever a church worthy of being helped, this
one is. They have sacrificed as but a few”
Spirit of the Press. :
about, and if .they ever finish their
know
tl OO
Mich. must come to
in’ es
the church
house,
= "The Christian Union, in'a well present-

*

crease our naive force. Two of the four
we had from Calcutta are here and working
admirably. Two have left,but one of them

is anxious to return. We met one of"our best
Santal boys in Caléutta serving in a family.
He ought'to be Preachjvg,

come back.

for without its influence there is no probability that the church would ever have built

worst kind of sensational trash circulates
©
~*~
among the youth, adds:
as
energetic
isas
Providentially, virtue

the house. If the Society shotild do no more
than erect such a housé every year, it
vice. Merit is not less brave thap demerit. |'would do a great work. ©
Worth js_quite as likely to do piouneer’s
The services on the occasion were all
service as worthlessness. "History, biogran
could be desired; the congregation
that
imaginatio
of
world
infimte
the
and
phy,
are heaped up with treasures ready to the large; an able sermon by Prof. Dunn; a
hand of those wise and brilliant. ones who (devotional prayer by Rov. F. W. Straight;
will takeup the writing of fit "books for excellent singing by the choir; and, the
boys. We hope that we. see thelr names
‘alrefy written in the list of contribufors best of all; the spirit of Christ was in all of
:
:
to ‘the best “of our juvenile magazines. the exercises. :
But their work ought not to be one moThe Hillsdale Q. M., held at the same
tponed. The books that time, was characterized by its progressive
ment longer
y's son reach everybody's
reach oy
daughter; “And the popular juvenile Jitera- utterances, its harmony, its freedom in
* ture of to-day is determining the morality discussions and in the social meetings.
of the next generation.
Some of the citizens that were present said
that they had never witnessed such social
The Christian Intelligencer, referring. to meetings as during this session,
Resoluthe recent union communion

about

municants

present,

tors.

such

Yet

two

thousand

besides

was

the

com-

many

the

ta-

impression

pro-

~ duced by the tender influences of the hour,
that denominational distinctions and +=
culiarities were quite forgotten before
Him
who is all and in all. In the briefaddresses
delivered, there was only one single allunational peculiarity entering into the comiy personal.

So entirely

together in the follsnstip

were

ure

all

drawn

of the. Spirit,

that they saw no man but

Jesus ‘only.

We

Walchman

and Refleclor writes

me.

if

which

wrongs

have been demolished

by it!

A

good cause never had a better helper than
the fagot or the cross.:
;
>
This idea has come to be so clearly understood, that it is no wonder that it is
now and then taken advantage
of by those
who are fighting for the victory of some
doubtful or even evil measure. The advocates of Woman Suffrage are now lay-

ing hold of it with desperation,
hoping to use it

with

tremendous

and are

Their cause,

late,

ha8

waning.

They

of

themselves

have

seen

been

this.

been plain. to them that nothing could save

them from total defeat unless they could
get somebody to abuse them, to persecute
them, impoverish them, waylay them,

haps murder them outright:

~~

a—

per-

Ew

<=

-

The National Baptist finds that sacritice
is a universal law :
The religion of Christ
ders, sacrifices;

oo
lt
involves surren-

this is certain.

But. is it

peculiar in this respect? Rather is not
surrender and sacri
the law of life ?
" We gain Nothing, unless we are prepared
to surrender for-it t al! that we deem of 'inferior moment. * * * * The attainment of
knowledge. calls for sacrifices; ambition
ty, success

in any

pursuit;

officers,

Rev. A. B. Taylor,

00: members.

v

They bad never-heard

New

Madrid,

and

churches

would be by
faith.

ission.

We

My |

conveyance here except James's pony.
So
we are all prisoners and can’t get- out.

Horses are so high we could not purchase
in Calcutta,
and it will take time to- get

We will do the best we can

with our means.

J

I wrote you from Calcutta that I was go-

ingto Balasore at the urgent request of
‘sister Smith. I found her feeble but hopeful, She has had her annoyances, but when
the Marshalls get here, she can be relieved
of her eharge in’a medsure, and then she
can rest, and I hope gather strength. She

Chit-Chat,

—

The church in the city of Jackson, Mich.,

will retain her Zenana work forthe present,
and make over all else to the Marshalls.

house ‘on

It is: a fine brick

edi- | The mission premises are in first rate order,
“meat as a pin,” never saw things lookin
so nice before. She has done well, and
than well.
SE
to the city, and a credit to the demomina- more
‘We have had Conference for a week, and
tion. We know of but two of our 'church- closed yesterday. The Phillipses and Mares west of New York that have sb good a shalls left this morning. James is packing.

fice, oxhetantially built, centrally located,
and when completed will be an ornament

_

the

weeks

them very cordial.

Ganguli,

Yuiintante, is here, and.

Our bret]

abu.

They

Christian

attend our meeting

and: help

us much.
Both are in Government employ
on salaries a good deal higher than ours.
1 hope to be able to write soon
abut our

‘work, . There

==

“is much that interests me

=e

io:

ing doors.
B4431.61,

and

Your recommendation to curtail

Santals.

It appears

that Hillsdale

and

Bates

Colleges have not fully secured their endowments.
President Cheney, of Bates
College, states that about $4,000 are still
wanting. It is singular that those who
have not paid do not at once contributeto
raise $4,000,
|

which is necessary

‘meet thisof $1700.00,

was

and

a

the

ers.

Ihave elaimed that that was not

in-

debt

old ehape Io sustain them.

to secur

third, an éndowment fund, consists of about

$125,000. He says: ‘“This will do just
about half the work inside the college walls,

that ought to be done to make a college of
Suppose

we

leave our work

there; it is a broken shaft; it is our unfinished tower that we began

to build.”

For

the remaining third, then, $125,000 are yet
to be raised. Hillsdale College, with its
cluster'of colleges and- seminaries in the
neighboring states, constitutes the western

wing of the denomination.

Its mission is a

grand ove,
This western wing is déstined not only
to reach the Indian Territories and the Territory of Utah, but to extend over the Rocky

Mountains, laying its broad edge along the
whole Pacific coast.

The enterprise of rais-

‘tag the fund of $125,000 should result in a
public'and a denominational benefit. The
whole people, every mau, should bring his

lasting by making the fountain: a living one
at Hillsdale. *
.
We observe the influence exerted on

the

Central States by the endowment- of ‘Bates
College. An interest is excited in the Central Association of New York and

vania to raise $100,000.”
The

interest.

Pennsyl-

states are

Christendom

Am I not right io this

dlso?

y

R Hill—O

G

~C

Hatch—R

does

persistent work. The Central States ought
to be aroused to establish a strong Central

ourselves by helfing others.

A Hills—H E Hale—M

Moere—R

Clair—Z Seott—J L

McDonald—D

W

C

Hen-

KimLy=-

Moulton—L

_Sinclair—Mrs
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WitoopING COUGH,
and all other diseases of the respiratory organs.
Also Proprietors of Scovil’s Blood and Liver.
Syrup, Carbolic Salve, Edey’s Troches, Oxygenated
Bitters, Mott’s Liver Pills,
&c.
;
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
~y

E C

L Stuart—SSew-

{71

do-ET, Wentworth—D ‘Waterman—L H_Witham—J 8
Weymouth—E Winslow—A Wyman—D G Young,

doing.

N H.

N.Y.
Wolcottville, Tad (2)

}

Boston, Cincinnati, Chicago, and San Francisco.
.
Chremos ready for immediate delivery
A
J
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~

Me,
HolHp
8)
Towa,
Bethany, N Y.

Sacred M wsic Books, J

THE STANDARD.

som, N
H.
rbury Cen, Vt.
L F Clark, Granville Summit, Penn.
J J Blankinship, Cuba, Rutherford Co, N C.
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R L D Preston, Morristown, Vt.
J Holmes, Standish, Me:
*

A Oollection of Sacred Music for Ohoirs,
—— Conventi
and Singing
ons
Schools: ———
Price $1.50,
$13.50-per- dozen.
"By L. 0. EMERSON of Boston; and H, B. PALMER of

A D Jones, Litchfield Plains, Me.
Whiteleld, NH.
oster, BR 1,

:
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G Story, Morrisville, Vi.
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| Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and
dons who have been taking
leased to learn that Dr.
from directions of several

in combining the pure oil and

Lime.—PerCod Liver O11 will be
Wilbor has succeeded,
professional
gentlemen,
lime in spch

whose

cases were

pronounced

“NOTHING BETTER.”
Cutler Bros.; Bo:Dr.
John Ware.
ton, celebrated VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM, for Colds and Con-

but few delégates present.
ness was done:
in harmony.
:
:
Next session with 1st Monroe church, Feb.

27—Mareh 1st.

J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

CHAUTAUQUA

Q. M.—Held

its

with the Dayton church.
It was
account of the religious interest Re

ene

.

re

last session
.

Next session with the church at Cherry
Friday, Feb. 6. Sermon in the eveniug

M. W. Spencer.

Creek,
by Rev.

J. L. HIGBEE, Com.

Avilude, or Game of Birds.

Thirty-two beautiful

pictures, thirty-two interesting descriptions. The
best possible incentive to the study of Natural History. THE ONLY GAME EVER PUBLISHED IN THE
INTEREST OF SCIENCE. For sale by all dealers, or
sent post-paid, on receipt of seventy-five cents, by
West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.
. “Teaches Natural History incidentally, yet in the
most Systematic manneér.”—[Boston Daily Globe.

Tuckerman.

Price

of each

sumption. Then comes the Reaper, Death. “stop
the.sowing with Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar.
No cough or cold can ever prove dangerous ox long
remain troublesome, if this pleasant antidote is
taken:

-

”

Critienton’s, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggiste.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

cough

he had when

OLIVER BITSON & CO,

a

popularity.

farlous practices,
panal | {ngtitutions

are
getting their deserts in the
of the Commonwealth. Zosion

.

MOTHERS, READ THIS!
KEEP

LLER’S

Pleasantto take.

Contains

Relieves your child

no

opium

or mor-

by curing, not by caus-

By

One

The Spring
Terre of
Tuesday, Feb, 24, 1874.

ten

weeks

0. TT. MAXFIELD,

--

--

-

will

fession.

Lake-TowN,

Mica.

Bro. R.R.

in connection with the writer,

and’Revivals.

of Dec.,

which centinued for three weeks,

resulting

in the conversion. and
baptism

.|

commenced

the Nath

teen,” the

37 Park Row, N. Y.

reclaiming

of eight, and

of‘ fourten were

Notices and Appointments.

Jan.

to sue for mercy.

4, I baptized

six|

:
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meeting with the Latrobe church, God bless-|
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Ladies, send 15 cents in stamps for the Zittle Flirt,
containing

Fan,

Chromo.

CHAS,

Glove,

Also,

Handkerchief, and

Language

C.

NOR Of the Wolfboréugh Q.

LBAUK €0.Q. M, will old its next session. with
| thé ehiarch at Hillsboro’
Feb. 6-8,
J
;

B. F. MCKENNEY;
3!

Clerk.

Mies Clara A. Robineon, of Deerfield,

In E. Wakefi¢ld, Jan. 10, by
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WEEKS, Dorchester, Mass.

aid
Lessons on the International Series, in The National Sunday
School "Teacher are prepared by

“B. F. JACOBS.

The most eminent scholars and
Sunday
school men ave its contributors.
Its Editorial Department is «
suggestive, fresh, bright, and helpful.

:
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specimen.

$1.50

per- year.

Send
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for

Adams, BlAckmer, & Lyon Pub, Co,, Chicago.
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Church Organs.
Societies apout purchasing, ave earnestly invited
fo address DR. GEO. F. BROOKS (0

“Washington St., Boston, Mass., 80 a
or
the ‘celebrated Church Organs of GEO. JARDINE &
“

.

r

SON, New York the builders of the $20,000 O
the Rev. Dr. Talmage’s church, Brooklyn,
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NEW PERFUME
=

For um]

REV. A. D.SMITH,of Laconia, and Mrs. MARY
HE.
CrLougH, of Canterbury, +
In
Strafford,
Oct.
18,
by
Rev;
D.
I.
Quint,
Mr.
SPRINGFIMLD (M¢) Q. beM, atheld.
its winter texm voted
dC ension
W. Shepard, ofOct. 82and Miss Roxie ’ 'wombly,
Sei
4 Springfighd-Cor-- John
0 Barrington,
, at the residence of the
eh. 27, at @ o'clock, P.M. 4 bride’s
er. Conferemce, Friday
father, Mr.Calvin Ren, of N. Andover, Mass.,
»
~'M. 8. 8¢ RIBNER, Clerk pgo tem,
and Miss Clara C. Foss, of S. Nov. 1, Mr. Albert
MINISTERS’ CONPERP
‘clock, A. M,, on Friday, Fen.
M. will convene at I
Ce
A.D. FAIRBANKS,
8s:
i

it

‘Little Flirt.”

§ /

In Loudon, N. H., Jan. 14, by Rev. J. Clough,

1 D. Walker, of’S,, and Miss Mary E, Drew,
rington.
Jan. 4, Mr. Christopher Shaw, of

on
n-

ner that he can not conscientiously refuse to make

SOMERSET Q. M. will hold its next session with

NER WE

and

known, as it has -cured- everybody who has used it
for Fits, never having failed in a single case.” The
ingredients may be obtained from any druggist. A
copy sent free to’ all applicants by mail.
Address
P10: PruLre BrowN,
91 Grand St. Jersey City,

is

prepared for all the Sabbaths in the month.
Postage will be paid by the subscriber at the office
the Jenner church, Feb. 28. Delegates meet at 2 1 where they are received. Three cents per guarser
for 85 copies or less; sx cents for more than 35 and
o'clock, P.M.“
v
G. A. MOFFATT, Clerk,
1ess than 75, &c. The postage is more for papers or» i
w
Bb
dered and paid for by the month than by the quarter.
CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH
Q.M. will be Leld
Let the orders for papers be given for the year, or
with the Spring Arbor church, Feb.
13, at 2 o’clock,
P. M. Ministers’ Association on: Thursday evenlin|
for the longest time that they may be wanted, and
preceding. Friends wishing to attend will be met, thus avoid frequent renewals,
|
:
atvackspon & Snyder’s station, Thursday and Fri.’
day.
~ D.P. HATCH; Clerk,

7. Child-Piety and Pro-

of a Revival,

lished by
Dr. O. PHELPS BROWN. T
resc
was discovered by him iu such a providential

commence

paper

of Re-

A SURE CURE tor this distressing complaint is
now made known in a Treatise (of 48 octavo pages)

«Principal.

Each

2. Historical View

Epilepsy or Fits.

number above 00 at the same rate.
number less than 50, 12 cents each copy per
Payment in advance.
papers will be discontinued at the expiration:

of the time for which they are’ paid.

D.D.

g the Converts. 18. Revivals the Hope of the
World. 19. Are You Revived?
y
JAMES H. EARLE, PUBLISHER,
No. 11 Cornhill, Boston. _

The tuition will be as usual.

= ~" N. TIBBALS & SONS,

Worker.”

Methods. 11. Preaching and Revivals. 13. Prayer
and Revivals, 13. Singing and Revivals. 14. Personal Effort and Revivals, 15. The Sunday School

3t3

Send 10 cents for 2 samples’

Clark,

a seriesof meetings with the Casco church,
Allegan Co., Mich., on

=

8. Indications

Flirtations.

OF

C. FISH,

Hindered and Arrested.

Lesson Papers.

United States.

_

pit Eloquence; Heaven in Song, &c., &c.
elegant 12mo.
volume of over 400 pages, $1.50.
Mailed, post-paid, on receipt of price.
CONTENTS:

MisS8 NELLIE D. MAXFIELD,
.- Asgistant.
J. W. ROBERTS, - Teacher of Pen
ship.

PRICE

HENRY

‘6. Position of Evangelists.

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
|,
ANTHEO
is the best preparation in the world for beautifying
.

REv.

Christian

1. What is a Revival?

85 cents per bottle.

AUSTIN"ACADEMY.

.

711 Br'dway, N.York

vivals. 3. What we Owe to Revivals.
4. Divine
Economy of Revivals. 5. Objections to Revivals.

mg it to sleep, as its restored health and thrifty
growth will soon indicate. Sold by druggisis.
Price

Tosrd and Rooms can be obtained at-reasonable
The trustees of Hillsdale College have
Wine AWAKE. YOUTHS. PAPER.~For judicions
rates.
,
For further particulars address the Principal.
decided to release President Graham for a editing, select and popular contributors, and sprightCenter Strafford, N, H., Jan. 17, 1874.
- 4
few months from college duties, that he ly, entertaining reading, the Youth’s Companion, of |
Boston, has no superior among the youth’spublicamay give his entire attention to the endow | tions.
:
ment. There is no shorter road for us to
A PROPOSITION.—Some time: ago we offered
take in the endowment of our own Institutions than to aid him in raising $125,000 6000 copies of ** unyan’s Holy War,” for5 cents
each. We now offer 5600 of Philip Phillips’ Sunday
for Hillsdale College.
M. M.S.
100. copipsto one address, $9.00 per year,
School, Prayer Meeting and Mission. Singing Book
7
i“
i“
4.50
; i
at § certs each, postage paid to any part of the 50

Revivals; &ev

[2t4)

‘Author 6f Primitive Piety Revived: History of Pul-

BABY SYRUP

on hand,
ang/your children
will never be sick. It
will instantl§
cure sour stomach, dysentery, griping
in the bowels, wind colic, &ec. Gives relief In teeth.

&

price.. The purchaser, on opening the packet, read
an follows: * Keep the head cool, the bowels open
and_the feet warm.” If physic is necessary, use

CHAS, H. DITSON & CO.

Boston,

- tions of the face.
1s not injurious.
Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail.
Price 50 cents per box.
Address
MILLER BROS.,
26t39
113 Maiden Lane, N, Y.

a sealed packet, marked
which brought a great

In

Boards, $2.50.
The above five books are filled with masic of rare
excellence, suited to Quartet and other choirs. 2
All books sent, post paid, for retail price.

the complexion. 1t imparts smoothness, transparency and rosy freshness to the skin. Cures all erup-

On the death of one of Ehgland’s most eminent
‘physicians, all his effects were-sold by auction; and
among other things wae
‘“ Advice to Physicians,”

and

suffic’ently attest the high char.

phine.

bottle of Johnson's Anodyne Ligigment whichwo gave
him, and which he says has entirely cured him of
the troublesome and dangerous
here.

circulation

These publicationg

ing.

We received a very pleasant letter of thanks from
our old friend Rendall, since his return home, for a

4

book, in Cloth, $2.25.

Hand-Bookof Revivals !

acter of the institution under whose patronage these
médical works have been published. = Meantime it is
frau
& to know that several of tie impudent char.
foand, who have stolen its name to cover their ne-

sow the seed of Con?

.

“A Book for every

er

Coughs

Hodges and

¢

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston.
When's ting is counterfeited, it is a proof of its

almost a world-wide

~~

SOLEMN TRUTHS.

COLLECTION.

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
excellence and
popularity. The Peabody Medigal
Institute is a case in point. Feunded in good faith
many years ago, and the only establishment of the
kind in the country, its success and ever-increasing
opalarity finally caused the name (Medical Instiute) to be pirated and adopted by a lot of infamous
uacks, empirics and pretcaders who have been eneavoring
cheat the public by sailing under a
stolen flag. The founder of the Peabody
Medical
Institute can in no way be held responsible for this
misuse of the name of a reputable and well-known
curative establishment and legitimate medical Institution, which has been from the start specially de:
voted to the treatment of nervous derangements and
affections, from whatever causes proceeding. During its existence there have been issued from it several medical publications; quite recently a work on
Diseases of the Nervous
System, which
have had

profitable on
it awak-

”

4foe

Ne

TRINITY

‘sumption.

PROSPECT Q. M.—Held its Dec.. session with
the Belfast and Swanville chfirch. There were

'

BAUMBACH’S
SACRED QU
BAUMBACH’S NEW COLLEC(]
BUCK’S MOTETTE COLLEC
BUCK’S SECOND ‘MOTETT

hopeless, and

who had taken- the clear oil for a long time without
marked eflect have been entirely cured by using
this preparation. Be sure and
get the
genuine.
Manufactured .only by A.B.
WILBOR,
Chemist,
‘Boston. Sold by all druggists.
1t4

and for his promises, in the future. The thanks
of the Qf M. are exténded to the Lynn church
for their many attentions during the session.
;
D. R.
WALLACE, Clerk.

Chicago.

in the “Hast, and Prof. Palmér in

the West, are quite unequaled as Leaders and Comosers. THE
STANDARD, the result of the united
abors of.such men, ean not fail to’ be used wniversally in the whole country.
:

a manner

that it is pleasant to the taste, and its effects in lung
complaints’ are truly wonderful. Very many persons

.

Prof. Emerson

Special Notices.

with

‘Bac

coe sient are
an 103 Whee”
for
rite now supplied.
Shapiers
J. B. FORD & CO., Publishers, New York,

« 2S Potter, E Wakefild, N It

WF Dodge
F Tripp,

The prettiest

er Selig
UNION.

in BeechTIANBOY

fast
the

MAIL.

** 8 W Perkins, Canton, Me.
‘8 A Stowe, Mapleton, Min.
i % Given, Meredith Village,

|

8 and 9 College Place, NewYork.

TWO rollicking, handsome fellows!

Rev B Minard, Littleton, N H.

Knap
“ 18.Jones;

;

paand most artistic Oleographs ever given by any
al
sth new
vor~Edward Eggle o]
us weekl

Books Forwardels
By

;

SPITTING OF BLOOD,

ard—Mrs EG Stillman—H M Slater—Mrs L H Stanchfield—8 H Tolman—E Tibbetts—Mrs D/ Thompson—J B
n:
im
Tingley—~Anne 8 Taylor—J H Thom
E Vanbibber=J B
HA Turner—W_F Van Tuyl—8
Mrs
WalA
White~L
L
ob
Wikgin
D
Ward—8
I
—J
Vioke

i

~

ASTHMA

H

—~dJ C

W Skinner—Mrs

C Stéyens—F A Stanford—¥ Spooner—J

many

all are supplied

the opand heals

It may not bé too lateto effect a care even after the

D Preston—B F Parker—C 8 Perkins—Mrs BR C Pr
Robinson—W N Read —Wm Randall—B R Ro,

pastors, with the exception of the Lynn church.
Some revival interest was reported, and a general steadfastness in all the
churches.
Dr.
Cheney was at the meeting and gave us a very
good talk in regard to Bates College.
At the

relieves
LUNGS,

doctors pave given you up.
HALL’S BALSAM is sold ‘everywhere, and ma
be had at wholesale of the PROPRIETORS, JOHN
HENRY, CURRAN & CO.; at their Great Medicine
Warehouse, 8 and 9 College Place, New York. Price
#1 per bottle.
’
"HALL’S BALSAM is also a sure remedy for
COUGHS,
CO! LDS,
PNEUMONIA,
.BRONCHITIS,

C Russ—F Reed—CL Russell—J Rall—S8 Ridge-DN

BOSTON q M.—Held its last session with ihe

were all represented, and

ATS,

venom of the discase produces,

OCunningham—

Noble—Mary 8: Norton—P Newman—dJ C O
Oliver—J L Odell-8 Peck—T C Partridge—C

The colleges and semina-

ries in the neighboring states should kuow
that the streams which are to enrich their
own domains must be made powerful ‘and

r

4
oe

Meads—C_H

church in
Lynn, Jan. 7, 8. The session was
very interesting; the business was conducted in
a harmonious manner; the preaching was good,
and the social meetings spirited.
The churches.

IS THIS REMEDY:

It breaks up the NIGHT
PRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS

ford—A Libby—R P Lee—H D Miner—T P Miles—M A G

$200,000.
4 close of Dr. Cheney’s remarks, a subscription
President Graham, of Hillsdale College, was started; and $1,600 was pledged on the spot.
Q. M. passed resolutions complimentary to
states that one third of what they need is The
Mr. Bates, of Boston,
for the interest he has
invested in buildings and grounds. Another taken and the aid he has rendered the college,

first grade.

8 Hudson—-C

Heath~O 8 Harmon—A

Quarterly Meetings. -

Hillsdale College.

tended. Am Iright? I have also assured
of the brethren that ikwe could employ a huna reliable. subscription to dred at ence, the churches would . gladly ". LartronE, PA.
there

rish—L Given—8

Donations.

Onn

HALL'S ‘BALSAM

Hayward—G H Hubbard—Mrs H Henderson—HF Haw-

O. R. BACHELER,

expenses hds been applied to -native help-. converts, and others await baptism.

i

Unavoidably

Qatie~g Coleman—MB. churchill

* 8 Wells,

them

1 disease." Phy1t is only neces aa
tals Luc and the terrible maladyy i

to have the of
can be conquered.

Q. M. will be held with the church

Letvers Received.

A. D. JONES and wife received a very fleas ant visit from many of their friends at Litchfield
with

Consumption is NOT incurable
wn

sicians assure us of this fact.

Clerk. .

A M Amsden—M Atiwood—D Allen—R Bennett—~H H
Baker—A W Balley—~A G Brann—E CW Blaké~J Bowles
—A 8 Brooks—L FP Bickford—A Burr—D 8 Ball-HN
Bates~J Baker—8 M Creed —E G Cllley—LW Collins—E

tokens of theit regard, amounting; with presents
hefore received, to $100.00, for wliich the donors
have grateful thanks.

Gh

WHE: LIFE LASTS THEREIS HOPE,

eis,

Plains, Me., Jan. 21, leaving

i

a

that loves the cause of God, more than gold and
“
.
silver.”
aaa,

T. Smith, Mr.

the lacerated and excoriated surfaced which the

from house to house, pray with the people,—one

ow

3

and report the money raised for the same the past
year at this Q. M.
J.J. ALLEN, Clerk & Treas,

vastly,and I would like to communicate: that “Rev.
8. Woop and wife are grateful for a
interest in part to others. ° As ever, yours,
donation of $51.00 from the Sherburne church.
FOV

{

WBURGEN,

.

THE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP©
7 TIVE REMEDY.

in Philadelpbis, N, Y., Feb, 13—15. Churches are
requestedto take a collection jor missions before

here have been very self-sacri-

our old ac-

another

J.

Rev. W.

g

both of

DR.WM. HALLS
Balsam for the Lungs,

sermon

the next session and bring the result to the Q. M.,

pre-

R
7
. THE F. Baptist chute) in Camden, Me., greatly desires “ a bumble minister, who will visit

‘one for public worship

The
fold-

ent
of a

A

JEFFERSON

Rev, J, Cadwallader,

schoolsin families as soon as we can get up
conveyance for her. Mrs B. will take some

ments, the larger
six native and lay preachers in Midnapore, spirit. Backsliders have. returned. to thes,
have not in=
“and for 8; 8., one for the weekly. social’ now three. The other stations
meetings and Bible ¢lagses,and the other for creased their number, except among the fold of the Lord, and sinners have been led
“the infant department of the 8. 8.
three can be flung into one room by

Ld

interesting

no superior in pastoral
is intensified. The result is the conversion | fully in the conversion and salvation of
.
.
>»
to a souls,
pi
. C. CUMMINGS.
‘have completed the vestry which makes of those embraced in our little circle,
«CE
snsoxsrinLD
Q.
M.
will
hold
its
next
session
them a beautiful and convenient ‘room -for greater extent than ever before. But one
ith the Brownfleld church, Feb. 11, 12, °
ROUND Prains, ONTARIO. = The gLord
‘man can not-do.everything. Outside work
.
IRA A. PHILBRICK, Clerk.
worship. Itds diyjded. into’ three depart- has run behind-hand. When 1 left we had has again visited us with his reviving|
ad

© gone forward {rustingin the Lord, until they

vt

vious, in a protracted meeting with very satisfac.
tory results.
;
over to the ship's "On the first Sabbath of the new year, Bro.
express
charge JPayné baptized fourteen, who united with the
kept
where we church,
:
'

up for Bhimpore. - We have not fully ar- added 10. the church, with the prospect
ranged the division of work. The amount that others will continue to unite.
to be done is almost appalling, James has " May the Lord continue to work wonder‘work.. Everything

wuse. The brethren have sacrificed nobly,
and, though the panic has affected them
much in getting id from the citizens, have

nt ;

15,

Mary A. Wentworth,
of L.,

bor;

Collins; Outline of a sermon -.Corlies; Tesh

settled, how can Ido it? Work of all sorts
Sessel, and. thus far all is in a medley. College as a base of opcrations, for ins Pangonét-Purgative Pills; they are the most scien0
“tically prepared pill that has appeared In the last
to get straightened out ere long,but it.
But we must help ‘hundred
years, ‘i ¥
A
will take time. ‘LTherg is not a horse or stance, at Whitestown.

Denominational News tod Notes.

~

precious revival.

connection with the pastor, for two

not furnish a-grandér-field for earnest and
etting

er ?—8

$17,

Joy

opens a hew

many

Pasto

Evangelist from Lake City, had been Jaboring in

leges and seminaries.
West Virginia,
Storer, and Berea form a line of colleges
between the North and the ‘South. This

0. LIBBY :

Children,—
Burgin ; Essay,

| Row
i Succons; -Dhgcll; Besay What 1a Pay:

derson-=I SJones—MrsL Johnson—8 A Jacohs—SC
bal'—J A Keyes—dJ- 8 Landrum—T Lutenton—F H

aroused for the endowment of their own col-

SNAPORE, Dec. 5, 1873.

started here,

Sunday, Jan. 11,

of

- €. 0. Lassy, Cor. See.

gladly, and they will listen to any one who
" knows how to interpret his teachings for
the life of.our-age.

dedicated the vestry of their new

‘with

ry of Hillsdale.

hope the promise

of our

Jan.

Gove,

v

Charles H. Dearborn, ny New Durham, and Miss

It ure

by the fact that they occurred in the midst of a.

them

Now 1 got on very

an. 14,
.
and iss
Adelaide DE
A oot; 3

rafford.

kins—C Hazen—J Jodgdon—J J Hoag—J 8 Harrington—
J Holman—T N Huntington—A G_Hill—-C C Hills—E C

one dollar and eighty cents into the treasu-

Jinterest our people in the mission.

derstands the Bible, and has an insight into human nature and its needs, and a living
sympathy with the age, will never
Jack
hearers.
The common people heard Jesus

Mission

the

tence in it may be fulfilled completely, angd-that we shall bave such an acunt 6T the work from his pen as shall

hearts where it is waning, by such a policy:
A wise expositor of the Scriptures, who un-

Home

for

interesting to his friends and to the friends

interest

in

and at work

in

The following letter from Rev. O.R.
Bacheler, written soon after his arrival at
Midnapore, presents some facts that will be

of Dean

restored

brethren

Foreign Mission.

more general interest in Bible study can be
and

the

A. H, CHASE, Cor. Sec,

. Alford’s example. * Nor do we doubt that a5
awakened,

of

Lord. I hope you will care for the interest in Memphis; a great work can
be done there.”
Tiida

in empty

imitation

found

Christian harmony

tion that one of the best methods of increas-

attendance

:

the F. Baptists, but agree with us in doctrine, and will work with us.. I called at

in the ministers both in’investigation a
in preaching. We have a strong conv

ing the afternoon

Wis.,

The church was in a very low state when
I came here, and the other churches in the
city are.so strong that it will he only by
the
test sacrifice and
perseverance’
"that this church will be saved. We coms
mence special meetings this. week;
pray
for us. Average congregation, 50; S. S.,
80;
added to the church 4; in debt,
$800.00.
:
iw
Rev. A. Rice, Mound City, IIl., writes:
I am just up from Memphis,
Tenn.
Have been there five Sabbaths, and ornized a Freewill Baptist church of over

The Christian
Era closes an editorial on
Expository Preaching as follqws :
_ Topical preaching has been so common
in New England, that a little variety of
method would be grater] to the hearers;
and the study of whole passages instead of
new

du Lac,
Cl

reports:

that is inconsistent and of inferior moment.
«It is not religion alone that demands a sacrifice. We
have need to ask calmly: Are
the sacrifices which religion demands,
greater than. those which must be made in
«ther pursuits; and are not the rewards
which religion offers, equal to the sacrifices
svhich it enforces? .
:

kindle a

Fon

cost

~The services were made especially

Zenanas. The work among the Babus’
wives is not so flourishing as formerly, on

we

church on Monday, Jan. 12. Our average
congregation is 100; S. S., 75.
We are
about
.00 in debt. We pay for misstons quarterly.”
HE

can be attained without the surrender of all

single texts, would

as

been

over this loss. It is a little too much.
We are. laying oat our work. Miss
Cilley will take charge of a number of small

ask our
in their

soon

had

ficing and earnest, and it only requires patient
continuance in well-doing to make this church
a grand success.
H. N. H,

new church, have it, inclosed,.
weather is favorable will have it
in about a month. The wind
blew down our spire, which was
as

n
anon

Mr. Myron J. Broscot nnd Miss 1da
In Lebanon,

dedicatory prayer was offered,

that
this trunk
be
could get at il on the passage,
apd we have
not seen it since. So I must give up. the

a glorious re-

and

It was stated that the house

We hope
it may.be-revived,however.
I have met a
good many of the leading Babus and find

Rev. S. W. Cowell, pastor of the church
in Ellenburgh, N. Y., reports:
“We
shall commence to
finish our

none of these

have

patience to .help

I made all my baggage

.

increases in interest,

gaods,

trunk contaiped the whole, The instru
ments were the’accumulation of a lifetime,

‘get a ‘suitable place of worship I think we
shall have a good religious intevest.
Our
average congregation is 50.”
.

calls for sacrifices; politics, fashion, socie-

should

has. account of press of other work.

One

ab.20, by Rev. M. 'C.
adi
doh, of 1,Drsvilio
set Mi
Mr, Geo. R. Wil-

GEO. 8. RICKER, Sec.

hold

us with songs. These exercised woe fSllewed

abide

pretty well with my *‘joy” until,it cime to
my medicine chest and instrumepts, One

about” half completed.
e need all of
the help we can get at present. Our S. S.

It has

Job

many

der the labors of its new pastor.

buildin a
and if the
completed
on
the 4th

effect.

then

so

through the Custom House.

_ “I preach here one half of the time and
at Spring Arbor the other half. We are

anxiously pressing
through to triumph,
nothing can possibly help him better than
persecution, If the cause languishes, and
is even dying, nothing
will revive it so
fully as martyrdom,
How large a place in
history has this principle filled! What successes have been won by it! What great

so,

had

:
un-

vival of religion.

he is

sacrifices

:
sented.
The charch in Chicago is prospering

prayers, that it may have

_

If one represents a éause

apostles

there with all his

paragraph about Martyrdoms,
and. then | Rev; I. P; Bates, pastor-of -the-Burlingmakes a practical application of it, as fol ton, Mich., church, writes:
lows:

Losses and Rpanbial

the.

so poorly repre-

ings a
“desire for prayers. We
brethren to remember this church:

a

hy

was obHolderscholars’
part: in
favored

and that 311 but about $800 was provided for.
me, How often Jf late have we had occa This
bum was secured very quietly, without
sion to think of taking joyfully the spoilin
of our goods. I don’t believe any . of { marring the solemnity of the service before the

and seve have manifested in their meet-

Lord's table may not come to be the fit and
necessary sequel of the Week of Prayer.

ao

RUMNEY, N. H. Christmas Eve
served by the 3d F. Baptist church in
ness. with appropriate exercises. The
of .the Sabbath school performed their
speaking ‘remarkably well. The choir

I must say that my old destiny follows

régret

only

we

I think I shall.send for him at

Ministers and Churches.

I can not send the account for our p:
on the 21st of Dec., 1878. . Prof. §; J. Fowler, of
| sage expense yet, as my head is not clear Hillsdale, preached the dedicatory sermon, The
enough for accounts, in the midst of all ministers of the Hennepin Q. M.. were nearly
this’ confusion of getting settled. But I all present, and took part in the exercises, as
think I can say that instead of the supply the Dec. session was held here at that time.
falling short you will find a very comforta- Rev. Jabez Brooks, D. D., of the State Universible little balance on hand.
;
"ty,also participated in the services.
Sin

been baptized, and one added by: letter,

«can not see why such union services at the

The

were

that the churches

to

Sh

too fast, say so, but it seems to me that the
life of our mission depends upon the judiMINNEAPOLIS, MINN. The F. Baptist church
cious employment of the native element. -| in this place dedicated a fine house of worship

one

session.was

of interest and profit, and

sion wade to tue existence of any dewomiosition of the service, and that was

doctrine, , The

this Bible

wants

meet

day,

of the Holy Spirit,~Dike; Estoy,
The Press has no job work now and .con- by the distribution of presents from three well 1a- flce-work
§m,~ Frost; sermon Thursday evening,~
tees. The pastor, Thomas
sermon on Friday oYoRIng ~Minata 7 Kasay
sequently no income. op to reviye
it, den and ornamented
a Power to be Dreaded ?—Sar;
:
but am not sure aboutit.
ust have funds Wyatt, Jr., and wife, received from the trees manism
sks on Matt. 16:
18, 10,—Tozer;. Essay,
for the increase of our force of native work- $20 in cash, for. which they render niuny Method of Enforcing Mruth,— cker; Kesay, Our
Duty as a Denomination on the Subject of Open
Fai
Com.
ers. If you think I am in danger of going thanks.
J
Communiqp,~Wildron, .
“a
Rh

tions were passed in favor of church extension in both the country and cities,
Rev,E. B. Fernald produced some enthusiasm on church finance,. and the Scripture
truth, not a néw subject.to him, but one
A resolution was
that was new to many.
practice
urging . Christians to
passed

Brook-

church,

Bedford Avenue Reformed
lyn, N. Y., says:
There were

service in

and

once.

| their aid. The Home Mission Societyis
€d article on the subject of books for’ boys, entitled to much credit for its timely .aid,
the

.after showing the extent to which

In Northwood, Dec. 24,by Rey. Pr,
BOWDOIN Q. M, MINISTERS’ ASSOCIATION will
Miss Josta L:
at Brunswick,
with Rev. E. C. Heath, Mon- ‘Mr. John Marsh, of Concord, and
Feb. 2, at 1 o’clock, P. M. Rev: L. Dexter wi ill { Lancaster, Sf N. Jan. oy Mr. David Hill a
8.
road's paper upon Sabbath schools. Our brethren
in the ministry are cordiully invited to be present.

There are already
four young men, who ed the laborsof the people. Five were
preach occasionally and would do well, but baptized, and seven joined the church.
they ure now engaged in teaching. These.
2
~
G. A. MOFFATT.

{ that can be sold for a few hundred dollars.
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ed expense, the diminished amou
d be
woul
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Rev. J. 8. Potter, Mr.

J. F, Nason, of Parsonsfield, and Miss’ Hannah J.
Cole; of Cornigh.
;
wal
fal
In New Durham, Dee, 26, by Rev. D. L. Edgerly,;

Mr. George J. Tufts'and Miss Emma F.Wliitehouse,
both of Middleton,
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;
:
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Beller
conscience and honor is indelible.
a failure in that lesson, a thousand times
better, than a failure in your integrity.

in, a woqudt ground, swings and everything else they wanted to make them happy. But, after all, they were not half so
How can you bear the mean- feeling when happy as my little "pets here, who manage
you git down to-morrow ‘to write out the ‘to ‘enjoy themselves with very simple

It Unto Vo.

Didst

examination?

we

Lr

¥

There were vistons of the harvest,
Of the fruitage of thé year,
And I dreamed of peace and plenty,

That came my heart to.cheer.

”

"
a,

the coming winter,
And wh
:
far away ;—
That Me
morn of the Indian Summer, s
"Twas the
November’s fairest day ;

What if November’s twilight

Were balmy, clear or cold,
‘When the wolf is on the mountain

And can fos reach our fold ¥=

Our ships are homeward sailing,
Our fiel ds abundance give,
We can see the bloom of summer
In the midst of winter live;

&
-

‘Our home is warm and cheery,

:

Their father had

| The advantage to be gained from

am

un-

by. ‘The moment I took his book

it.

Christie is not

the

first

one

who

has

.much ‘curious’ information aud lends a strong

4

begin

The written examinations were to

the fiext day, and the senior

pressureof study and
. time drew near.

class

felt the

nervousness

Christie

was

as the

very» much

troubled about her chemistry. She had
. been absent during a part of the review,

being kept at home by her mother’s

sick-

ness, and had had no time to make up the
Jessons. That examination was appointed

record. ‘We do not know of any other volume
which affords so muclr of this sort of testimony
within the same cotupass or at anything like the

Students

find

same price.

Set a pure

for the first, How she wished she had
some idea what questions would fe given.

It was too late to study the whole book
. thoroughly. If she only knew what’ topics
would be selected, she could devote her
time to those. Girls. at the high school
know what written examinations mean.
They will understand how Christie's sunshiny face looked overcast and anxious,
She was really an ambitious student, and
one of the best in her class: but this composition and all these examinations were
rather too much for her, physically and

mentally. - So: there was no elasticity in

er step ahd no buoyancy in her spirit as
she'wentto find the voluge

of Longfel-

low.

She lifted the dosk-1id with a listless air,
then ‘her face..suddenly kindled, and, she
. almost caught her breath with excitement.

Right there before her eyes, folded once
- through the middle, so that the ‘edges, were
apart till the print was visible inside. the
margins, was the2 proof: sheet of the ** Chem-

istry Questions,” labeled in large letters
on the outside. - A minute more, and Christie’s fingers would have lifted the folded

those/examination

aim for toil and earn “it. Then to fail, in
‘the best sense, will be a strange word to
you. Your wings will soon spread, The
ams you now lean on, Will, ere. long, sink
to the dust. Make the best of your time.

literature

will

that which lies

research, and

ment has sort of state]iness; -and though there
is something. that often appears - stilted and
strained and vehement in his measure and lan-

next

your

hand.

Aim

will come, and if you ‘but wait,
and

plow,

the

* set

when.you ave fit.

time

Be

and

will

never the mere

He holds that the civil life of
pepples sprang from their religious

beliefs, ind as

their theological notions becdme

to

cient to show that.

echo of an,

those ancient

changes.

sow,
slow.

Take time to make haste to do, |to dire, and

guage, and not much hinting at the real strength
of calmness and self-poise, yet he moveson with
a sort Of majesty

acceptance of Christianity ‘by the Greeks and
Romans, the chief explanation of the. gradual
decay or the sudden overthrowof what Seemed

The

responded

‘a ‘voice

from

The chief aim of

idea of Satan, and that involves his notion of the ,
nature, relations and office of what is known as
evil, or sin,
Js opinion is by no means original
with him.

“He accepts

the idea

did

ing into

foot

the

come down

the mythology which hag puzzled
so many brains
and fired so many imaginations, and shows how
these beliefs were all the while shaping both the
domestic life and the civ il polity of the peoples

well as lifted up the end. Thus he puts the doerine; as be puts it elsewhere in other forms:
Lo,thy presence glows through all thy creatures,

to give, part. Gourds

sprang up. there, : fast and

would dash ‘back: irT could lift up

the veil

that held them.

velop souls truly, the discord: that leads in the
true life and the complete character, the ladder
over which humanity climbs to a blessed fellow.
ship with God who has appointed the means as

y

—

about

can not gather up from either hisdictionaries or
historical text-books, a knowledge of which will
serve to bring out with new clearness the truths

how difficult good:

hduse-keepers and good cooks find it to get
servants to be exact in preparing meat,
sauces, and other eatables

and

drinkables.

The recipe says, perhaps, a teaspoonful, or
a small teacupful of this, that, or the other:
.is to be put into a dish or a stewpan, in order to make or help to make a certain dish.
But an inattentive or self-sufficient person
does not care to mind orders exactly, and
| puts in ““a little,” “just a pinch, ” ‘a drop

and tell us a story?”
“A story!" exclaimed auntie, as she
came tripping.down stairs; ‘‘and- what shall
it be about?”
“Tell uns about the time - you. opt
school,” said Willie.
«Tellus a weal Hoy, oi
one ‘all true; id

+4 ell, T can please yo both this time:

It ‘shall be a story about a boy when I kept

you ever a school-girl, ‘worried and dis- school sand a true one, 00. +1 shall eall it
tressed over an approaching’ examination ? Bobby's Teraper.
Did it not seem as if your moral. percep4 Bobby Lane was:a little bos fst eight
tions were blunted, and all-your good years old when I first knew him. He did
sense and scholarly aims swallowed up in not go 1o school, like the other little boy

“God can do anything, Edie.
remember how mamma told us about Dan-’
jel—how he was put right in amongst lots

by our own exaet ways.

of lions,

coming too mechanical.

came

‘and

shut

mouths, so they couldn't bit at all?”
“Couldn't they growl,

either?”

their

~

i

So let us all go

and try to be as exact as we can, looking to

out friends to warn

us when

Ihave seen ' very serious

thrgugh some Ba

we

are be-

mischief done

«Well, Willie, if he can do anything,‘I
wish he would make mamma

come home.”

“May be he will if we ask ‘him to.”
Clasping her little hands’ together, ‘Edie
said, 0, God, please make mamma come
home, and make it light so we can see.”

“Why, Edie, that isn’t the way to pray;
wt must kneel down, and try to think what
abig God he is, and ‘how he knows all
‘about whether we have heen good or not.”
* “Then let's kneel down, and you pray. "
They knelt down, and ‘Willie repeated

18mo.

pp. 357.

Publishers.

;

16mo. pp.

than half baffl« his inquiries and Ieave him large-

ly in the mist.

ly pleasant‘and winning.

lusions and

descriptive

tlie metaphors dnd alterms

that

often

more

The style of the work’ is excel=

lent,—cultivated, picturesque, forcible, and attractive to readers of high literary taste, and at

the same time 30 clear'and simple that even the.
average reader can enjoy the perusal. We have
never see
he work in the original French,—
but it certainly suggests careful and_successful

repels by dn

and yet, in its clearsess and. simplicity, it makes
an effective

appeal

ng and

vated readers.

even

5t part of the

finculti-

volume is

intended to set forth the progressive sieps by
which the human race passed from its primitive

condition to the point it'had reached when the
‘historic period began. -This deals mostly with

of its class that has appeared for many a day.

those things that

|

the part

of

the

translator,

n

bear directly

upon man’s

out-

; ward condition, The larger part of (he book
treats of the Pioiress of the human mind in atof his government over the
PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS. from early life to taining ideas of
old age, of Mary Somerville.
With selections world, and of the nature and offices of religion.
from her Sorrespondanee, By her daughter, Much of whatis found in this division is taken
Murtha Somerville, Boston: Roberts Broth.
-

pi

ers. 1874. crown

|

Tt never

obvious attempt to talk down to a juvenile lev ol,

in all, we count it one of the most valuable

work on

J. Lane &

octavo.

Co.

pp. 377.

Sold by E,

from the mythology of the Greeks and Romans,

and

the

most

striking

events

and

personages

that figure in that mythology are set forth, and
their meaning and lessons are brought out. We
ing piece of biography, so far as that word biog- bave the story .of Jason and his search for the
raphy is applicable.’ ‘Quite u large portion of the | golden fleece, of Hercules and his exploits, of
material is supplied by the subject’s own pén,and the adventures of Theseus, of the wanderings of
was prepared at a Jate period in her long life, Ulysses, of the famous fight at Thermopyie, the
She died at the ripe age of minety-two, and her narratives of Themistocles, Aristides, Socrates,
last yea
Wepe beautifu) in the intelligence,
the Demosthenes, &c. It Is a book richly worth the
mental &
and vigor.the gracious modesty, attention of intelligent apd inquisitive young
the a
affection’ and simple domesticity readers, and - those who gre older may profitathat had distinguished her whole life. Work- bly peruse it.
Broken Fetters is a volume written with a high
ing her way to scholarship in the face of obstaaim and an earnest spirit, It takes the form of
cles and discouragements, reaching a scientific
eminence that gave her § place among the lead- 4 story, and, seeks to show how the most ear-

We have no fear of exciting unwarrantable
expectations by prenouncing this a really charm-

ing, minds

of Great

Britain and Europe

with

whom she was on terms of the truest familiarimembership

in

several

and uulooked-for

learned

nest, skillful and persistent efforts at” self-regen-.

eration and the ' purification of society

societies, hans | perhuman forces offered by religion

friendship of -the very magnates of science and
litergture, an author whose works confessedly

throw fresh and peculiar light on some of the abstrusest problems with which the human mind has
busied itself,—yet she parted with none of those
qualities which exalt the wife, the mothér and
friend, and make home at once sacred and beau-

and culture, and most attractive in true wonianhood,
HISTORICAL, DANS TRATIONS OF me ¢OLD Tis
TAMENT. oiesss Rev. G. Rawlinson, M, A.,

Camden Professor ofaf Anolent Hislory,
Histo
oxiond.

|

With ‘additionsby Prof.

are sure

to fail when the gospel is set asite ‘and the su-

ored everywhere with the esteem and personal used
the

are left un-

Fhe spirit of the book is excellent, ind

author

exhibits

a good

degree

of

literary

culture. But the element of exaggeration runs
through it all; the style is quite too ambitious;
the colloquies are often stilted; the descriptions
include an excess of superlatives, und the ' senti| ment does not keep free from gushes, ItsIt substance is perhaps unexceptionable ; some readers

will call its ‘style
fine.

fine;

and so it is,~quite

too

My Mates and I is a much less ambitious book,

simple; straightforward, eminently religious in
tone, and it foreibly exhibits the contrastéd results of lives which are and those which are
not animated by a Christian faith and purpose.”

THE

BAPTIST

QUARTERLY

coming, but it always

is a little late in

brings that which

insures

it a welcome. It is not perhaps one of the
strongest. numbers, but its papers are well prepared-and will all repay a reading. The first,
second; fourth, seventh and eighth articles deal

with subjects that are of real and vitdl interest,
and furnish material for no little subsequent reflection. The contents are as follows: Miracles,
Study of Anglo-Saxon and English; The Final
Retribution of the Unregenerate; Papal Iufallibility ; Christianity and Civilization; The Greek

of the New Testament; The State and Religion,

ton ¢ H. A. Young & Co. 11874, Hache po phey 5
» The Philosophy of the Cyusades; Exegotical
|, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Studies; Book Notices.—
his periodical has
of mentioning “The names of ‘Profs, Rawlinson and Hackett kept steadily’ on ifs way fog/seven years, and en-

want of care in answer-

{But instead
«Well, I don’t know for sure aboiit “that ; ing questions.
serious cases,
will take a small: one.
among the highest guarantees that a work
but I know God could make them stop. Suppose a father is going to take two of his are
of this kind, which they have had a aad in pre.
growling if he warited to, for I can tell you
God can do anything.”

Publishers.

MY MATES AND I. Same
197.
~N

Dr. Smith’s volume will he. found very “instructive. /It abounds in carefully collected information, and this is presented in a way peculiar-

which are wrapped up'in

ty, elected to' an unsolicited

being exact in word and deed.

Perhaps you know

Passion-statned or fair;
-Saint and sinver bear the self-same featurcs

That God rules in righteousness and loy e; that
‘he makes the wrath of mau te praise him, and
that his Kingdom is te triamph over all oppesi-circles and sta
to face with every phase
of the family.
alk out into the streets and tion, are truths which we gladly cherish; but the
theory that evil apd
good, sin and holiness, are
squares and shops and forums of the cities; and
their strange life soon parts with its mysteries identical in subsfance, and that Satan is as truly
God's servant. and helpef as Paul or Gabriel, is a
and becomes a plain thing. The kingship, the
magistracy, the military organization, the festi-, type of Spinosism quite too extreme. for our ap&
vals, the religious rités,~all these stand out with provsl or sympathy. Mr. Crancl’s theology is
plainly
not
that
of
the
gospels,
or
of
the
epistles,
~~
' =
| admirable distinetness. And then we are shown
oF
of
Chiisi
himself.
And
we
confess
that
we
theinfluences which operated to wuderniiné abd
have n decided preference for-the New Testaoverthrow what had been long established. We
see how and why revolutions come to break up ment, as a source of theology, over Mr. Cranch’s
the old order and plant new forces, until,by and libretto, and we venture the risk of saying so,
Y, first through the agency of new philosophies
MYTHS AND -HEROES; or, The Childhood of the
and then by the power of Christian truth; the
World. Edited
Rev. 8. F. Smith, D. D.
old civil order almost wholly gives way.—The | os: D. Lothrop & Clo. 1874. any Pp. 824.
work is one of, large interest
solid value.
KEN FETTERS. By L. Ls, author of “Even.
The classical student will find
hin it that he
r Rest Sand “ Braoches of Palm.” Same

OW

Now let us preach a little sermon

Higtheory seenis to be justified

life with the vividness of a painter. He makes
us see what he describes, We go into the home

Don't you fear being turned into cranks or pendulums

God

somebody

highest liarmouny, the discipline that issues in the

gheir little hearts; but Willie, be-

and

that

book might well have been ealled the philosophy has forcibly expressed in the words,—‘* Evil is
of ancient social - life, for (his is really what the ‘200d in the making.” He holds that, strictly’
autlior is seeking constantly to unfold.” In devel speaking, there is no evil, no wrong, no sin, no
oping and illustrating his ideas, he begins by in- failure. Wrong is erudity, unripeness, igngquiring after the eafiiest notions -concerning
the rance, bringing the struggle thit is needed to de-

ing the elder, put-on a brave “outside” for
a while, answering cheerfully to Edie's
tiful. All these things come out in especially
pleasant ways in this volume of recollections,
question, ‘“Aren’t you afraid
They are full of charming frghkness, of unaf“No, what do you suppose - can hurt me
triple steel, had. proved her faithfulness;
fected simplicity, of references to her intellectual
_
:
and Christie told Miss Lacy her story— here P”
work and her associations with the most eminent
But when Edie croached down in affright, or two,” and the’eatable or drinkable thing scholars that have no taint of egotism or false
how near she had come to making those
is
Lalf
spoiled,
or,
at
least,
is’
not
as
good
e gossamer threads prove with their declaring, between her sobs, that she heard
modesty; and her brief notices of the great
as it might be.
lights in science, philosophy and literature; and
Kn meshes her weakness in the hour of something, he unconsciously realized the
It is; of course, far worse’ when the doc- the insertion of the letters réceived from them,
temptation, when it came so’ suddenly, — need of a higher ‘power than his own.
tor's directions are treated like those of the are especially grateful. In the preparation of the
‘| Taking hold of her hand, he said—
Hearth and Home.
volume, her daughter has shown excellent taste
*‘Please don’t cry, Edie; let us pray. cookefy-book.,
and judgment, both in what she has selected and
Nobody
likes
to
see
human
beings
behave
God can take care of us, even if there was a
what she has ‘written, The result appearsina
like
machines,
at
Iéast
T
am’
&iire
T
do’
mot;
‘Bobby’s Temper.
|
lion right in the room.”
=
volume that yields most delightful reading, and
but there are very, very few of us who need tends to exalt what is best in human learning
«Why, how could he P”
*“Yes,”

and power.

the. volume seems to be to set forth the author's .

of course to win—that’s your wish, You
would laugh at the sight of all the dim and
wierd things you have half or more in| soul, und its life and state after the death of” the
mind, ‘coyld I put them forth in full shape ‘body, held by the Indo-European races from
whom the Greeks and Romans “descehded. He
and dress. The world of hope, the- life of then follows the current of religious beliefs
youth—1 lived in that world and knew it in along through the FULCEssIvO conturies,expounds

though she ranked so low. in chemistrys
Miss Lacy told Christie afterwards how
those gossamer threads, like a shield of

depths of .the ehamber.
** Please, auntie, won't you

little volume

late it. He abounds in bold imagery; his move-

And so be finds in the coming and the

80 firmly. based and so likely to endure.

And this

proves that he can fashion verse as well as trans-

modified by time -and, study and expérience,'
their civil institutions underwent corresponding

dawn,”

sure, .though

he is

other’s thoughts}

live the life which bears, of right, the name
of Christ. Yourtime to show what you are

and the children vainly watched
her
coming, until they no longer distinga shed
oue object from another in the fast-gathering darkness. Their only‘light being a dim
one, proceeding from the stove, it was no
wonder that an undefined fear came creep=

questions,

“ Auntie" called Willie ]Lee at “the
of the stairs,

For students of the Bible, whether

"Mr. Oranch has a high appreciation of epic po~
etry. His translation of Virgil is of itself suffi-

Be the truth of which we have resd and
thought. Shirk no work, Take and do

years, were left alone.
She was necessarily detained from her home until Hi, dark,

chimed timid, blushing Mamie. “ Let me see,” said auntie, thoughttully,
page a little wider aparl, and with one for her powers of invention were often
could -have made sure of the: taxed to the utmost to furnish entertain.
shede
glan
subjects on which she must write the next ment fok the little ones.

day’; and he would give so muchtd know.
Do not judge her too sevérely, Were

in. polities and

that hides days and months to come, and
Thy bright angels: wear.
by his logic and facts. But even if some readers:|
showy you the wrecks that will be made may be disposed to Satie with -his philosophy, Human frailty all alike inberit,
on life's main, while your bark runs its it will be impossible to refise admiration to the
Yet our souls are
course.
Ah me, it.is a sad, sad sight to careful, patient aud fruitful study whose results Giver of all good, it is no merit
That we turn to thee,
gaze on—that of the ‘wreck of a young man, are here spread out. Hé pictures that ancient

copying, writing: letters, correcting proof,
ete., in Mr. Millard's elegant private libra-

touch

Translated Sol

to the life of Greece and Rome, and renders
thera subjects ofso much ‘careful study even until this hour, His views are his own, even when
they correspond to those held by other authors;
for he bas. given himself to. the most thorough

3

1 think she is not now sorry that she

A Study on

in pieces and threw them on thé carpet.
‘ ¢« There, old book,’ said he, * that’s the

Ina few weeks, Christie Williams was

furnishes

testimony to the trustworthiness of the biblical.

rom

rank, that have gone dowir and left nct a
You
trace. - Bright are’ these dreanis.

Miss Lacy’s eyes sparkled as she answered : * Yes, I think you will find Chris;
tie Williams just wifat you want.”

not

once

the
tie

he Famil y Girdle,

revision.

bappily ‘arranged,
and at

te Re Jitons

and

By Fustel de Coulanges:

end of you. I ean’t study, and won't,’ and
he-doubled up his fist, ‘clenched his. teeth
¥
How in this world of night,
and found scarcely a question on the topics and made a plange at it, as if he would do
My heart may lead my sluggish powers
had studied. She wrole’ a poor paper greater violence” to the- rey vanquished. to drink it all in, to feel and know the keen
she
Anto the clearer light;
on chemistry, not very creditable to her enemy.
How, while on earth and Christ in heaven,
bite of those avords, the most sad of sad
.-** This was only one out of many “of his words from them— What might have
My gratitude may prove,
scholarship.
© In works of earnest sympathy,
Poor Christie! She might have Just exhibitions of temper. At ‘another time been!” For you and yours God grant the
The mystery of love ;
into that sheet of questions. No- when he was told by his father that he way be found in the spring-time, “the
peeped
How can 1 pay thé debt I owe,
body would have known it, and she could nmiust begin te take lessons in music, he truth” be felt, and the fife be known. Ask
‘Oh, how this love and mercy show
have studied to. some purpose and main- was so enraged that he broke into the God
to guide you in the path. you ave to
. Just then a plaintive murmuring
school-room one night, and with a hammer. tread ; ask his grace—the word. of his
tained her rank.
Was heard beside my door ;—
——Pid-nobedy know? When Miss Lacy | damaged the organ so badly that 'it was |+grace;may-it-dwel—in—you:—~Trust-bim|
T¥% Oh, give me help, Yor all my ships
went to her desk, she stood still. in con- unfit for use.
far
from shore.”
Are drifting.
thus, and for life or death all things are
‘ But there was one time when a more yours. You can not. fail. You can not
A low and timid rapping
How could she have been so
sternation.
My early dreaming starts,
heedless as to send: Christie .there, when serions damage was done, and it was this fail. —R. W. Peurson.
[2]
It seemed the fitful throbbing
ying that I wanted to -tell you about. Bobby
were
the examination questions
. s{
Of a sad and breaking heart.
loose!
Did Christie look at them? No,’ was playing at marbles one day on the
- |
Agassiz
and
Children?
"There seemed in this a call divine,
an
girl,
croquet-ground
with
his
little
brothers,
when
good
a
was
of course not; Christie
re
, ——
y
To waken this dull heart of mine.
honorable
girl—and ‘yet the temptation Nellie, his three-year-old sister, eame along
Says a writer in one of the newspaper
I wakened in the early gloaming,
School-girls, under the with her little perambulator’ and favorite
strong.
be
would
sketches
of Agassiz: He was a great lover
voice,
e
plaintiv
the
toward
me
And turned
pressure of examination, might not have doll.
of
children.
He was constantly speaking
I grasped the hand to mine extended,
« ¢ Nell, don’t you touch my marbles I’
delicate perceptions of honor. - Just then
And, felt the throb of inw ard joys.
to them in the street and caressini them, not
flood
a
shouted Bobby.
a passing cloud drifted away, and
I drew him to the welcome fireside,
from affectation or a desire to be popular,
‘ But Nellie was too intent on her innoof sunshine burst into thé room across the
And cheered his heart with kindly word, —
but because he could not help it. A friend
She passI gave him bread, his heart grew tender,
open desk, cat¢hing and losing itselfamong cent sport to heed the warning.
tells me of an instance which well illustrates
Sweet music seemed the words T heard ;—
web,
ed straight on through his row of marbles,
the delicate threads of a spider's
~
his tenderness for children.
Once; while
But sweeter far they seemed to me,
which lay like a shimmer of silver and knocking every one’of them out of place.
coudueting some scientific experiments, it
The words—* Thou didst it unto ma.”
Miss Lacy. This was more than Bebby could endure.
gray across the folded paper,
became necessary to have.some water, imHe seized
breathed freely. No finger had brushed His angry temper was aroused.
mediately. Agassiz seized a pitcher, aud
the fairy web whose invisible bars had one of the marbles, and without a moment's ran out to a pamp nédr by. He went out
document. “The thought hurled it at his little sister.
It hit quickly, but was slow in coming back.
guarded the
precious
slightest touch would have dissipated those her in the eye... Poor Nellie uitered a They waitéd twice as Jong for the water as
gossamer threads. The spider’s web had. shriek and fell senseless to the ground. would have sufficed to bring it, and then
Their mother saw them from the. window went out to see what was the mattér. There
Christie’s Tempta
P tion. Si proved Christie’s honor and honesty.
—Anniversary-day, as the young ladies and rushed to the wescue. A physician sat Agassiz, down by the pump, his legs
* That quotation from Longfellow is not ranged themselves" around the piano to cathe, and with a sorrowfut heart fold crossed, and a little child, which he was
quite ‘right, Christie. If you will go to} ging their closing hymn, Mr, Millard, sit- them, after many days of anxious waiting, fondly soothing and cavessing, nestled in
the desk in ‘my recitation-room, you will ting near Miss Lacy, said to her: | “I have that poor Nellie would never see - again.
between them. In his haste at the pump,
find a blue-and-gold volume which contains
One eye was badly injured; the other be- he had accidentally struck the child standing
came so inflamed that she finally lost sight near by. * Though the blow was of little acthe poem. Read it and make the correcof that-also.
She had beautiful black eyes,
“tion. “Wait! here is the key. I have uot
count, the exigeucies of science seemed to
unlocked the desk this morning.”
but
by
that
one
rash act, done in an uneli
a
and has taken her into
him the less important, and*he had to put
Miss Lacy went on correcting the com- 1 mast find - another secretary. Do you guarded moment, their light was. quenched
down his pitcher and open his heart. When
position, while Christie walked slowly know any one whom I could turn loose in darkness.”
deeply engaged in scientific investigation,
down the aisle into. the recitation-room,
among my papers and books, who would
he would leave his work to seize and fondle
on
with a preoccupied, anxious: expression
never meddle with anything she should
a child that had strayed into his room, and
Child-Like Faith.
her face, as if she. carried the burdens of | not touch? The situation is easy, pleasant
the interrupted mental process seemed to be
all the world. - It was the ‘half-hour before and lucrative for a young lady who knows
resumed without difficulty.
One afternoon,” through the absence of
school. Miss Lacy was correcting Chris- what to do and what not to do, and who
tie’s examination: composition, and mak- has au especially nice sense of truth and their mother, two little children, Willie and
On Being Exact.
fm
ing suggestions and criticisms for the final honor. 3
Edie, aged respectively seven snd five
.

and

Sold by BE. J. hep & A

re

knights of the gross of Christ.

‘down to her examination the next day,

:

A

him
a task, his temper was aroused. He
snatched (he book rudely from my hand,
reut the leaves from the cover, tore them

been almott sorry that the opportunity was
such .a time
resisted, “especially when
‘comes as came to Christie when she sal

“ Oh, teach me gentle charity,

Cry:

latest, French sedition by Wind Small, Boston: Lec &
epard, 1
. 12mo, pp, 529,

-Laws

men of his Son, "I call to you to be »the

for the day. But they were very respectful ; wothing was said untik I came to Bob-

scrupulous act sometimes-looks very -desir| able, even after we have decided against

Tar ANGLE

oecupying. the pulpit. or teaching the Bible
" Bogs, aim high. Be mertin your sous.A this volume by Coulafiges something richly de- class, the book has a Trpvalue and a special
ving their attention, It is not of any, dpe city
Hadve peace thereby faith in' the blood: of
:
at he trénts, but of the ancient constitution of adaptation.
A Libretto.
“Christo her Panyse
‘our Lord. Christ. Not the peace of fore
those domestic, municipal and civic communi- SATAN:
Cranch.
Boston:
bot
‘Brothers. 1874.
but of grace. . Love God, and be the fv ge | ies Which gave ‘so much of mdaning and value
18mo. pp. 86. Bold x E. J. Lane & Co,

the older ones as'T -assignet “them “lessons

glance,

der review, and the testimony drawn from secu»
lar sources is. very abundant, is well classified

to Boys.

—

suits, wondering what was to- be done. 1
could see the rebellious
Jook on the faces of

and
“| it wotild have helped her so much. > The
reward of virtue is not always immediate.
one

| been so easy just to take

Teach me thy love to know,

"A Word

built ‘on

and took their seats in a proper way, Ww ith
their new®
books, clean faces and fresh

have

thing, but it would

“| not do a mean

As the years around are rolling, »
. And seasous come and go,~
Oh, teach my heart to feel the Power
That softens évery gracious hour,
And teach my heavy hands to do
Some work of love and mercy too.

school-house

and chairs, a great deal, nicer. than syoun
ever saw in any school-house. He made
: “hands trembled, and she stood . rigid for a | the room just as beautiful and attractive as
moment, but she did not -touch. the paper, possible, hoping that they would be good
But
| She todk the book quickly, and shat the children and tryto 1darn something.
desk. She was « delivered from evil.” there was not one in the whole family who
Do you call that a little thing? Probably liked: ‘his books and would study, unless
They were high-tempered
Christie did, too, but I think it was one of made to do so.
the things the angels like to record. She. little fellows, “every one of them, They
valked ‘mechanically back to Miss Lacy, would get angry: at ‘the smallest offence,
brushing from the cover of the blue-and- threaten to kill each other and fly :about the
gold book a little spider that had foolishly house in a rage that made one more than
ventured in among the books and aper half believe they were in earnest.
** Bobby had, I think, the most’ violent
in the teachers desk.
You think Christie had a light heart be- temper of all. He was-younger, had nev=
cause she. had . resisted ‘temptation ? Per- eg been taught to control it, and his fits of
.| haps she ought to. haye had ‘one, but she passion were fearful, fo. see, I rem ember’
They came in
{had not. Ja truth, she felt -almost sorry, well the first day of school.
something, and then’ foolishlygoiven it up,
.| Of course she was not sorry that she -did

And my dream grew Bright and deeper,
Till my heart grew calm and still,
And my ships séemed floating, floating
!
On the surging sea at will j—
“ 0 Father, kind and gracious,

a

"gin Bevin,y

|

rer™

purpose for them, just back of the house.
It was carpeted and faenished with desks

Tait she bid had a good - chance to gain

Our hearthstone fears po harm,
‘What mg atter though the winter
Come with to-morrow’s morn?

of mind they could not express, and. young
as they were, they realized a perfect trust
in the willingness and ability of God to care
for them under any “dircumstance, —The
Christian.
:
.

pléasures, and keep good-natured about it.

front your own opinion of yourself!
1
‘Did Christie remember her morfing
prayer! * Lead us not into temptation”?
Her cheek ‘Husted and tuned pale, her

0

"1 sat bymy pilireside dosing
‘
or a-dredthing it might bey
ips returning,
There/were fancled
5
Ldng time gone out-to seas

.

you

how ashamed

will be to look yourself iu thé face, to con:

fi¥ J. W. BARKER.
avi

Think
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children out for a ramble, They are to start
by a’train at a certain minute, and they are
oing to botanize at a place where they will
Ee lad to have brought some" refreshments
with them, The father is working
till within a short time of the start. : All in good
time, he tells Bob to ask Jessy to pack the

paring, is espegially trustworthy, ‘They are peculiarly at’ home in the ‘départmeént ‘of study to

certain satchel that they well know,
‘‘Tell
her at once,” says he ; and Bob does. Within a short time of the hour for Slarting the
father
says .to
Bob,
“Has
essy
made up the satchel
and giddy Bob an-

the Old Testament history which admit of it,

sandwitches, the gake and the ‘coffee In a

which the volume belongs, and they
who speak only when they have
nite to say, and

who

are mén

something defl-

never allow" themselves in

misstatement, exaggeration or the special pleading of the desperate advocate. The special object-of the volume is to place these portions of.
side by side with the accounts of the same mat-

ters which are furnished by secular history, so
that the agreement or disagreement. may

be at

ters on its-new volume with a vigor and enterprige that promise well for the future. While
more Or less of its articles deal with topics in

the fnterest of the Baptists as such, yet many of
them: are

thoroughly catholic

and comprehen-

sive, and ring out’the choice products of a true
Christian Svhclarehin
tion Society.

Ev,

H Bible & Publica-

:

"Rev. Dr, Fish bas preparéga HANDBOOK

OF

REVIVALS

whiolr promises to be both instruct
ive, wholesome . and’ practical. His name fsa
guarantee that there will ‘be no slipshod work,

gwers, v3 h, yes.” But at the last Somers one perceived by the réader, Where teal difit is fotind that Jess has not Je cked the ences or difficulties of any kind exist, they are

add that it will have comprehensiveness as well
as intensity. + A thoroughly good, discriminating

Words ik the Young.

stéye.. “Sold by Seluetiphion,

and just treatment of that subject would be of
great service, and" we shall be glad to find that .
no
account;
but
one
is
struck
with
the
number
holiday "has to be put off. What Bob’ meant
Dr. Fish has done just that thing. James H.t
to say was that, he having told Jess to pack and significance of the harmonies, and with the Earle, Boston, is Publisher, who will mail a.
the Lord’s Prayer, and ‘then #aid, ‘Please,
fact
that;
the
disagreements
are
so
incons
1siderathe
satchel,
he
took
it
for
granted
she.
had
the overdstering
fear lest you shoud not. 1 told you abouk, His father was rich; and LGod, we know we have been very naughty ‘done 50. *
Ible. The’ points selected for - ‘comparison are. copy. ofthe work to wy one seading him $1.50.
L
?. Did you not feel as if all your 1 was employed to teach Bobby and his ten } lots of times, but we wiint you to help us 16
Now that is not only a. Tittle case, qt fs many and important.’ The traditions of various
Messrs.T'. B. Peterson & Brothers, Phila, =
study and your whole school life were conYet things of the, kind nations, ag well as their formal and recorded
ran and sisters at ‘home. They had & ‘be good. Pleate take care of us, and nike | purely imagimary.
appen: Seay day, ahd some of them are historysave appealed to. - Paradise, the fall of will soon issue THE Lire, REMINISCENCES, AND
“centrated ‘in that * examination-paper?”
utiful home; it was ever and ever so mamma come home quick, for ‘We are all
| man, the ‘deluge, the confusion of tongues, life PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS oF EDWIN ‘ FORyoy awkward
3
Ea
condemn Christig too quickly, if’ ‘big; full of costly furniture, choice pictures alove.”
e will, end, for ‘the ‘present, ‘with this in Kgypt, the exodus,thi phssage of the Ked Sen, ‘rest, in a 12mo, volume of ,some 400 pages, con-"Edie
then
said
or,
little
prayer;
“Now
1
first fmpulse was to peep at those quevs and lots of books, a, piano, organ;and ever
remark, that it. is a very good thing to be the wurs of Joshua and David, the ‘empire and taining a steel-engraved portrait, and a full ac80 many more things that yon would like. lay 1me dow to sleep.”
tions,
sure and pay. very exit attention. —Good rule of Solomon; the conflict® during the kingly count of his early life and of his career on the

A, Curt! Ohiiti! A stain on your The children bad a great,’ big yard: to play
oN

They roseRe front ‘thelr knees with

» peace

satchel ; the train is missed,

and

the

little neither concealed nor slurred over as though of

period of Jewish

history, &e., &e., all ‘pass un~
wl

Tl

do

IE 6 SEL

AON

NI

AD HV

NT

{gees

century, ‘smaller migrations occur, in
‘which many are killed, while others live

|'to return to
) their haunts,

of the Rats.

in their disposition in different’ individuals,

and the belly is white, with a slight tinge

The fore legs

are short and

strong, and the hind legs are nearly onehalf longer than the former, enabling it to
run with considerable speed. The feet
-are armed with strong

hooked

rap-

claws,

. in number, enabling, it to burrow

five

in the

destruction of the field and garden erops,
tended

to make

the

them.

Many

a

and the

sweetly

‘

animals migrate | A

i

eet)

friend of mine told me a story

a little

I wanted to send you "a journey ' with an
while ago which interested
me so much that object
in view. ; I knew it wduld do. you
new territory, when food becomes scarce; JT want to. tell it to all my little friends. good; in going.yon had Dr. Robinson in
but we have only one other instance of a This gentleman owned a fine horse, which
contemplation, and in Felurnieg you were
living creature migratingin vast numbers ‘was very ‘fond of him, and would come equally busy in thinking of scoldifg me.”
from
the
pasturg
at
the
sound
of
his
voice,
to Sertal, desfriretion, and that is the
locust, “What
a bléssing it would ba, if the and follow him about like a dog. Well, at

similar manner!

Few people

can

a

form: an

idea ofthe vast number of them there
in London, or the heayy toll they levy

aré
up-

one time:the horse

became

lame and

the, long

and

Emerson's Opinions,

cheer-

less winter of these inhospitable regions:
- If.not so active and
brother, it is a lively

frisky
little

as its brown
fellow when met

within® its native.
haunts during the short
- summer—now sittin on its* haunches nib‘bling at a piece of lichen, or the catkins of
the birch, which

it convéys-to

its

mouth

with its forepaws, after the manner’ of the
squirrel, or engaging in 3 fomp with its
fellows, poppin
and out of its burrow
on the earth, wheye

it sleeps and

rears

its

young.
Itis a most audacious little fellow
and fears neither man ‘nor beast, refusing
to give way save on the compulsion of
superior force. Travelers speak of having
seen them [risking about in hundreds in
their native forests, where they dispute

pith even. with man.

From the vantage

ground of the mounds of earth
trance to their burrows,

beam

ends

and

the

scan

they

at the en-

sit

on their

the intruder

with

gomical gravity. = If the traveler bas a dog
tvith him, unhappily ignorant of the ways
“of this cool and impudept varmint, he will
likely advance with

the easy

nonchalance

* of his tribe to sme]l the odd little ammal—
which betrays no fear at his approach,~to
be rewarded

by

-a sharp

unexpected that

it is ten

and

{tranchant

bite on the nose, a reception so sudden and

| to her kittens again.

vantage of the later;
that Arthur

Hngh

while he remarked

Clough’s

poems

faulty for the same reason as ‘‘Faust.”

were.

He |

thought Margaret Fuller was-a great conversationalist and a fine letter-writer, but

her published works were not. remarkable.

on

ut

.

is a queer’ cily.

.

Many

She leaves a deeply

§pring

3

" Brunswick, Me.

poy ALLE

Bryant and
Stratton Coll £8;
BOSTON, MASS.

Liowery rl
was so dirt;
bear to watch. her. When

they had followed us

some

little

distance,

we turned round to hier and made signs

Jher to have her

face

washed.

for

Well,

the

baby’s face was as clean

as

a

snow

furnished

We langhed to ourselves, but handed them"
a little money, and they went away as hap-4
py as could be,

,

Then there was a little beggar boy who
could only say the two words,*¥good-night”,
in" English, and he said that to us over and
over,as we passed him.—Congregationalist. |

, Obituaries.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Persons

Miss

10

Terms,

:

0

will be

taught

by

an -experienced

Teacher,

No deduction for'less than half a term, except on

account of sickness.

Half

terms

commence

at the

beginning and middle of the term.
;
© price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
men’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at

a

?

EVANSVILLE

SEMINARY,

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded
by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in
habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased”

facilities for the. accomplishment of its work, Prof.

Bradley
and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the schol, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency. .
»
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.

11 weeks,

WINTER

TERM

opens

Dge. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.

TERM opens March 24, 1874,~ends
Fort Gcther
particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY,

?

RIDGEVILLE

and

”

v

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

INSTITUTE,

AGRICULTURAL,
SPIENTIFIC

ta

ollege Preparatory, Normal, Acaden-

Pittsfield, Maine,

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
- 'OF PENNSYLVANIA,

wishing obit-

ox

Miss Ei DACaYTRD. Teacher of Music.

followed by Spring term of the same length.
Catalogues sent to inquirers.
PER ORDER.

|

28

els

Mathematics.
wormial DeCLARA A, FORBES, Teaches"
rtment.
i
wiY, LTeacher of French,

p

Commenced its Fall Term popiember 2. Continues
16 weeks. Vacagion during holidays. Winter Term

a drink-

Saturday night,

:

WILTOY, MUSCATINE CO:, IOWA.

commences January 5, 1874, and continues

pal,
.

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
hy
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and ="

BT

COLLEGIATE

P

Full course of study.
jeal and Ladies’
weeks,
Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences.Nov, Sa.
Spring term commences Feb.
Summer term commences April 23, 1874.

5 4 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
H. E, HIBBARD, Principal.7

WILTON

~~"

to

PITTSFIELD, ME.

”

8

Furnishes

Dee, 1, 1878.

on application.

Office
1y22

bank.

':

1874

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
4a

Course of Study, Commercial and Couilon J.
glish branches.
Students received at any time
when
ere are vacancies. Catalogue and Report for 1873,

went off, and we had no idea they only
comé back again, but they did, and the

10,

LY,

OC PETS Set.

¥

and while the girl askeq ns #= money, the

April

New Hampton, N.H., July 22, 1874.

of a

ay

ication
Tuo whe

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1874.
Summer Term closes Thursday, July 2, 1874.

companion, two sons and a large circle of rela3 4ves and ions to sorrow over her depufture,
but with their tears comes the joy that their loss

the

25, 1873,

Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.

‘For further particulars, apply.

husband,

the loss

i}

Monday, Nov. 17,1878.

Term closes Frida

BO

She was

afflicted

Four4 em
A of

Four

beg
onday Bob.
Feb. 3, 187
Spripring 7 Termx eting
Monday

a kind and affectionate wife, a true and fafthful
mother,

of

Winter
Term beging

her

*

October bi, jg v
two weeks.
ied

Winter
Term gloses

Medical Department.

at a person,was the cainage of a theat- |!

ing party with friends

she was an active and éarnest;worker,,

sex s.

i,

Monday; August

Fal Lerproloses
Feld
;
acation

department of Christian ldbor

w

The word * quiz,” to maké fun of, or (0

rical manager in Dublin, who,

—

Fall Term begins

BOWDOIN, COLLEGE.

‘Origin of Familiar Words.

joke

Sf

let

bath

rh sages.

i

strééts are only canals full of'water; so that
:
R. M, MINARD, pedple have to travel in boats instead of’ is her gain.
&*
carriages. I wish you had been with me
——
there,
SEHR,
:
os
«|
Academies, &ec.
One day while I was walking, some little
|
boys came up to scll us cogn to feed the
doves with. I took some in$my" hand and
held it out’ to the birds, and hundreds of
them came flying about me te get it, but I
*
held it so high that only one or two‘could get,
it; and two of the handsomest doves I ever
rte
saw flew right up on to my hand and ate Tae annual course of Lectures at t
School of Maine, will _COPWEEKRS.
RUA
the corn,
You can’t imagine how pretty it
late 1874, and Ao fill information may be obWas.
.
:
of
ri Wation 0 the Registrar, D, F. ELLIS,
After we left the doves, a little beggar tained
Lange oro to the Secretary. fi
ALFRED MITCHELL, M.D, Secpetiiy. .
girl came up to us with a baby in her ~as,

with. her foot

A correspondent of Frank Leslie's Illus- bleeding and badly hurt, so that she could
scarcely crawl; but she managed to leap
trated News hag interviewed Mr. Ewmer- ‘away
on three feet and get her breakfast;
| Bon: —
but when she came back she was. en:
He said this is the &ge of science' and: J} tirely unable to get up to her kittens, and
encyclopedias,
but much of our ately ac- what do you think she did? She lay down
4 wired knowledge will be dropped in the at the horse's feet, and mewed and looked
future. Literary supremacy may be trans- up several tindes, till.at last PIRY:o saewiDg
d down,
ferred the same ds political supremacy. to understand her wants
England has held it longest, butit has now |. took the cat in wis teeth, and tossed her tip
to ber kittens,
who, I
left her, and become the property of Ger- on ene scaffold
many. Yet who knows but thay, it wey 0€- doubt not, were .glad enough to-see hey.
me,he saw repeated
long to the United States pefore long? This, Mr. C. told
He said ong rom 10t read too much of morning after morning. Kit would roll
Giethie’s writings ; but, respecting
*‘Faast,” off into the mangér, go and get her breakhe thought it was unforfunaté
that this fast,- come back and be tossed up {o her
masterpiece, the representative literary fal y by the kind horse, who must have
roduct of the nineteenth century, should understood cat language and been willing
:
Pe merely negative in its intent. He drew to listen to it.
a contrast between ‘‘Faust” and Shakespeare’s plays, in this respect, to the ad-
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But one morning she

rolled off into the manger

In every
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Starksboro’, Dec. 24, iu the 83d year
Sister Hill in early life gave her

who for the second time mourns
'

on the food stores of the country,
If we
- ‘earth and BUPng the frozen snows of its’ could but enlist “The Pied Pipeg of Hamenative region.
It, sports a pair of long, lin,” who, aecording to Robert Browning, ‘her pest upon the scaffold just above the
"light whiskers, und its eyes, though sall, cleared that city of its rats, drowning them horde’s manger, and had laid there her *lit=
.are beautifully black and piercing. < As “its in'the Weser, what a stampede we should tlg family of” five kittens to bring
them up
home
borders on the region of. eternal witness—their carcases would choke th
under
good
tuition
I
suppose.
She
and the
H
:
snow, in the valley of the&Kolen
Mountains
‘horse: got along nicely for some days. She
Thames,—
Temple
Bar.
lis
which separate. Sweden from
Nordland,
jumped
down into his iavigpes and went off
its hair is both thick and soft, and becomes
for food, and then came back and leaped up
almost white during

trust.

r

is

lightgo out, and in this unbappy condition re‘mained until nearly eight years
ago, when she
began anew to serve her Lord and Master, and
from that hour to the close she was true to her

The Doves in Venice.

was

obliged to stayin the stable and not be used.
formany weeks, and it was during this
| time
at Mr. C: became interested to’ see
how much the horse ‘knew, and how kind
‘his sympathies were. An old dat had made

a
xX

¥

ten Weeks gach,

circle pl lrisnds

heart to thé. Saviour, but like tod many,

from plage to place, or- take. possession of

brown rat would reduce its numbers*in

Her mem
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MARIA M., wife of A. W, Hill, died of. con-

in
hagfe still reason to thank "Dr: Robinson. 1 ‘ofsumption
her age.

[3

Ghoans

Jeary are at ‘rest,’

cherished by the large

.}

she had made during the pastorates of er huss
band,
EA
:
© B. MINARD,

I ever wasin my life; butno thanks to you:
for that.” “Well,” said. Sydesbam,. ‘*you

‘The Kind Horse.
A

constant support and

| Unmistakable was the evidence of her faith
she has entered the rest prepared for the people
of God, * where the wicked
cease from troubling

ignorant. peasantry

look upon them as a special visitation from
Provideho for their aha, and’ will readily
account for the extrnordinary motions held

vegarding
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was. hér

bave sunk into nothing.
Mung minutes
elapsed before this cat appeared to be reconciled.to the conviction that what bad
seemed a dream was not in truth-a reality,
a»
:
~—Land and Water.

idly and by night, their sudden: irruption
intoa locality, together with the complete

The Norway rat, or lemming, is a
#pecies of the mouse tribe, somewhat smaller
than the guinea pig,to which in form it bears
coneiderable resemblance, only the head.
and body are flatter. Its length {is about
. six inches, of which the short stump ofof at
a
f
tail forms hal
an inch.
It is black ic color, mottled with Lelvng spots,
ich vary

of yellow.
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impossibléto comprehend how an object
she had so plainly seen and grasped should

place about twice during a quarter of a
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Spring Térm begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
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begins June 2, and ends Aug. 21,
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Matthew Arnold is new word was in everybody’s mouth the nine years ago this winter and was baptized by near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
through the snow along the surface of the by the select few.
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s for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
Rev. F. B. Moulton and united with the Rolling pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hun- rates;
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growing
too
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‘sweetness
ground, eating every. shred of vegetation it
Prairie church, of which she remained a constspaying from such time to the close of the term
meets with,
These food burrows are all and light” has become heavy as lead with word is now in all respectahle dictionaries. tent member until death. She was loved by a dred students’ are upon the roll, and others have sig- atterm,
ular rates. 1 to
The slang expression for death, * kick- large cirele of friends for her kind and sympa. nifled their intention to enter. Professors Collier Sheor 5 Catalogue
connected with a main burrow, leadbig to too much repetition. He liked Arnold’s
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its home in the earth, which is ventilated critical essay very much, but was not par- ing the bucket, ” had its origin from one thetic heart and for the cheerful patience with and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-| Ridgeville, Byeapp
Ind.,
July 18, 1373,
which
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bore
ber
sufferings,
which
wera
severe
merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this instiSainte-Beuve is. the Boisover, who, in England, a great while
by a hole driven obliquely through the tial te his poetry.
for
many
years.
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ena
was
peaceful
and
tution, and are much encouraged by the results alSnow
to
surface.
These air-shafts great French writer, He said: “I don’t ago, committed suicide by standing on a triumphant,
and the hope she leaves behind is
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- guide the Arctic fox and the ermiue to meddle with August Comte,” in reply to picket till he kicked the bucket from under worth more than untold wealth to husband, ready achieved.
im.
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the
question whetherhe was interested in
mother, sister and brothers. Her remains were
Lhe
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of them, while kites and other predaceous the Positive Philosophy,
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‘of the toast offer- her
He condemned Swinburne severely as a drink, is a corruption
birds are ever on the watch to pick them
fore her to the spirit land. Funeral services hy
J.
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BROWN,
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The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence
up when they emerge upon the surface. perfect leper and a mere Sodomite, which ed in French to the Pope, when the Catho- the writer.
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Morris, the author of ‘The from one Joe
Dunn, a famous bailiff of Lin- this life, her husband being killed while’ at work
The lemming multiplies so rapidly that contents.
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with a team, leaving ber when a young woman
Common English,
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in the course of tén or twelve seasons food Earthly Paradise,” is just the opposite of coln, in England, during the reign of IIen- witha
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of this world; but by industry and
Perhaps in collecting money, that when a man re- economy she succeeded in bringing up her fam“
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question be- bad influence on the public.
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further
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faith and hope should fail at the approach of
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but as the final scene drew near her hope
Emerson A smiled and
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and
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‘The post-office authorities don’t pence sterling.
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At first applied to worth- thus she passed over to the better land, leaving
method adopted by the lemmings them- said:
their own exertions for an education, reteived at reMrs. E.-C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
less coin the word became the general title to mourn six children, besides many other relaselves, to avert the famine which
threat- know anything about such men as he.”
duced
tuition.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.
Board from $3.00 to £3.50 in families; in clubs at
tives and friends.
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Thoreau was a true genius, and so great of anything false or counterfeit.
ens to annihilate the entire species.” When
G. T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
lower
Abbie
Lyon.
\ rates, and i rooms furnished for self-boarding. .
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mastery
of
the
phenomena
of
naThe sign viz., signifying to wit or nanvethe time for the settlement of the . question
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the race,
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thew Arnold's appreciation of mark used in modicine
rangements, recently erected for the use of the
for a drachm, and in brothers, and other friends to mourn the loss of
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them.
“ahip, passing without stop or stay nto the
Tuesqay, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
hood, with its earnest
work, and old
‘
water on the further side. .
MR. JAMES HASKEL L,was drowned at East | under+the instruction of
age, and then the grave, and then home,
G. W. FLINT, AB., Principal. .
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SOMETHING NEW!

foxes, lynxes, weasels, kites, owls,

&e.,

hover on their line of march. and destroy
them in hundreds. The fish in the rivers
and lakes lay a heavy toll upon them, od
vast -numbers ‘are drowned,~'and die ‘by

"A

.-

Cat’s
-

Dreams
:

pe

She was very still, and appeared -to be and not look baek.”
a
fast, asleep, when suddenly she sprang into
An Object in View.
other accidents in ‘‘flood and field;” but ‘the middle bf the reom, where she fixed | |
tly
A Ge
the survivors, impelled by some irresistible her feet ona limited spot on the floor, to
The celebrated Dr. Sydenham
had a
instinct, press onward with no thought of which also her nose was applied, as if
stopping, until they lose themselves in the closely grasping something she held with patient whom he had log prescribed for.
_ seq, sinking in its depths as they become her” claws. This continued fore a short At last Sydenham acknowledged that his
exhausted, in-such numbers that for miles ‘time, when the nose was gently raised, | skill was exlhiausted—that he could not
their bodies, thrown up by the tide, lie and the visible: attention was directed to pretend to advise him. any farther. - “But,”
Dr. Robinson ‘who
putrifying on the shore, Comparatively the feet, which still continued ‘their grasp; | said he, ‘there is a
tow ever return to their native haunts but but after a time one of them was gradual J lives at Inverness (in the north of Scotland) whois much more skilled <in comand then the’ other, on whic
there canbe no doubt that some do so, as removed,
aints of this kind than I am; you ‘had
they haye been seen on the return,’ pursu- puss appeared greatly at a loss to imagine
‘pg their backward journey in the same whither the imaginary object could have better consult him, I will provide you
with
a letter ‘of introduction, and 1 hope
.
fearless and determined manner as their gone so as to escape her grasp.
She looked in - various directions along you will réturn much better.” The patient
advance,
':
tdi
iT
.
The peasants, witness this dread -incur- the floor with a foolish face of confusion; was a man of fortune, and. soon took. the
but traveling was a very difficult un« gion with terror. «Until * lately they be-. and then again her attention was directed road;
dertaking then to what it-is. now, anda
lieved thatthe vast horde was rained from to the'spot on which the feet were closely
to
examine closely whether jouxney from Lotidon to Enverness— was
Tovhvaven
us a punishment for their sins; and- “pressed;-as-if
the
presumed
escape
had
been’ by sinking ‘nota trifling’ one. He arrived, however,
‘used
they
"during the time of their passage
but no Dr.
hen this seemed at the place”of destination;
to assemble in the churches, the priests re- through ie floor ; 88
citing prayers specially composed for such unsatisfactory: the ‘disappointed animal, Robinson was to be found, nor had any one
now widely awake, retiréd slowly figm the- of that name ever been in the town. This,of
_ visitations.
:
i
A recént writer tells us, tl hat’ in. addition spot ; “but she returned moxg than once to course, enraged the gentleman: very much,
fo hits wholesale migration, which takes re-examine. the: place, as’ if she found it and he took the road back to London, rag&

~
Va

Tilton, Dee. 18.

There is a second youth for man, better
and holier’ than the first, if he will look up,

“ow

»

MR: SAMUEL POTTER’ died at his residence in
Gilmanton, Dec. 23, 1873, aged 91 years and 9
months,
He lived respected, and died lamented,
.
Lai
J. G. MUNSEY.

C., wife

of Pardon

R. Francis,

daughter of Dea. John Scott,

of

-y

WINNIE,

daughter ‘of James

and

Strafford,

in Rochester, N. H., Jan. 4;'1874, aged
and 2 months,
.
E.

tical business life.

nation.
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Her life was qolposed ofssupshine

Being inclined tb look

side of life, she felt very keenly ‘the
Jortune whieh were many, ‘having:
Wow
-

.

and

on’ the. dark
reverses of
buried ‘hei

’

has beén

places of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious

0 morals, common to large villages and cities.
The

present

management

take

n-life.
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Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
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EE
. Use of Piano,
«2.00
Goqd board can be obtained in‘privafe families at

$3.00 por week.

can

Those wishing to

board themselves

obtain good roems near the
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ELIHU HAYE 8, Secretary.
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West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.
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FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR C0., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
Fox ' particular’ information,
send for a Ciréular to
:
.
,

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President. +
‘
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type
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It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes as well.as many of our best

in form, canbe

Hymns.

It is edmpac

easily carried in’ the ‘pocket, and.

is well adapted to use in sogial meetings, Price
per single book, when bound in .cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84.

Price per single book, when bound in

thick pasteboard covers, 30 eents; per doz., $2.85,
Postage (extra) on a- single copy, 4 cts.; on a dez.
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dbne in the best manner, at this Offlce.
we

ii.

and

stereotype plates, made from new

presenting tha Corps of Teachers fo the attention of
parents and
guardians and the public, as eminently
jualified to fit scholars for every honorable position

:

~

y

Fox beauty of scenery, healthfulnéss and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those

| “Bins, ELiZA, relict of Rév:07 ¥. Willis, died

shadow,

“The Sacred Melodies
ENTITLED

everything necessary to fit one for college or a prac

Angie

ently life and united with the F. Baptist denorfi-

.

of Instrumental

* I. G. N. FISK #Teacher of Vocal Music.
The course of studies in this schcol embraces

died

at Littleton, of consumption,
Jan. 2, 1874, aged
ofessed religion in
67 years. “Sister. Willis

Assistant.

Teacher

Music.

22 years
.

and

C. GILMAN,

Mgrs. M, E. FLINT,

.

Dunton, died.in Bath, Me., Sept. 20, 1873, aged
11 years and 4 months,
Winnie’ss merry laugh
and
pleasant voice, were suddenly bushed
in
death
Only two days of pain and suffering, and
she went to him who said, * Suffer little ehildren
to come unto me, and forbid them mot; for of
‘such is the kingdom of Heaven,” ...
Cont,

~
»

died at East. Tillo %

Dec. 20, aged 64 Sears,
Her native place w
Wentworth,
but for a few years past has lived
with her deugbter at E. T, The Subject of this
notice. was loved and respected by all who knew
her.
wed
A

MARY

Miss SARAH

0

.MRS. SALLY CLIFFORD

bie ;

1674.
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of hoops

* The costs of the Bazaine trial, which the ex-

a few

holes

in the botfom

through.
by which

An orange tree 400 years old is orfe of the sights
of Paris.
‘Seventy-eight

number of amendments

ses-

and

the

offices

State

New

A great flood

occurred

River, and as the effects

of

the

other

Railway
damage

Satur-

Buffalo

sosulion

miners’ strike in the Schuylkill region is at an
, end, the laborers having agreed to return to
york at $2.25 as the minimum wages. The

svhole difficulty is said to have been

falsely

ex-

aggerated into a strike.
A frightful accident

Vermont, Tuesday.

in

occurred

vitaneously in Chicago, Tuesday.
By one of
them the Union Central Railroad station was
entirely consumed, together with a number of
valuable passenger cars, a large amount of bag-.
gage and the entire contents of the “various
is- estimated . at between
offices. The. loss
, $300,000 and $400,000., "The second fire consumed five valuable business buildings, which were

at

The Senate, Wednesday, confirmed the nomination of Mr: Waite as Chief Justice without a

of favor for

a

mominee to the office unequaled in the memory

of the oldest Senator.
:

During the discussion

of

nomjpation speeches were made by Senators

ner, Sherman and Edmunds very favorable
EC Walie, and that of Mr. Sumner is spoken
one of the most impressive effarts of

The hulk of a betes wud abandoned
{ ‘sel bearing the name “Willie

Cox,”

;

feed

In

ing

as to

the

employment

come into use for the differext industrial purposes of man.. Although mentioned in the most
ancient literary monuments of the world, in the
Vedasand the Book of Job, his employment
as a domesticated animal was undoubtedly un-

known in the dawn of history, His name does
not occur with the numerous flocks and herds
himself,

passed

over

and he

would

not

in the Decalogue

have

if he

been

had

held

place witlrthe coveted ox and ass in the stables
of the

Israelite.

Indeed,

even

now

over

a

great part of the world, the horse is only em-

ernment

studs of that country,
he

is used

by

natives in no industrial capacity, and
it was
lately stated
in the Indian newspapers that the
mail-cart just established by our government
in Rajputana was the first horse conveyance

ever seen in that country.

In China also, al-

though the Chinese annals tell of a war
ed

by

that

empire, 109

B. C., to

conduct-

obtain

some

horses of a celebrated breed in the tountry
about Khokand, modern travelers in China tell
us that the horse is rarely seen there. Even in
Arabia, the animalis seldom employed for use-

ful purposes.
and

of conveyance

were

post befween

Mecca

camels, and the

Medina was served by the former

asses

animals.

and
Von

silver ore, and at the same «time he was carried
along for a hundred feet or more, like a feather,
while under him was a noise like that of an empty
cart houneing over a stony street.

Wrede made his late adventurous journey
through Hadramaut on a camel, and does not
lands

of Central Arabia,

There was lately a delightful juvenile gailier
ing at Appomatox, Va,
Mrs. Ferguson; who is
100 years old, had a visit from her boy Allen, a

most

eminent

seem

to

have

encountered

Even in the Nedjed,

a single

horseman.

those grassy limestone upthe

birthplace

of the race of pure

of the

Arabs,

Pal-

grave, who had unexampled opportrnities for
forming an opinion, estimates the whole amount
of horse population {to use a convenient French

Bishop George would never have his portrait
taken. . *“ IfT were to,” he said,‘ it would be
engraved and hung in some good brother’s parlor, and by and by the good brother would fail in
business or die, and his effects would be put up
for publicsale, and the voluble apctioneer sould

.come across me in a pilé of household trumpery,
dnd as he held me suspended by thumb and finger,

he. would cry, * Now, gentlemen,” here’s your
your

only chance!

perhapg:your

last

chance! to buy a bishop! How, much am I bid
for a bishop? Twelye and a half cents for

a bish-

op! only a York shilling for a Methodist bishop!
Do I hear any more? Going! going! gone! Only
twelve and a half
dist bishop? ”

cents, dog cheap

for a Metho-.

An equestrian statue of Joan of Arc is to be
placed in the Place des Pyramids, Rite de Rivoli,

was pass-

The Boston and Maine railrond has adovited a
‘mew arrangement in reference to the transports

we find its inhabitants

in

possession

both

of a

useful breed of horses and of great skill in charjoteering; and ‘the fact as recorded by Cesar
raises many a eurfous problem as to whence the
Celts, not ‘generally an equestrian race, obtained
their horses and their art, and as to what the
state of roads must have been to permit of their
employment. The kindred Grguls on the other side
of the Channel were also in possession of horses, but not apparently of war chariots; and the
rich horse pastures ‘of Belgium
are specially

migration

to

the

shores.of

Gulf
the

er ones.

not say--exactly

the

from

far

how

have known it to cure

says:

1 have

some

of the worst
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made the following

Ful.
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Pa.

Patrick

growing

:

our

are

folks

old

footsteps.« The

With failing health and increasing
are

compelled

to

sell out the

in

following

of our children are

left

alone.

years

many

homestead,

sell

ts wanted e
Business
.
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satisfiction, Adis
UFACTURING co. Philadelpn in,

to

PATENTS OBTAINED ===~ for Inventors.
sent free.
Noch
unless successful,
C. A.8naw, Solicitor, 110 Tremont St. Boston, .

ed the same thing? For able-bodied strong young

men to quit the farm and engage in snch trfling
purkuits as have been named, or to attempt,
where thousands fail, in a city occupation, they

labor in any

country is considered dishonorable, the doom of
that nation is sealed. Until thd idea prevails
thatlabor is ‘honorable, there can be no bright
"hope before us, When we find & country diyided

fiito! small estates, and each proprietor labors
with his ‘own hands, we have a happy people:
Under small homesteads grew up the people for
whom the world trembled when they buckled

riculture

their liberty.

is the basis
most

honor-

of a Btate, and it is the

happiness

‘able, as wellag the most ancient
sions.

y

horse

unknown,

4

ir

BUFFALO, Ni Y., Dees 18, 1870.

DR. R..V. Prerci.~For the past six months |
1 have used your Golden Medical Discovery iu.
my practice, and in that time have tested its
merits in severe coughs, both acute and chronie,
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At the best they seek commercial adventures,
and through thie means sudden and great riches,
Can ‘they ' not read their fate by the wrecks of

West ordinhry

152

live in a village, where it is possible to live
alone. Our young men are showing a great
aversion to honest: toil. Often, if they remain.
on the farm, they are more interested
Others
horses than in training steers.
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‘er of the Arab horse, that God, by a special interpoeition, directed to the Ark the-most pérfect
be has not Fue. right to call a néw
gress, and that
animal® then, in existence, from which. they
|
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putting
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baggage
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the
car,
election’. .
found their way to Central Arabia, and their in chronic diseases of the throat, severe, cases of
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Mr. Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, very extensively, and

We can

tion of baggage by which the baggage master stock, however, 8 at
the |
-will eheck a passenger's -tickel and then check: for we presume our regders will not sdccept
theory of Captain Upton, an énthusiastic admirthe baggage for one hundred pounds of personal|,

in
Louisiana difficulty, to Congress, Monday,
the position that the Kellogg
h
he takes
whic
chirge three-times first-class freight
- government has been facitly recognizedby Con- | baggage,and
rites for all excess weight, and collect the same

%

Mr. Z. J. Frank, Poland,

this

them into that coun“their

en-

Rheumatic Elixir.

brought

been

have

If the branches

Southern yell .
Western mx . |
Wheat, west'n

Mr. Hopkins, baggage master on the P.& K.R.R,

root-pruning may now be resorted to.

into

Mediterranean,

obtained

helpless; unable

tirely cured him.

checked, “while
branches ‘are proportionately
shoots,
only the strong-growing
by pinching
the weak ones gain at the-expense of thé strong-

before their

present entirely

he was

CL lafke’s Rheumatic Elixir, two boffies of which

Bear.

the . whole

last operation

the

that by

ever, obtained his horses not from Arabia but
from Egypt, and as Canon Rawlinson informs
iis that horses were unknown in that land
before the eighteenth dynasty, it is probable that

try also... Whence_they

months

A Gem i Reading '-—A Diamant worth Seeing |
oy
SAVE YOUR EYES,

brought ‘them closely .in connection with the
horge-breeding races of the East. Solomon, how-

the Phenicians imported

Seven

to do anything; by advice of Rev. J. Fuller, he tried

Whatever checks the wood-producing principle
tends to throw the plant into a bearing state,
For this purpose, summer pruning is often employed, which, by checking the most vigorous
shoots, weakens the whole plant, and throws
a fruitful condition. The same result is
it into
obtained by root~pruning, with this difference,

carriers of antiquity, and whose early settlement

Red Sea or Persian

the joints.

vigorously and producing very little or no fruit.

mentioned. Both races probably obtained the
original stock from the Phenicians, the great
on the
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In the Hedjaz, Burckhardt found

that the sole means
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of intense suffer-
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Many kinds of fruit trees that have arrived
at a bearing age may, perhaps, be growing very
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the evening

invisible powers. The professor examined the
early records of the parish and discovered that

not far from the spot where the Maid of Orleans
ys
wounded, in8 1429, under the ramparts of
aris,
ves-

‘ed in mid-ocean by a passing barque?
“The President transmitted a- message on the

a

morning

and

a

ployed for war and parade.
In the land of the
Vedas
itself,as we learn from an instructive
memorandum by Sir Erskine Perry on the gov-
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Turner, Hebron, Me., after

the wishes of its friends, and those of this industry generally as to its success both financially
and otherwise.

"An English professor fine been
putting his,
knife into a parish lege
hich made it out that
the church was planned
by day and built by

the youngsters.

sim-

the great fires Joss estimated

of

competent

hands in all departments

expression) at a number under 5000, and these
are clearly retained chiefly for war purposes by
their Wahabi owners. Nay, even in advanced
England, the ox still holds his Pisce in the plow
(But they had a jolly good time, as boys should, [in certain counties.
'ind4he good old lady enjoyed it quite as much as
. * When. Britain first became known to history,

An explosion, caused by a

Two destructive conflagrations

- dissenting vote,

<The

good time, Re gave him a party and Invited eight
of his old sclool-fellows, and all of them being
older tiian himself a check was put on his boy%h hilarity and a proper decorum maintained,

Bennington,

setting fire to the building, which was burned,
with a loss of $100,000; partially ins ured.

+

car.

youth of J2, and in order that he might have a
occurred

leaky gasoline pipe, demolished a sewing. room,
_instantly killing nine women at work there, and

ns.

was

the tails of his coat above his head,gotwithstand~ing the pockets were loaded with specimens of

loss of a million of dollars.
Alate despatch announces that the

door ofa crowded

thumb

ed by a sudden roaring sound, not unlike that
made by a train of cars passing through a tunnel.
Stopping a moment to listen, a whirlwind appdrently about a yard in diameter, and travel
ing mo faster than a ‘spirited walk, picked him up,.
ds it were, and ‘waltzed off down the road with
him, Its vertical force was sufficient to invert

estimated

an

whose

ing down Virginia Canon when he was surpris-

demolished, - awd

entailing

damages

£3000

builder a Mr. Knight.
They have a queer atmospheric phenomenon
out in Colorado. Not long ago a man was walk-

it a strong bridge

completely

caused,

|

the architect of the church was a Mr, Day and its

was carried away, the sheds of .the New, York:
Central

during the

judge thought the overcrowding was the cause of
the accident.

at-Buffalo, Thursday,
in

to America

Mexico is bestifring itself in the matter

damaged "by the

day. The death of Chang produced mental
aberration, followed by a deadly stupor, in Eng,
and he survived his brother but two hours.
. owing to an accumulation of ice

Ireland
years.

continues to rejoice over the diminu-

a passenger

at

died

fire shouldbe brisk.

A London geologist has just discovered the
fossil remains of a bird which had teeth. Itis
thought to have been web-footed and "an eater of
fish.
An English railway has been compelled to pay

The overdue steamer Colorado, from Hong
Kong and Yokohama, arrived at San Francisco,
~ January 18.
Employers of labor in Chicago are seriously
considering the advisability of paying their help
on Mondays instead of Saturdays, with a view to
preventing the usual Sunday intoxication.
on
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garded as fayorable. Three hundred and thirty.
acres of beets, 150 of grass, 120 of wheat, 150 of

Thirteen people died in Philadelphia within a
week recently, the youngest of4vhom was eighty
and the oldest ninety-eight years of age.

the compensation of members of Congress to the

Chang and Eng, ‘the
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This was effectby the German manufacturers.
ed in part at least by newly invented’ machinery.
The indications for the present season are re-
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turned over tg the newly-elected officials.

their residence at North Airy, N, C.,
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Gardiner,sMe., suffered from S¢iatica more

will eat at morning and evening, which will be
more or less, according to her size, but will not
exceed the capacity of the barrel, should "be
firmly packed into it, and
' the barrel then be

tion of pauperism.

has nearly

are

steam

mail on

beets for their toil. Yet
from this but 800 tuns of
with all these disadvantag®s, beets were placed

the forenoon, the barrel being kept covered unSixteen American colldges ‘wire chartered pre- | til feeding time, so that the accumulated heat
vious to 1785.
may have several hours to act on the hay.
Two millions and a quarter of people have

Maine, was burned Tuesday ; loss $70,000.
John T. Gordon, the Thorndike adres,
was Tuesday sentenced to be bung in the Maine
State prison.

The political excitement in Texas

the

upon ungodliness and not upon dissent.

elected United States senator from Maryland.
The Eastern Railroad bridge at Biddetord,

subsided,

bore

cloth or bit
It will take

declared

been

to let

and

placed over the kettle and a heavy
of old blanket thrown over the top.

emigrated from

has

Whyte

top,

The Archbishop of Canterbury claims that the
mission of the English church is to make inroads

I 1ast twenty-two

©

the

This should have convenient handles
your man can liftit on or off when

the mass.

died during the recent pestilence there.

ginia contested election case.

William Pinckney

been

monument to the memory of their brethren who

sion of the House of Representatives was mainly
occupied with the discussion of the West Vir-
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The physicians of Memphis propose

Port

The

theaters

- burned in less than as many years.

The post-route bill was
land Canal was passed.
again considered, and after the rejection of a

was passed.
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from

filled. It will suffice “for :'éooking the morning
a
¢evening meal. The bay should
be cut and
y wetted and “sprinkled with the al
a
of bran. The roots, if it be ‘cooked
with the hay, may be chopped up in a box with
~asharp spade, and thoroughly mixed through
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drinks

Virginia

Senator Stewart of Nevada addressed the Senate
in advocacy of free banking on a gold basis and
opposing the issue of any more currency. The

bill to pay the bonds of the Louisville and
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Prayer and
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crust rior bake, but easily disintegrate in cultivation. Another
necessity is plenty of sweet,
soft wuter, accessible to the sugar fictory for
Now
use ifi both cleaning and steam power.
these particulars, absolutely essential to successful and profitable beet culture and sugar manufacture,do not exist at Chatsworth jn a state of na-

at euch time.
Fed in this way they will give no
taste to the milk, as they would if fed at any
other time. If you have
cabbages, the same
will apply to them.

As to steaming,if you

.'

The soil is inclined to wash and

shall be sufficie

or parsnips, you can feed them at any
that is convenient; butif turnips of any

a good

discussed, after

was

Mississippi

the

of

| HO swsvnees cane
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run together, under the action of water and
‘frost; while. ome requirement for success in
sugar-beet culture is a thoroughly drained soil,
that can be worked at all seasons within twenty-four hours after the heaviest rains, and which

kind, they should be fed only immediately after
milking, morning and night, oneshalf the ration

Paragraphs.

does
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-

of

beets
time

second

The bill to facilitate public improvements at the
mouth

If you

The Micado of Japan rejoices in the possession
of a specially imported Georgia mule.

travel.

sea

in

what-reduced.

drink, three

hay be

that

great an excess ‘of salt for sugar beet culture,
until, by grain growing, these have been some-

and fifty days. Even a few quarts daily will have
an excellent effect, If your roots are carrots,

year.

and

commission,

can

proyided

satisfactory flow of milk.

marshal has to pay, are 300,000 francs.

On Friday, in the Senate, among the bills introduced was one by Mr. Conkling of New York,
safety

water she

that

help, it will pay. It would not payto make a
and that one was killed by the carelessness of tlie special arrangement for cooking for one cow. | beet growing .
Speaking of the last year's “operations in ~culpassenger. This is a much better exhibit than its #| The wash-boiler plan isa good: one, as far as jt
tivating beets at Chatsworth, this'writer says,
rival road can make.
goes, and wotlld answer very well for cooking
their lack of complete saccess can inno way be
the roots, to which the bran might be added.
Switzerland is to hold a world’s fair at Geneva
attributed to mismanagement. The seveh weeks
But it would not be nearly large enough for
in 1875.
of uninterrupted rain in May and June-washed off
steaming hay. if the stoye is a strong one, and or rotted all but 100 acres of the beet plants. The
Carbonite, the new article of fuel, is found
the kettle stangp firmly upon it, you may take
frost left them
succeeding drought and early
largely on the James River, Virginia.

for exportation.

for

section:

way to feed. - Two quarts of bran at each meal,
given after the'hay is eaten, will produce a more’

Maine - carried, during the . year ending Sept. 30,
1873, 5,008,074 passengers and killed only one,

providing for the establishment of a bonded
warehouse for the storing and cleansing of rice

otherwise providing

the

milk, #quite.. satisfactory,

It is authoritatively stated that the Boston and

-A bill was passed

providing for an international

of the Company, thinks

not possess all the vital conditions of success.
The sob is a strong black clay loam, exceedingly rich in humus and fhe, nitrates, especially
adapted to’corn, ‘oats and grass, but having too

times a day. You will thgn be on the fair road
to success, and will find the main result, the

Rritish

that the

despatch -announces

Pr
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sentatives the conference report on the
pay the salaries of official reporters was agreed
to. The bill fixing the amount of legal tenders
"at $400,000,000 was made a special order for next
Mr. Kasson of Kansas introduced a
Thursday.
bill construing the existing laws in regard to the
depositsin savings banks, which was referred to

the committee of the whole.

can eat, and all

’

Territo-

of ig

House

Indeed,

who has

the premises

there is a freshness in getting hold of a man who

Parliament has been dissolved by royal decree
at the request of Premier Gladstone, who in his
address requests that a new Parliament be called
to meet on the 5th of March, 1874.

Boutwell made a powerful speech, replying te
Senator Schurz and advocating specie payments,
utwell,
and a debate ensued between Senators:

the

as this one.

Z'ribune,

visited Chatsworth, and examined

and

(1 1}

A late

the printing in the Congressional<]JRecord Bf
speeches not actually delivered was passed. The
i finance resolution being taken up, Senator
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large amount-of sugar consumed in this country.

J thea] supply, feed a bushel a day. They
prevailing in the province of Quebec.
+ unlimiee
' thrown whole into a tub;
If your
tee awn
may be washed anu ....
A large cotton factory was burned in Glaggow,
tuca,.
slicing
about
es
mind
you need not
Scotland, on Thursday, throwing 4000 operativ
loss quantity is limited, feed only such quantity as
out of employment and causing a pecuniary
wil make your supply last about one hundred
of £150,000.

relating to the assignment of judges
ries, except Utah.
On Thursday, in the Senate, the bill abolishing

Schurz and Gordon.

as ¢asy to answer

J ust what you wantt for your Prayer
Sosial Meetings, -

PBleness of producing at least a portion of the

knows nothing at all. about farming, ‘and dogs
not pretend to know saying, that we rarely
enjoy.
First and fdyemost arrange a\ comfortable place
in the stable, where your cow will feel easy and
be at home, dnd give your cow all the hay she

is

* -+ which

A greal amount of stots «..

munds, but no action was taken on the’ bill. In
the House of Representatives a” bill was passed
in

were

ty has been swept away by the freshe.

and

Merrimon

Senators

the first time, The Post says:
It wouldbe pleasant if ali of our

.-wand movable proper-

) Thursaus€”

of specie payments, and a spirited debate ended,
between

“The toHowing we take from the N. Y. Evenihg Post, as it gives plain wand. explicit instructions to one who has the charge of a cow for
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largely taken up with the discussion of a mew
rule that all ‘motions to suspend the rules, except to go into committee of the whole, before
being spbmitted to the House be seconded by a
majority, which was adopted.
'On Wednesday, in the Senate, Mr, Anthony of
"Rhode Island introdticed a resolution forbidding dhe publication of speeches in the ConThe
gressional Record not actually delivered.
was
discussion of the finance committee report
Carolina
resumed, and Mr. Merrimon of North
ion
made a speech advocating an early resumpt
mainly

had labored that this ‘estaklishment would demonstrate not only the possibility, but thé profita-

good quality.
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ment there of a costly factory, to be operated
by experienced men from Germany, have. not
been realized thus far. ; On the contrary we have
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moving the various ‘diseased conditions, and
bringing. about a healthy action throughout the
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system.
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excited several

years since by the purchase at Chatsworth, Ill,
of some 2400 acres of rich land, and the establish-
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mittee resolution was taken up, and
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“Wright of Towa, and Logan of Illinoi
A comIn the trial of M. Page McCarty, for Killing
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Va., the jury returned a verdict of involuntary
colored
. the
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expended, and making suitable. recommenda:
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ed, and a resolution to increase the currenc
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they suffered.

attempt was made on Saturday by ‘prisonburn the jail at Sardis, Mississippi, in orescape. The sheriff, with the aid of citiextinguished the fire, saving the.lives of

bills

-

cones

tug Edwin Booth.

~ CONGREBSION AL.
On Monday, in the Senate, sev eral new

7
: been indicated. In all cases
1 have, found it to
act gently yet thoroughly and effectually in re-

Beet Sugar Manufacture,

justly executed, a Kansas ¢riminal having lately
confessed himself guilty of the murder for which

feente

ain and two of the crew were drowned, but the’
[others were rescued with difficulty by the steam-
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